Soon after Northwestern University was founded, its Board of Trustees adopted an official corporate seal. This seal, approved on June 26, 1856, consisted of an open book surrounded by rays of light and circled by the words Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois.

Thirty years later Daniel Bonbright, professor of Latin and a member of Northwestern’s original faculty, redesigned the seal, retaining the book and light rays and adding two quotations. On the pages of the open book he placed a Greek quotation from the Gospel of John, chapter 1, verse 14, translating to The Word . . . full of grace and truth. Circling the book are the first three words, in Latin, of the University motto: Quaecumque sunt vera (Whatsoever things are true). The outer border of the seal carries the name of the University and the date of its founding. This seal, which remains Northwestern’s official signature, was approved by the Board of Trustees on December 5, 1890.

The full text of the University motto, adopted on June 17, 1890, is from the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Philippians, chapter 4, verse 8 (King James Version).

Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think on these things.
TO OUR GUESTS

Commencement is the highlight of the academic year. It is that significant occasion, both solemn and joyful, when we honor those students who have completed their courses of study. Commencement is important to all of you, the University, and its faculty, staff, and students. While the University respects the rights of all to express their views, we respectfully expect and require that any such expressions during these Commencement proceedings not disrupt the virtual ceremony nor prevent others from enjoying it.

A link to the recording of the virtual Commencement ceremony is available on Northwestern’s Commencement website.

UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER

Hail to Alma Mater!

We will sing thy praise forever;
All thy sons and daughters
Pledge thee victory and honor.
Alma Mater, praise be thine,
May thy name forever shine!
Hail to Purple! Hail to White!
Hail to thee, Northwestern!

Quaecumque sunt vera,
Proba, justa, mera
Omnia haec dona
Praebes nobis bona,
Alma Mater cara,
Benedicta, clara,
Celsa in honore
Nostro et amore!
NATIONAL ANTHEM
Dario Amador-Lage, Bienen School of Music, Class of 2021

LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Kristen Glass Perez, University chaplain and executive director of religious and spiritual life

WELCOME
Morton Schapiro, president of the University

GREETINGS
J. Landis Martin, chair of the Board of Trustees

ALUMNI RECOGNITION
Larry Irving, president of the Northwestern Alumni Association

RECOGNITION OF NEWLY APPOINTED EMERITUS FACULTY
Morton Schapiro

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
Morton Schapiro
Citations read by Kathleen Hagerty, provost of the University
The citations appear on page 14.

REMARKS TO THE GRADUATES
Gwynne Shotwell, president and chief operating officer of SpaceX
Introduced by Sarah Liu, Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences, Class of 2021

CONFERRING OF DOCTORAL DEGREES
Morton Schapiro

MESSAGE TO PARENTS AND FAMILY MEMBERS
Nolan Fizoires Robinson II, School of Communication, Class of 2021

CONFERRING OF GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
Morton Schapiro

UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER
Bienen Contemporary/Early Vocal Ensemble, conducted by Donald Nally,
John W. Beattie Professor of Music
The text appears on page 4.
MORTON SCHAPIRO  
President

Morton Schapiro began his term as the 16th president of Northwestern University on September 1, 2009. He is a professor of economics in Northwestern’s Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences and also holds appointments in the J. L. Kellogg School of Management and the School of Education and Social Policy.

President Schapiro is among the nation’s leading authorities on the economics of higher education, with particular expertise in the area of college financing and affordability and on trends in educational costs and student aid. He has been a regular commentator in the national media on those and other issues.

Previously President Schapiro was president of Williams College from 2000 to 2009. Earlier he had served as a member of the Williams College faculty from 1980 to 1991 as professor of economics and assistant provost. In 1991 he went to the University of Southern California, where he served as chair of the economics department until 1994 and then as dean of the College of Letters, Arts and Sciences until 2000. During his last two years as dean, he also served as the university’s vice president for planning.

President Schapiro has written more than 100 articles and authored or edited 10 books, most recently Minds Wide Shut: How the New Fundamentalisms Divide Us (with Gary Saul Morson, Princeton University Press, 2021). He has received research grants and contracts from the National Science Foundation, the US Department of Education, the World Bank, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Spencer Foundation, the College Board, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, and other groups to study the economics of higher education and related topics. In 2010 he was elected a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and in 2017 he was elected to the National Academy of Education.

He received his bachelor’s degree in economics from Hofstra University and his doctorate from the University of Pennsylvania.

J. LANDIS MARTIN  
Chair, Board of Trustees

J. Landis Martin is the chairman and managing director of Platte River Equity, a Denver-based private equity firm focused on lower-middle-market companies. He retired as chairman and CEO of Denver-based Titanium Metals Corporation, one of the world’s largest producers of titanium metal, in 2005. Mr. Martin is also the chairman of the board of Houston-based Crown Castle International Corporation, a communications infrastructure provider. Until 1987 he was also a partner at the Kirkland & Ellis law firm.

Mr. Martin is chairman of the Denver Art Museum and its foundation and of the Clyfford Still Museum Foundation. He is chairman emeritus of Central City Opera House Association and past chairman and president of the Houston Grand Opera.

In addition to chairing Northwestern University’s Board of Trustees, Mr. Martin is a member of the Northwestern Pritzker School of Law Board. He received a bachelor of science degree in business administration from Northwestern and a juris doctor degree from Northwestern Law.
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LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
To recognize the land is an expression of gratitude and appreciation to those whose territory we reside on—and a way of honoring the Indigenous people who have been living and working on the land from time immemorial. It is important to understand the long-standing history that has brought us to reside on the land and to seek to understand our place within that history.*

The Northwestern campus sits on the traditional homelands of the people of the Council of Three Fires—the Ojibwe, Potawatomi, and Odawa—as well as the Menominee, Ho-Chunk, and Miami tribes. It was also a site of trade, travel, gathering, and healing for more than a dozen other Native tribes; the state of Illinois is still home to over 100,000 tribal members.

Consistent with the University's commitment to diversity and inclusion, Northwestern works toward building relationships with Native American communities through academic pursuits, partnerships, historical recognitions, community service, and enrollment efforts.

HISTORY OF NORTHWESTERN
The founding of Northwestern University by nine Methodists embodied a mixture of religious conviction and secular optimism that is uniquely American. Meeting above a hardware store in the burgeoning frontier town of Chicago, these nine resolved on May 31, 1850, to establish an institution of "the highest order of excellence." The 1851 Act of Incorporation creating Northwestern University contained a provision reflecting the strong religious beliefs of its founders but requiring no particular religious faith of students or members of the faculty.

In 1853 the University bought and began to develop 379 acres of lakeshore farmland. The town that grew up around Northwestern was named for John Evans, one of the University's founders. By 1855 Northwestern had completed its first building and opened a College of Liberal Arts. By 1900 the University encompassed six additional schools, including the medical and law schools in Chicago. Since the establishment of the Graduate School in 1910, Northwestern has provided graduate as well as undergraduate instruction, emphasizing research along with teaching.

The University's development since then has paralleled the growth of metropolitan Chicago. Today Northwestern is a private research university of distinction, with 11 academic divisions located on two lakefront campuses in Evanston and Chicago as well as Northwestern University in Qatar, which opened in Doha in 2008. Northwestern's vision of excellence—although faithful to its founding—invigorates a territory far beyond the old Northwest Territory through the accomplishments of its alumni and by virtue of a distinguished faculty and high-achieving student body drawn from across the nation and around the world.

*Adapted from www.lspirg.org/knowtheland
The Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences, established in 1851 as the College of Liberal Arts, offers the degree of bachelor of arts. Through the School of Professional Studies, Weinberg College also offers the degrees of bachelor of philosophy and bachelor of science in general studies.

The School of Communication, established in 1878 as the School of Oratory and later renamed the School of Speech, offers the degrees of bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, doctor of audiology, doctor of speech-language pathology, master of arts, and master of science. Through the School of Professional Studies, the School of Communication also offers the degree of bachelor of philosophy in communication.

The School of Education and Social Policy, established in 1926 as the School of Education, offers the degrees of bachelor of science and master of science.

The Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science, established in 1909 as the College of Engineering, offers the degrees of bachelor of science, master of engineering management, and master of science.

The Graduate School, established in 1910, administers programs leading to the degrees of doctor of philosophy, master of arts, master of fine arts, master of public health, and master of science.

The Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications, established in 1921 as the Medill School of Journalism, offers the degrees of bachelor of science and master of science.

The Pritzker School of Law, established in 1859 as the School of Law, offers the degrees of juris doctor, master of laws, master of science in law, master of studies in law, and doctor of juridical science. The school also offers the Master of Laws International Executive Master’s Program in Israel, South Korea, and Spain.

The J. L. Kellogg School of Management, established in 1908 as the School of Commerce, offers the degrees of master of business administration and master of science in management studies. In addition to the Full-Time MBA program, Kellogg offers the Evening and Weekend MBA program on the Chicago campus, the Executive Master’s Program in Evanston and Miami, and the International Executive Master’s Program in Canada, China (Beijing and Hong Kong), Germany, and Israel.

The Feinberg School of Medicine, established in 1859 as the Medical School, offers the degrees of bachelor of science in medicine, master of medical science, master of prosthetics and orthotics, doctor of medicine, and doctor of physical therapy.

The Henry and Leigh Bienen School of Music, established in 1895 as the School of Music, offers the degrees of bachelor of music, bachelor of arts, and bachelor of science. In its graduate division, the school offers the degrees of doctor of musical arts and master of music.

The School of Professional Studies, established in 1933 as University College and later renamed the School of Continuing Studies, offers the degrees of master of arts, master of fine arts, and master of science. The school also offers courses leading to the degrees of bachelor of philosophy and bachelor of science in general studies, conferred by the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences, and the degree of bachelor of philosophy in communication, conferred by the School of Communication.

Northwestern University in Qatar, established in 2008 as part of Education City in the Qatari capital of Doha, offers the degree of bachelor of science in communication through the School of Communication and the degree of bachelor of science in journalism through the Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications.
ACADEMIC DRESS

Modern academic attire originated in the medieval universities of Europe, where gowns were worn daily to provide warmth in poorly heated buildings and to differentiate scholars from fellow citizens. Two English universities, Oxford and Cambridge, are particularly noted for developing the authentic academic costume, which has changed only slightly through the centuries.

In the United States most academic dress follows the general provisions of the Intercollegiate Code of 1895, which was revised in 1932 and again in 1959. Under this code the gowns’ trim and sleeve design indicates the level of the degree. The bachelor’s gown has pointed sleeves and is worn closed; the master’s gown has oblong sleeves with an arc at the bottom and may be worn open or closed; and the doctor’s gown, which may also be worn open or closed, has velvet facings down the front and three velvet bars on the bell-shaped sleeves. This velvet trim may be black or the prescribed color of the academic area. Though the recommended color for gowns is black, Northwestern University (like many institutions) has adopted a colored gown to reflect the school’s color. All participating candidates wear a custom purple gown featuring the University crest.

The style of hood identifies the level of the degree, the school that granted it, and the academic area. Hood length and border width show the level of the degree. The bachelor’s hood, which is optional and not worn at Northwestern University, is three feet in length; the master’s, three and one-half feet; the doctor’s, four feet. The velvet border of the hood is two, three, and five inches wide for the bachelor’s, master’s, and doctor’s degrees, respectively. The hood is lined with silk in the official color of the school. At Northwestern the hood is lined in purple (the school’s color) and gold. The color of the hood’s border—and at Northwestern the color of the cap’s tassel as well—indicates the academic area. Tassels feature the Northwestern seal signet and are worn on the left side at all times. At Northwestern the colors for the Graduate School constitute an exception; tassels are black, but the border color of the hood indicates the specific degree awarded. Bachelor’s degree regalia include a souvenir stole.

The square black mortarboard is the recommended cap, although some schools have adopted other styles. Caps are worn throughout the Commencement ceremony, except that men remove them for the national anthem, invocation, and benediction.

At Northwestern University members of honor societies may be recognized by the honor cords, medallions, and stoles worn.
HONOR CORDS AND STOLES
Degree candidates are eligible to wear one or more honor cords and/or stoles during the Commencement ceremony and school or college convocations. School or college honor cords are worn by candidates for graduation with high honors. Other honor cords, stoles, and pins may be worn for designation of membership, achievement, leadership, or service.

School and College Honor Cords

**Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences**
- Summa cum laude . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gold
- Magna cum laude . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Red
- Cum laude . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . White
- Department honors . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lilac

**School of Communication**
- Lambda Pi Eta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gold
- Module honors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Silver

**School of Education and Social Policy**
- School honors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gold

**Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science**
- Eta Kappa Nu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gold
- Kappa Theta Epsilon . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maroon and gold
- National Society of Black Engineers (stole) . . White and purple
- Omega Chi Epsilon . . . . . . . . . . . . . White and maroon
- Pi Tau Sigma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blue and rose
- Tau Beta Pi (stole) . . . . . . . . . . . . . White
- Undergraduate Leadership Certificate . . Maize

**Graduate School**
- Lambda Pi Eta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gold
- Module honors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Silver

**Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications**
- Kappa Tau Alpha . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blue and gold

**J. L. Kellogg School of Management**
- 4.0 grade point . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . White
- Distinction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gold

**Henry and Leigh Bienen School of Music**
- Program honors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pink

**School of Professional Studies**
- Alpha Lambda Sigma . . . . . . . . . . . . Burgundy and gold
EMERITUS FACULTY

The following are gratefully recognized upon their retirement from full-time service on the Northwestern University faculty.

**Michael J. Avram**, Associate Professor Emeritus of Anesthesiology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 41 years of service

**Leigh Bienen**, Senior Lecturer Emerita of Law, Pritzker School of Law; 26 years of service

**Caroline Bledsoe**, Professor Emerita of Anthropology and Melville J. Herskovits Professor Emerita of African Studies, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 36 years of service

**Stephen H. Carr**, Professor Emeritus of Materials Science and Engineering, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 51 years of service

**R. P. H. Chang**, Professor Emeritus of Materials Science and Engineering, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 35 years of service

**P. Lindsay Chase-Lansdale**, Frances Willard Professor Emerita of Human Development and Social Policy, School of Education and Social Policy; 22 years of service

**Charlotte Crane**, Professor Emerita of Law, Pritzker School of Law; 40 years of service

**Micaela di Leonardo**, Professor Emerita of Anthropology, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 30 years of service

**Jack Doppelt**, Hamad Bin Khalifa Al-thani Chair Emeritus in Journalism, Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications; 36 years of service

**Dorothy Dunlop**, Professor Emerita of Medicine, Feinberg School of Medicine; 29 years of service

**Stephen F. Eisenman**, Professor Emeritus of Art History, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 23 years of service

**Michael Fleming**, Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Feinberg School of Medicine; 11 years of service

**Rick Gaber**, Professor Emeritus of Molecular Biosciences, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 35 years of service

**John Hagan**, John D. MacArthur Professor Emeritus of Sociology, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 22 years of service

**Elizabeth Hahn**, Associate Professor Emerita of Medical Social Sciences, Feinberg School of Medicine; 19 years of service

**Walter B. Herbst**, Clinical Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 24 years of service

**Paul Hirsch**, Professor Emeritus of Management and Organizations, J. L. Kellogg School of Management; 32 years of service

**Joyce Hughes**, Professor Emerita of Law, Pritzker School of Law; 46 years of service

**Philip Iannaccone**, Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics, Feinberg School of Medicine; 41 years of service

**Charles David James**, Jean Malnati Miller Professor Emeritus in Brain Tumor Research and Professor Emeritus of Neurological Surgery, Feinberg School of Medicine; 6 years of service

**Richard Kieckhefer**, Sarah Rebecca Roland Professor Emeritus of Religious Studies, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 46 years of service

**Laura Kipnis**, Professor Emerita of Radio/Television/Film, School of Communication; 30 years of service

**Antoun Koht**, Professor Emeritus of Anesthesiology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 26 years of service

**Lewis Landsberg**, Irving S. Cutter Chair of Medicine Emeritus, Feinberg School of Medicine; 30 years of service

**Charles Larson**, Professor Emeritus of Communication Sciences and Disorders, School of Communication; 40 years of service

**Robert M. Lavker**, Jack W. Graffin, MD, Research Professor Emeritus of Dermatology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 19 years of service

**Jonathan Leis**, Professor Emeritus of Microbiology and Immunology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 22 years of service

**Harriet Lightman**, Librarian Emerita, University Libraries; 24 years of service

**Janet Olson**, Librarian Emerita, Distinctive Collections, University Libraries; 21 years of service

**Elfriede Pahl**, Professor Emerita of Pediatrics, Feinberg School of Medicine; 29 years of service

**Horace Pak-Hong Yuen**, Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 41 years of service

**Carl Petry**, Professor Emeritus of History and Hamad Bin Khalifa Al-thani Chair Emeritus in Middle East Studies, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 47 years of service

*Dawn Mora*, Senior Lecturer Emerita of Theatre, School of Communication; 38 years of service

**Janet Olson**, Librarian Emerita, Distinctive Collections, University Libraries; 21 years of service

**Elfriede Pahl**, Professor Emerita of Pediatrics, Feinberg School of Medicine; 29 years of service

**Horace Pak-Hong Yuen**, Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 41 years of service

**Carl Petry**, Professor Emeritus of History and Hamad Bin Khalifa Al-thani Chair Emeritus in Middle East Studies, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 47 years of service

*Deceased*
Irving Rein, Professor Emeritus of Communication Studies, School of Communication; 52 years of service

Stuart Rich, Professor Emeritus of Medicine, Feinberg School of Medicine; 6 years of service

June Robinson, Professor Emerita of Dermatology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 35 years of service

Michael Rosenberg, Professor Emeritus of Ophthalmology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 37 years of service

Joseph Schofer, Professor Emeritus of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 51 years of service

Mark A. Segraves, Professor Emeritus of Neurobiology, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 33 years of service

Roxanne Sellberg, Associate University Librarian Emerita, University Libraries; 25 years of service

Stanford Shulman, Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics, Feinberg School of Medicine; 41 years of service

Maureen Smith, Associate Professor Emerita of Medicine, Feinberg School of Medicine; 15 years of service

Hendrik Spruyt, Professor Emeritus of Political Science and Norman Dwight Harris Chair Emeritus in International Relations, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 18 years of service

M. Christine Stock, James E. Eckenhoff Chair Emerita of Anesthesiology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 19 years of service

Robert R. Tanz, Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics, Feinberg School of Medicine; 40 years of service

Susan Thistle, Associate Professor of Instruction Emerita of Sociology, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 23 years of service

Bruce Wessels, Walter P. Murphy Professor Emeritus of Materials Science and Engineering, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 43 years of service

Ann Woodworth, Associate Professor Emerita of Theatre, School of Communication; 40 years of service

Tai Te Wu, Professor Emeritus of Molecular Biosciences, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 51 years of service
TARANA J. BURKE
Doctor of Humane Letters

For decades, Tarana J. Burke has led campaigns and launched initiatives to address such issues as housing inequality, racial discrimination, sexism, and economic injustice. After graduating from Alabama State University, she began working in Selma, Alabama, with the youth development organization 21st Century. Focusing on supporting young women of color, she cofounded Jendayi Aza, an African-centered rites-of-passage program for girls that evolved into her nonprofit organization JustBe. A survivor of sexual assault, she founded the MeToo movement to promote “empowerment through empathy,” and a decade later her #MeToo hashtag went viral. Burke has served as managing director of Philadelphia’s Art Sanctuary, executive director of the Black Belt Cultural Arts Center, a curatorial consultant and special projects director at the National Voting Rights Museum and Institute, and a consultant on Ava DuVernay’s film Selma. In 2017 she was featured in Time magazine’s Person of the Year issue honoring “silence breakers,” and the following year Time named her one of the world’s 100 most influential people. A widely published commentator, she is the senior director of Girls for Gender Equity in Brooklyn, New York.

Presented by Sally Nuamah, assistant professor of human development and social policy, School of Education and Social Policy.

GEORGE R. R. MARTIN
Doctor of Humane Letters

George R. R. Martin began writing as a child and sold his first story at age 21, to Galaxy Science Fiction magazine. Since then he has written 12 published novels in addition to writing and editing numerous short-story collections. After earning a BS with highest distinction and an MS in journalism at Northwestern University, Martin worked for the Cook County Legal Assistance Foundation, directed tournaments for the Continental Chess Association, and taught writing at Iowa’s Clarke College. As a writer in Hollywood, he was a story editor for CBS Television’s The Twilight Zone and successively an executive story consultant, producer, and co-supervising producer for CBS’s Beauty and the Beast, among other credits. His novel A Game of Thrones, published in 1996, initiated his A Song of Fire and Ice series, for which he has now completed five of seven planned volumes. HBO began airing its multi-Emmy-winning Game of Thrones series in 2011, the year Time magazine named Martin one of the world’s 100 most influential people. Winner of numerous Locus and Hugo fiction awards, he received the 2012 World Fantasy Award for Life Achievement.

Presented by Roger Boye, associate professor emeritus-in-service of journalism, Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications.

The depth and brilliance of your imagination have transported us to entirely new worlds. Both in print and on television, your stories and characters have fascinated millions. Your many awards testify to your preeminence in the field of science fiction and fantasy. We are proud to claim you as one of our own.

GWINNE SHOTWELL
Doctor of Science

Gwynne Shotwell is the president and chief operating officer of SpaceX, responsible for day-to-day operations and for management of customer and strategic relations to support company growth. Also a member of SpaceX’s board of directors, she joined the company in 2002 as vice president of business development. Previously she held positions in space systems engineering, technology, and project management during a decade with the Aerospace Corporation. Named the 2018 Satellite Executive of the Year, Shotwell has received the Von Karmen Wings Award, the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics’ Goddard Astronautics Award, and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers’ Ralph Coats Roe Medal. In 2020 she was inducted into the National Academy of Engineering and named one of Time magazine’s 100 most influential people. She has also appeared on Fortune magazine’s list of the world’s 50 greatest leaders and Forbes magazine’s list of power women. In 2019 she was appointed to the National Space Council Users’ Advisory Group. Shotwell earned a BS in mechanical engineering with honors and an MS in applied mathematics at Northwestern University.

Presented by Kevin Lynch, professor of mechanical engineering and director of the Center for Robotics and Biosystems, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science.

Your leadership and creativity have opened the realm of space exploration to commercial innovation. You have achieved equal prominence in promoting STEM education, raising more than $1.8 million for programs nationwide. You have generously served your alma mater as a campus speaker, advisory board member, and member of our Board of Trustees. We are proud to welcome you back and grateful for all you have done to expand our horizons.

HELEN H. HOBBS
Doctor of Science

Helen H. Hobbs is professor of internal medicine and molecular genetics, chief of the Division of Medical Genetics, and director of the McDermott Center for Human Growth and Development at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center. She is also an investigator for the Howard Hughes Medical Institute and the director of the groundbreaking Dallas Heart Study. Focusing her research on the genetic determinants of plasma lipid levels and cardiovascular risk, she has identified a genetic variation that protects against heart disease and another that produces susceptibility to fatty liver disease. A member of the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Medicine, and American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Hobbs has received the American Society for Clinical Investigation Harrington Prize for Innovation in Medicine, the Breakthrough Prize in Life Sciences, the American Heart Association’s Distinguished Scientist Award, the New York Academy of Medicine’s Gronley-Raisbeck Award, the inaugural International Society of Atherosclerosis Prize, the Passarow Foundation Award in Cardiovascular Research, and Rockefeller University’s Pearl Meister Greengard Prize. She earned a BA in human biology at Stanford University and an MD at Case Western Reserve University.

Presented by Susan Guaggin, professor and chief of nephrology and hypertension, Department of Medicine, Feinberg School of Medicine.

Winner of numerous prestigious awards and author of a long list of significant articles and book chapters, you are one of the nation’s most distinguished physician-scientists. Your highly influential research on the effects of genetic mutations has led to the development of new drugs for preventing heart disease and new methodologies for conducting genetic research. We are delighted to add to your many honors.

HONORARY DEGREES

HELEN H. HOBBS
Doctor of Science

We are delighted to add to your many honors. For decades, you have followed your passion for activism and for empowering the marginalized, especially Black girls and women. Drawing attention to the pervasiveness of sexual assault, your MeToo movement has become our era’s most significant initiative in raising awareness of American culture’s systemic sexism and affording honor and voice to the survivors of sexual assault. As we salute your courage and vision, we thank you for inspiring women and girls throughout the world.

Presented by Roger Boye, associate professor emeritus-in-service of journalism, Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications.
Seth Brady has taught at Naperville Central High School in Naperville, Illinois, since 2004. In addition to teaching courses on comparative religions, peace and conflict studies, and world cultures, he sponsors the school’s Muslim Student Association, Indian Student Association, and Black and Latino Leadership Council. Since 2015 he has also been a religious studies standards and curriculum writer, acting as liaison with the National Council for Social Studies. As project director for Illinois Global Scholar since 2014, he has coordinated four statewide summits and helped produce legislation establishing a state-level global education certificate. Brady has also taught as an adjunct professor at Waubonsee Community College and the International Academy of Design and Technology. Winner of the University of Missouri's Dream Big Teacher Challenge, he has taught at Naperville Central High School in Naperville, Illinois, since 2004.

Monica Rowley has taught humanities and Advanced Placement research since 2009 at Brooklyn Technical High School in Brooklyn, New York, where she is responsible for humanities curriculum development and advises the Brown Girls Unite, Peer Tutoring, and Animal Advocacy student groups. She also works with the New York City Literacy Department to train teachers across the city, and since 2014 she has been a consultant and trainer for the College Board AP Capstone Program. Previously she taught at Brooklyn’s Secondary School for Journalism and at schools in Philadelphia and Honolulu. Among her honors are a Library of Congress Summer Teacher Residency Award, a National Endowment for the Humanities grant, a Gilder Lehrman Fellowship, a Cullman Center Summer Teacher Fellowship, and an Academy for Teachers Fellowship and Roxanne McCormick Leighton Endowed Fellowship for the Bread Loaf School of English. A published poet whose work has appeared in Ogham Stone and Yes Poetry, she is a member of the Academy for Teachers Educational Board. Grateful for “the writing, research, and life skills Rowley generously imparted,” student nominator Chloe Wong of the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences says that Brady’s “passion for global education shaped the way I now understand my own purpose in life.” Brady earned an MA in social science at the University of Chicago and a BA in anthropology and philosophy and an MS in kinesiology at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Carrie Marcantonio has taught since 2010 at Winnetonka High School in Kansas City, Missouri, where she is the gifted resource specialist, Advanced Placement research and seminar instructor, AP and AP Capstone Diploma coordinator, Golden Medallion Honors Diploma coordinator, and Key Club sponsor. She conceived and led Winnetonka’s Challenge of the Year and has named the Prairie Rivers Network’s Steward of the Year and Naperville Community Unit School District 203’s Teacher of the Year. She has given presentations at education-related conferences and symposiums across the United States and at the 2013 International Conference on Religion in Indonesia. Student nominator Mahie Gopalka of the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences says that Marcantonio’s “passion for global education shaped the way I now understand my own purpose in life.” Brady earned an MA in social science at the University of Chicago and a BA in anthropology and philosophy and an MS in kinesiology at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Jeff Solin has taught computer science engineering since 1998 at Chicago’s Lane Tech College Prep High School. He implemented and continued to teach the Chicago Public Schools’ only college-level computer architecture course and teaches CPSS’s only dedicated making course. In Solin’s 2017 Chicago Flag Mosaic Project, students in his Makers Lab created a 126-tile 3D mosaic that was displayed at Navy Pier and the Museum of Science and Industry. Previously he taught at Chicago’s Northside College Preparatory High School and as a visiting lecturer at the University of Illinois at Chicago. A K–12 National Board Certified Master Teacher, Solin has received the National Center for Women and Information Technology’s Aspirations in Computing State and National Educator Awards, the University of Chicago’s Outstanding High School Teacher Award, the National Society of High School Scholars Claes Nobel Educator of Distinction Award, and a 2014 National Science Foundation Award as one of the country’s top 100 computer science teachers. Last year his pro bono design of the Solin Flatpack Face Shield as pandemic protection for healthcare workers received widespread media coverage. Student nominator Lazar Guerguevul of the McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science says that Solin “fostered an environment of collaboration and creativity” that “changed the way I view what a classroom is.” Solin earned a BS in computer science at Ohio State University and an MS in educational leadership at the American College of Education.

Mark Vondracek has taught physics since 1998 at Evanston Township High School in Evanston, Illinois, where he coaches and advises academic teams, maintains the ETHS Research Center, and advises student research projects for national competitions. For two decades he also taught physics for Northwestern’s Center for Talent Development. Previously he taught at Chicago’s Amundsen High School and Yeshivas Brisk Academy. Winner of the University of Chicago’s Outstanding Educator Award, Vondracek has taught computer science at Ohio State University and an MS in educational leadership at the American College of Education.
Dear Graduates,

There is a Northwestern tradition that the 50th reunion class participates in Commencement. I delivered remarks at my own Commencement 50 years ago. This year, the Class of 1971 nominated me to share my thoughts with you as part of the 2021 virtual ceremony. Here goes…

Congratulations! You are about to start the next exciting phase of your life. Before you continue reading, please take a few deep breaths if you are able and imagine you and I are sitting down in my living room chatting. Okay, are you relaxed? Let’s go.

You have been changed by being at Northwestern. You have made new friends and learned things about yourself while gaining a first-class education at one of the world’s best universities. Now what?

There are three areas of your life that I would like to emphasize: the nation, your friends and family, and your self.

The Nation
In 1971, graduates lived in a world at war. Classmates from high school and college were sent to Vietnam. Some did not come home. In 2021, you graduates also face a set of complex realities and questions. Does the US still believe in democracy? Is white supremacy driving attempts to suppress the vote? Will we stop destroying our planet? Will a divided US ever find common ground? Are we in the middle of a second Civil War? Do Black Lives Matter?

As graduates of Northwestern, you will all have a part to play in answering these questions.

Until recently, most of us took democracy for granted. Some Americans feel that the 2020 election was illegitimate—despite the fact that every court rejected those charges and state officials around the country certified the election of Joe Biden and Kamala Harris. The US Capitol was invaded. Bills have been introduced in state legislatures around the country seeking to restrict the ability to vote. These measures are aimed at limiting the political power of voters of color. What will you as informed members of the body politic do? Some of you live in states where voter suppression laws are being considered. There is a federal bill that aims to protect the right to vote. Please contact your congressperson and senators and urge them to support this important legislation.

The country is addressing race in a real way after the murder of Mr. George Floyd, yet unarmed Black men and women continue to be killed by the police in numbers disproportionate to our population. Please find out if there are concrete proposals in your town to address these killings. Speak up and speak out. Urge your family members and friends to do the same. For the past year, we have heard a lot about a racial reckoning. Make sure these are not just empty words and meaningless platitudes.

Generations before yours are responsible for global warming and the destruction of this beautiful planet and its inhabitants. Push us to do more, to do something to make things better. Electric cars. Carbon credits. Many of you will have children, and you will want them to know that you did all you could to preserve Mother Earth.

Get involved. Run for your local school board. Run for city council. Become the first president of the United States who is a Wildcat.

Your Friends and Family
One thing I heard when I lived at Northwestern was that the friends you make here will be friends for life. This is wonderfully true.

Keep in touch with the friends you have made here. Your shared experience in the pandemic will bond you for life. When we can all travel again, go out of your way to visit the people you know and love. I am still close friends with people I met 50 years ago. Make the effort.

My classmates are slowly but surely losing our parents. Make sure your loved ones know that you love them and appreciate all they have done for you. Make sure they tell you all the stories of their lives. Record them if you can. Someday they will not be around.

Be kind. Have a heart and soul filled with love. Do not burn bridges. Make sure that in 50 years, most of the people you have encountered will think well of you.

Your Self
Most of you have become independent people untethered from the expectations of your family. You will be stepping out into the world on your own. Here are some things I would recommend. (Remember, we are in my living room chatting.)

Take care of your body, soul, and mind. You will likely live to be 90 years old, so remember to exercise and eat well. You will likely encounter challenges in your life. There will be times when you are confused or troubled. Reach out for help. The first time I went to a therapist was when I was a junior at Northwestern. I learned a lot about myself and was able to make different, healthier choices. When I started college, I wanted to be a psychologist, and I still think that our inner lives can always be improved or better understood.

Believing in a Higher Power is key to my inner tranquility, inner peace, and joy. When I entered Northwestern, I was a Christian, but I lost my faith while here. I now am a Christian again. That is a very common progression—from faith to doubt and back to faith. There will be many times when faith can help you get through despair and grief.

Pick a career or livelihood that gives you pleasure. Having a job that fulfills you and provides psychic income is so important.

Start saving now for your retirement.

Before you leave my living room, I just want to tell you that life is good. I am sending love and light to you all. Go ‘Cats!

Eva Jefferson Paterson, BA ’71
President and Co-Founder, Equal Justice Society
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
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Adrian W. B. Randolph, PhD, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Degree awarded September 4, 2020

Nadashyn Gwendolyn Bangura
Allison Rose Bondy
John Michael Byrne IV
Richard Li-Ke Chen
Yining Chen
Yulan Chen
Cole Walker Christenson
Ying Dai
Joanne Grace Davenport
Abigail Claire Dein
Nathan Justin Glasman
Akshay Shiv Goyal
Alexandre Halimi
Andrew Wonjay Hattler
Lexia Jane Hall
Bree Ashlyn Hall
Elijah Nathan Gelman
Julia Anne Friedman
Henry James Forcier
Samantha Margaret Elaine Flood
Jonathan Wolf
John Stephen Endres
Peri Francesca Ehlman
Thomas Abers Lourenço
Ali Zaid Abdullah
Kristy Zeng
Allison Mengying You
Mira Muxi Yang
Vivian Lee Xu
Jonathan Wolf
Catherine Xu
Vivian Lee Xu
Mira Muxi Yang
Allison Mengying You
Kristy Zeng

Degree awarded March 26, 2021

Rachel Lila Abrahamson
Yash Aanand Agrawal
Farah Ahmed
Charles Z. Ault
Yilun Bao
Seth Aaron Bernstein
Lauren Nicole Bittinger
Matthew August Bolanos
Elsa Marin Brundige
Praga Richa Chandra
Stephanie Melissa Chang
Jonathan Chen
Chen Hwi Cho
Andrew John Cortner
Samuel P. Cullen
Peri Francesca Ehlman
Hannah Elizabeth Emmons
John Stephen Endres
Andrew S. Feldman
Samantha Margaret Elaine Flood
Henry James Forcier
Julia Anne Friedman
Eljah Nathan Gelmam
Jenna Marie Grady
Cody Ray Gronewold
Bee Aslyn Hall
Lexia Jane Hall
Annika Eve Elizabeth Hansen
Mary Hardy
Troy Rhys Hattler
Josemanuel Hernandez
Gwyn Hodges
Jacqueline June Hua
Elaine Yumeng Jiang
Emma Claire Joosse
Emma Ashley Khanig
Natallja Karagic
Jessica Nicole Kern
Alexis Nayson Kim
Kenneth Alexander Kiratli
Gabrielle Beth Klein
Anthony Donald Kolesky
Douglas A. Kosann
Asuka Kosugi
Chaejung Lee
David Lee
Justin Junhee Lee
Sohyun Lee
Bradley Chase Leshem
Nicholas Yoonjae Lim
Matthew Jonathan Liu
Julia Carol Loverdene
Kobe Samson Mandell
Shyan M. Mani
Kaelyn Leah McCloud
Melissa Erin Melnick
Lisa Linda Mende
Danielle Marie Millan
Andrew Mo
Adam Luc Montgomery
Erik Henry Mueller
Harris Morton Nadelman
Taniy Nayak
Michael James Oh
Joseph Park
Daniel Hill Petronis
Matthew Dempsey Price
Sin Lei Pui
Jacob Frederick Rehring
Ethan Merle Reiss
Saeed Rezko
Ariel Santerra Richards
Alex Minh Riedel
Amelia Corinne Russo
Patrick Christopher Ryan
Carrie Leigh Sandoval
Ferila M. Sausi
Sarah Catherine Simon
Steven Franklin Singer
Revika Singh
Nicole Skakun
Karina Mackenzie Smegal
Derek Jason Smith
Peter Gordon Smogdness
Peter Song
Francisco Daniel Soto
Jeremiah Tsern Iyen Strang
Zachary William Strons
Victoria ‘Tan
Grace Ann Teeple
Benjamin Louis Thomae
Mili Tomar
Amy Aiwen Wang
Anthony Wang
Caroline Leah Webster
Alexis Faye White
Jamila Gabrielle Macks Wilson
Tomah Wabine
Catherine Xu
Vivian Lee Xu
Mira Muxi Yang
Allison Mengying You
Kristy Zeng

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Ali Zaid Abdullah
Thomas Abes Lourenco
Johannes Foss Abrahamson
Nicholas Haidar Abushaca
Andrew Clarke Acomb
Karlia Danielis Acosta
Ezina Precious Adele
Laura Karina Aguilar
Prophecy Agyare
Anyah Royale Akanni
Chirag Kapil Akella
Umot Akova
Alison Albeda
Zachary Wynn Albertson
Anthony Peter Alepra
Calvin Alexander

Katerina Ann Alexopoulos
Maria Pia Aliaga
Kenneth Allen
Ahmed Abdullah AlMadan
Marc Edward Alvarez
Marta Amador Molina
Meron Abebe Amariw
Annika Victoria Amile
Miranda Alyce Andrade
Sarah Beatriz Angel
Momoee Anno
Samuel Louis Aronson
Nyle Navashn Arora
Fiona Asokacita
Ayana Asra
Hans Aubeeluck
Jared Daniel Baas
Helena Bachmann
Ryan Richard Bader
Alexa Talar Bagamian
Imani Naima Bah
Grace Mihaea Baik
Kenzie Taylor Ballard
Olivia Rose Ballentine
Shayak Bandopadhay
Daniel D. Bang
Naomi Baneulos-Lozano
Eli Baum
Christopher G. Becker
Emma Rebecca Belanger
Jeremy Nahuel Bell
Kiera Berg
Christopher Bergin
Kayla Rose Bernard
Hanna Kay Bertucci
Isaac Benjamin Best
Saanchi Bhatta
Bhavin Dinak Bhatt
Anisha Bhattacharya
Yash Kumar Bindal
Bradley Allan Bishop
Christasia Bloom
Britt Courtney Bonner
Gabriella Lucille Boone
Samantha Borja
Asher S. Borstein
Esteve Botella i Valls
Myles Bowen
Ryan Michael Boyd
Sannah Elon Boyd
Miri O’Toole Brady
Piers M. Braunrot
Daniel John Breuther
Abigail Sarita Bridgemohan
Isabella Frances Broccoli
Hannah Cattell Brock
Conor Thomas Broderick
Nicholas William Brookes
Elliott Robert Brown
Roman Bryant
Eliana Miller Buckner
Erol Gonen Bulun
Keegan Allian Bundy
Conrad James Burghardt
Kyle Richard Burnett Jr.
Jason Buzzell
Bradley Cesare Caccivio
Fang Ming Cai
Kim Calica
Amanda R. Caloras
Soren Christopher Campbell
Caroline Aubry Campolo
Salma Guadalupe Campos
Laura Moon Carlson
Emerson Andrews Carlson
Alec Morris Carroll
Emmanuelle Paula Carter
Laura Louise Carther
Aaron Castillo
Rodrigo Leonel Castillo Perez
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert Scott Cecil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Cha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santiago Chacín</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gianna Chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haebin Chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Chao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eshani Chaudhuri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayulet Chavel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiayi Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca J. Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhenrong Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seung Hyun Choi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shea Marie Christian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hee Jae Chung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tia Danielle Chung-Swanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Matthew Ciraci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew James Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Anne Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Clarke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Michael Coates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah B. Coffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Rivka Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Robert Colton-Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christen Corryn Conley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Joseph Connolly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Matthew Conrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Elizabeth Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carson Carlyle Copeland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Dwyer Corridon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Bonds Brandall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Alexander Crite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Francisco Croce Malabe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Alexander Cronin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mina Yaqmur Chudar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flannery Rose Cusick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella Anna Czochara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Roselaine Dachler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Gail Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Ryan Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Isabel Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swapnaul Deh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Harrison de Boer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianzhuo Deng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tong Xin Deng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Olivia Derrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annika Hope de Vogel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angshu Dey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zane Robert Diaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandler Clark Dillingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Jacob Dillingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew DiSerio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Rose Donnemeyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesley Harold Donnell</td>
</tr>
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<td>Christopher Quentin Donohue</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahil Bhavaski Doshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Carpenter Douglass</td>
</tr>
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<td>Adam Downing</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rui Du</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Peiheng Du</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Sijia Duan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Michelle Dudzinski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heili Liisa Duffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blaine Elizabeth Duffy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Vanhorn Dunn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camille Madeleine Dupeyroux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Duval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nejla Dzafic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Noelle Eaton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Connor Eberhardt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anusha Ebrahim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Theresa Eder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afnan Elsheikh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Lautia Entner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cengiz Ozan Ergunoglu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jihad Esmai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Esquenazi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Rose Evans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Mulguta Ewetu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Richard Fanesi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Strother Farley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter Morgen Feeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Fernandez Yarte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Lynn Ferracuti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marco Ferrando</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Lucas Perry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adia Michelle Fielder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine Anne Finn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Jaclyn Fisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Nicole Fishman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Michael Flam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Andrew Flinchum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elijah Flomen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Thomas Flynn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orion Matthew Forowycz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise G. Forst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Jules Freeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julian Freiberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stella Zane Frentress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Grace Friedman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumm Christine Fritz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Alexander Fritz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena Elisabeth Fulkerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Ecklund Purdak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghna Reddy Gaddam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nihar Hans Gagneja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Leonor Gaines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob S. Galdes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Gallo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefano Gamba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizbeth Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Janette Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Eliot Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Anne Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satvic Garg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuti Pavaani Garg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam Josef Gately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Suzanne Gaumond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Olive Gauthier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Gay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris Crane Gelbum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Isabel Genaris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Keegan Gerak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souradip Ghosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota Kalani Ceyhennep Gibson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen Gleason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Matthew Glikin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia Glowacka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chirag Goel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saksham Goel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ege Gokturk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Paige Donnelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogden Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Erick Gomez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Jinju Gong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Luis Gonzalez Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keerti Januma Gopal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahika Gopalka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Bradley Gordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayesh Goosewamy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarik Sanjeev Goyal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Harrison Grass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Miriam Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Greenberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Gross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Mathew Graybek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachik Makenna Gullbrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Guo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Maureen Habling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augustin Paul Hafer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillian Rebecca Haggerty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolas Roman Hammer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Patricia Hammond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immanuel Guiru Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Campbell Hansell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yulia Haraguchi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Daniel Hardin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Rose Harding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrice Audra Haryanto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahryar Hasnani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Hattig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Guanhao He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hongrui He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Jayla Heath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Kimberly Henschchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Marie Herman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izrau Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Hessler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Samuel Hirsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Brian Hoesterey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina Gabrielle Holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Rose Holtzman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sung Yeon Hong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colton Charles Horn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yunyi Hou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penelope Powers Hough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivien Anderson Hough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Annie Hsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jing Yun Hsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yihong Hu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zof E. Hueltt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Kathryn Hultquist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Henry Humerick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dong Jin Hwang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaramchi Adanna Veronica Ibnwenu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Jeremicu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siobhan Ozioma Ilenachio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney Kassidy Imeroni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Elizabeth Ingram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Teagan Ingram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hei Jung Virginia Ip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayah Noor Iqbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rami Islam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoana Ivanova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shreyas Iyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce Alexander Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamar Leon Jacobsof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samyak Jain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephan Jancso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Suzanne Janda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hajn Jang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Janick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarita Grace Jarrett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annamaria Chantille Jedziniak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Teresa Jì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Madison Jimenez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lars D. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashiwyara Chandrashekhar Jois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Mercedes Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Robert Judelson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Angel Kam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiranya Kamdar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanbyul-Jenny Kang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Martin Kaplan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idil Kara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdulmalik Kareem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Ross Karlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Gordon Karris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mara Kelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will Reed Kennard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Aidan Kennedy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Marie Kennel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasa Lilija Kerelis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariz Anish Keshwani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Robert Kesicki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Khalsa Mendenhall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicharee Khawam-ang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rushmus Khazan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel William Kiefus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Marcus Kielar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Jaemin Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Minjae Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jana Ji-Hyun Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiho Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Jinyoung Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taeyhung Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yein Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Harold Kindseth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alp Kismir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Tyler Klein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carson Lee Knower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanheet Kodimala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyoko Kohno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Ruth Kollender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximilian Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolowrat-Krakovski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Minard Konoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Konstantinov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Konstantinov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alana Jessica Kosches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniele Levy Kosoever-Ayala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindhu Bhusan Korusu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amar Piyush Kothary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Kozikowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikol Nikolaev Kralimarkova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Bursford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Megan Krantz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micah Lee Krueger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe P. Krugel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kijung Kwak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah B. Birdorf Labow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maura Lally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Margaret Lally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan Cole Lamishaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler J. Lardieri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Larson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Loy Lathen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Marie Lauber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dianna Matilde Lauroesch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Alfred Lavey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay Kirtley Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Sabater Leavitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elektra Varvara Lebl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shay Parish Lebovitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher James Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David H. Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joo Seung Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwonjae Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Yueh-Ying Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiuyuan Lei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakob Arjuna Lemke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace McVay Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Matthew Lenart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Bu Leon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Joseph Lesus II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Marianne Leopold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna Paige Leoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Matthew Lewczyk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Brooke Lewin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmien Jamin Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruoci Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenxin Liao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Stone Libby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb Ashe Liberman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gil Ewan Lim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Brian Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stella Lin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Lillian Litchman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Faith Little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsey Molly Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Xingyu Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivien Zongmi Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xunchuan Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yishu Sophia Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuchen Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Zhi Xin Lo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayden Mathias Logan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeley Logsdon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Jeremy Longo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Adelaida Lopez-Planos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christmann Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Noelle Lubinski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie Luo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runjie Ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Aaron Mandel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anusha Manjunath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvaro Marcelino Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikita Cali Marconio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade Kalea Amal Marcum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florien J. Marcussen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew John Marth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dax M. Mayya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvaro Jose Matos Gibson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Christopher Mayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Mbida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Valerie McCarthy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bachelor of Science in General Studies

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Pavel Botev
Andrew Ghana
Kanhaiya Choudhary
Nicolle Therese Colon
Natette Hannah
Eric Hoffman
Derek Hopkins
Emily Reed Kefferstan
Charles R. Neer
Phillip David Ochilberg Jr.
Justin Richards
Diana Sancen

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Andrew Anderson Devine
Agne Drungilaita
Marc Michio Ellis
Jeremiah James Hayes
Jennifer Handel Henry
Joyce Anilika Ogugua
Joseph W. Svejda
Anthony Valentine

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Toussaint Andry
Mackenzie Archer
Quaye Jailey
Cendall Ann Doris Justen
Gabriel E. Menjivar
Paul Ignacio Mireles
Joseph Q. Nguyen
Gulnara Payne
Jean Columbus Puga
Joseph Gerald Wilczynski
Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Hazem A. Albasamm
Ram Ananthakrishnan
Craig C. Anderson
James Batista
Soo Jin Clark
Sarah Elizabeth Earl
Kelly Morrison
Elizabeth Nunez-Garcia
Daniel Michael O’Malley
Rene G. Perrin
Brandon Phillips
Viki Powers
Dane Stevenson
Sean Alexander Strother

Bachelor of Arts in Communication

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Stephanie Carranza
Jacob Wilhelm Chaurize
Hunter R. Johnson
Finnegan Zane Plancher
Chase Alexander Reed

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Nicole K. Andonova
Edward Stewart Bednarek
Grace Chapman Beumler
Lindsay Elise Blashka
Earnest Brown IV
Kaitlyn Britney Dutschin
Mikayla Maude Hampton
Sam Hassett
Joshua Matthew Jacobs
Gabriella Marconni
Antonio Cassio Mendoza
Margaret Elise Olson
Jaclyn Mackenzie Orlando
Lily Kei Sadataki
Nathaniel Burwell Smith
Joseph Richard Spivak
Emily Wang
Erica Mercedes Washington

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Edith-Ariana Anaya
Danielle Oshoke Asapokhai
Arianna Marie Cu
Benjamin Matthew Curwin
Jordyn Lauren Doyle
Jack Henry Drummond
Anthony Gaines
Hannah Rose Gillespie
Berit Katherine Ginsberg
Megan Summer Gordon
Victoria Grace Hahn
Nathaniel Stevens Hollander
Rhett Taylor Hoksinson
Sydney Ruth Johnson
Patricia Ewa Kulynska
Katie Karmen
Jacob Pavlovich Kogan
Sawyer Flat Krole
Seungwon Lee
Sarah Kathryn Maciag
Sophia Paola Mayen
Alexandra Maria Moster
Clyde Keener Mulrowney
Cameron Joseph Ruiz
Jean Elise Sanders
Alexandra Grey Seigerman
Bianna Patricia Stroup
Isaac Lewittes Tannenbaum
Hana Naomi Tatsutani
Adrian Amanda Walker
Craig Anthony Wanda
Kaitlin Elizabeth Wood
Esther Grace Wyatt
Sumin You
Zhengyuan Zhao

Bachelor of Science

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Firelugzogg
Andrew Lee
Benjamin Matthew Curwin
Belinda Maude Hampton
Edward Stewart Bednarek
Grace Chapman Beumler
Lindsay Elise Blashka
Earnest Brown IV
Kaitlyn Britney Dutschin
Mikayla Maude Hampton
Sam Hassett
Joshua Matthew Jacobs
Gabriella Marconni
Antonio Cassio Mendoza
Margaret Elise Olson
Jaclyn Mackenzie Orlando
Lily Kei Sadataki
Nathaniel Burwell Smith
Joseph Richard Spivak
Emily Wang
Erica Mercedes Washington

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Edith-Ariana Anaya
Danielle Oshoke Asapokhai
Arianna Marie Cu
Benjamin Matthew Curwin
Jordyn Lauren Doyle
Jack Henry Drummond
Anthony Gaines
Hannah Rose Gillespie
Berit Katherine Ginsberg
Megan Summer Gordon
Victoria Grace Hahn
Nathaniel Stevens Hollander
Rhett Taylor Hoksinson
Sydney Ruth Johnson
Patricia Ewa Kulynska
Katie Karmen
Jacob Pavlovich Kogan
Sawyer Flat Krole
Seungwon Lee
Sarah Kathryn Maciag
Sophia Paola Mayen
Alexandra Maria Moster
Clyde Keener Mulrowney
Cameron Joseph Ruiz
Jean Elise Sanders
Alexandra Grey Seigerman
Bianna Patricia Stroup
Isaac Lewittes Tannenbaum
Hana Naomi Tatsutani
Adrian Amanda Walker
Craig Anthony Wanda
Kaitlin Elizabeth Wood
Esther Grace Wyatt
Sumin You
Zhengyuan Zhao

Bachelor of Philosophy in Communication

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Alexandria Lenae Bodkin

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Ingrid Kowols

Candidate for degree, June 18, 2021
Alejandro Hernández

Bachelor of Science in Communication

Degree awarded July 30, 2020
Reem Ibrahim M. A. Alahmad
Maryam Ahmad S. A. Al-Boinin
Omar Ahmed A. H. Al-Ismadi
Emid Razi Al Islam
Wijdan Saleem Faraq Al Khetab
Maryam Abdulla H. A. Al-Kubaisi
Reem Ali M. A. Al-Madeed
Noor Khaleed A. S. AlMannaei
Dana Mohammed M. S. AlShamlan
Alanoud Khalid S. A. Al-Thani
Hessa Khalid H. N. Al-Thani
Khalid Ahmed K.M. Al-Thani
Noor Aasser A. A. Al-Thani
Noor Abdulla I. O. Fahkroo
Dalia Kanaan

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Paul Joseph Greyson
Bianna Nicole Jones
Christopher Joseph Starr
Toni Sudimac
Ziyue Xu

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Yolanda Shana-kay Bennett
Katharine Leigh Hoffman
Yuri Jo
Rashawn Donavan Slater
Selim Yazici
Alyssa Hillary Zhong
Olive Mayako Zimmerman
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND SOCIAL POLICY

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Alexander L. Erro
Jacob Hodges Jordan
Henry T. Lang
Morgan Janea Lewis
Allison Taylor Lindroth
Ethan Louis Markowitz
Christopher Mayorga
Rachel Nichole Muiir
Casey Joseph O’Laughlin
Oluwademilade Oluyemi
Jagoda Rachwal
Nicholas Henry Westfall

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Jasmina Bobora
Gabrielle Zoe Cooper
Anees Gao
Faith Lynn Irvine
Kimani Breana Isaac
Vasilia Anastasia Kavadas
Eva Krevchuck-Viljoe
Sophia Elizabeth Krevoy
Katherine Harrison McGowan
Kymar Lamar McGowan
Rebecca Peebles
Melanie Yasmine Persangri
Christina Ray Price
Erica Lynn Setton
Lydia A. Spettel
Siqi Zhou

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Ankita Ajith
Jordan Sophia Brick
Serena N. Chapa
Sydney Cohen
Kate Morgan Copeland
Grace Galbraith Dayton
Riley Jay Dow
Alice Freda Gold
Spencer J. Howard
Abejiet J. Mosh
Jillian Kait Korey
Samuel Peter Lawrence
Ryan William Marlowe
Noelle Angelique McGee
Bijal Mehta
Natalie Kate Muscianic
Sakirshna Nadimpalli
Bodhi Pinkner
Judi Roeder
Amelia Rose Romick
Mark Delane Settles Jr.
Joanna Meredith Sherman
Sofia Michaela Simontov
Cameron Elizabeth Steppe
Andrew John Viscomi
Keerthi Krishna Yalamanchili
Xinyi Zhang
Rongzheng Zhou

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Rose Natalia Allen
Lauren Patricia Bagshaw
Adina Rose Barg
Melissa Graciela Bats
Josue Delaney Beaco
Clean Anthony Beckford
Eben Sofia Berke
Mark Thomas Biedke
Elizabeth Kakahulani Blaisdell
Anjelique Elena Bomar
Sophie Anna Boorstein
Julia Louise Borrelli
Isaac Boswer
Travis Avery Burtin

Miyeko Ayame Cannon
Georgia Katherine Caras
John E. Cheung
Ethan G. Chow
Katherine Conte
Nancy Conterras-Alejandre
Curtis Porter DeBlisschop
Ella Gottesman DeBoede
Catherine Charlotte DelTrous
William Reynolds Deschler
Andrew Julian Duarte
Larissa Marie Edwards
Patrick Jonathan Emery
Jessica Lois Sagun Estoves
Jesse Feng Han
Kendall Gail
Gabriel Gamboa
Daniela Garcia
Eliza Rebecca Gongning
Shawn Goosenberg
Tiffany Ting Guan
Ariel Korah Guerrero
Rohan Xavier Gupta
Alyssa Marie Haeley
Jenna Hart
Kitty Xing Wei He
Olive Jade Hernandez
Joseph Manny Hirschman
Caleb J. Holland
Yi Ting Huang
Chesant Edward James
Kira Hope Johnson
Emily L. Kelleher
Trevor Dane Kent
Rachel Kwon
Madeline Lane
William J. Lansbury
Max Rollo Larrison
William Lavelle
Eunice Yuri Lee
Rachel Lewis
Shaanmei Lim
Julia Arons Lowenthal
Sarah Ann Lumberg
Dana Lurie
Charlotte Elizabeth Masters
Nicholas Christian Mata
Isaia Matthiess
Eric Stuart McIntosh
Alka Evangelene Mershes
Lesly A. Meza
Ryan Millman
Harrison Footit Murphy
Vainius Normantas
Amaka Fejjo Nwaezeigwe
Desmond P. O’Keefe
Katharine Palloita
Alessia Michelle Pitsas
Jasmin Ramirez
Cristian Rodolfo Ramos
Emily Brooke Rebstock
Alexandra Jordan Rejan
Soteria J. Reid
Gabriella Nicole Rios
Leo Edward Sainati
Nathaniel Scholl
Melina Scottoll
Marshall Shaffar-Roggeven
Kimberly Isabel Sloan
Paige Victoria Smyth
Raymond Son Kho
Sophia Hertzberg Stoughton
Simon Xinpu Su
Saunders Riley Swan
Ethan Z. Tang
Hannah Marie Tobin
Mary Blandford Tucker
Tyler James Uberstine
Salma Uriba
Colin Mitchell Valdivez
Armand Noel Vargas
Natasha Vasan
Andrew Xuan-Huyen Vuong
Alana Mariah Walker
Madeleine Kay Ward
Shan Thomas Waterlo
Jacob Wu
Ellen Zhou
ROBERT R. MCCORMICK SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Julio M. Ottino, PhD, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Degreed awarded December 18, 2020
Alexis Rae Grabast
Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Moon Joo Kim
Matthew M. Matras
Margot Carole Murray
Omar Jesus Pulido
Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Elshaday Abraham
Avrati Sunilkumar Agarwal
Khalid Ahmed-Abdelmutalab
Umut Akova
Urooj Amir
Olisaeloka Ananonwu
Keyla Cahya Athalia
Connor Clayton Call
Coleman Miles Corbett
Alyssa T. DeFoe
Alejandro Escoto
Johnathan Milton Frank
Sebastian Gomez-Parr
Eric Gerard Hummerlund
Antonio Kamal Anton Hazboun
Vincent Zhilao Huang
Shaelyn Iyer
William Vladimir Morosoff
Arrhianna Kao Playko
Elisabeth Terese Prouty
Lauren Virginia Simitz
Petros Stamoulis
John R. Zeeman
Jason Zhu
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Nicolas Henrique Aguilar
Lawan Ayodeji Frederick Alade-Fa
Samuel Austin Asa
Raymond Emanuel Cantrell III
Maya Lin Cottongim
Devon Avery Dulan
Patricia Anne Fishbein
Melanie C. Galantino
Elizabeth Jensen
Kathryn Jane Lantier
Victor Anthony Limontita Cedillo
Shea McHenry
Hunter Moural
Melissa J. Prado
Sofia K. Rhode
Ryan Sims
Jacob Louis Webb
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Yining Chen
Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Jackson David Adler
Nathan Tobias Antwan
Andrew Thomas Bridgeman
Yuxin Chen
Hunter Daniel Conway
Demitra Maria Del Fiacco
Paul Farcasanu
JooYoung Jang
Ye Jun Jeon
Rebecca Desaulniers Lasser
Finley Jordan Lau
Jihem Lee
David Kalina O’Sullivan
Katrina Parekh
Alyana Richmond
Degree awarded March 26, 2021
John B. Ahta
Ogekhukwu William Flagg-Igbo
Makenna Raechell Littlejohn
Ann Pigott
Mitchell Weston Smith
Michael Dylan Waldman
Matthew Joseph Walsh
David Wei Sen Zane
Theodore Fulbright Zorn
Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Victor Aung
Thomas Kenneth Barnett
Zain Bahtiy
Vincent C. Bass
Akwasi Gyau Boachie
Kieran Bondy
Mason Brachmann
Felipe Eduardo Caldeira Sanjín
Caleb J. Calvillo
Hsuan-Ming Chen
Linxin Chen
Calvin Cheng
Daniel Chou
Spencer D. Colton
Rochelle Compendio
Michael Alexander Cuevas
Ariela M. Deleon
Lilliana A. de Souza
Stephanie Diao
David Ding
Batuhan Ergor
Olivia B. Gallagher
Natalie Ghidali
Benjamin M. Girard
Iray Golan
Rishi D. Gudivaka
Lazar Kostadilov Gueorguiev
Nicholas Kevin Guison
Carolyn S. Henry
Drake James Hubbard
Emily Adelaide Jenkins
Michael V. Ji
David Jin
Pravika Kaushik Joshi
Jenna Maher Jubeir
Kirby Julian
Aarun John Keller
Andrew Kim
Daniel Kim
Michael Joon Kim
Zachary Kornbluth
Jenny Lam
Alex Hyungseok Lee
Elise Lee
Wung Jae Lee
Marc Radaelli
Jackson Thomas Schuster
Jean Marie Selep
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Degree awarded December 26, 2020
Andrew Quinn
Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Kevin Michael Omarwa
Theodore Fulbright Zorn
Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Nathan J. Canavan
Christian Louis Carini
Siyuan Chai
Nathaniel Robert Coirier
Christina Susan Goss
Jared Philip Kanter
Alexander Kristopher Krasowski
David Benjamin Lehman
Zhenguo Mo
Leanna Nguyen
Tara Shirvai
Nicholas M. Wallace
Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Valeria Apolinarino
Carmen Awin-Ongya
Jessica Hannah Bailey
Bridget Laura Chia
Kaila Dorothy Christensen
Sara Emily Fern
Layton Thomas Guyton
Andrea Macayan Lin
David Pleta
Albert Shepherd
Nhu Hai Tran
Hannah Waxman
Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Samantha Nicole Handler
Brett Charles Haensel
Andrew Christopher Golden
Andrew Evan Gevertz
Lizabeth Rose Frohwein
Ethan Benjamin Fore
Sarah Margaret Filby
Carmen Maya Fernandez
Andrew David Fenichel
Yuqing Feng
Kahlil Angel Ellis
Emma Elizabeth Edmund
Vy Ha Duong
Madison Fan Dong
Sophie Alula Davis
Sachin Shukla
Cassidy Lorraine Sledge
Natalie Grace Smith
Isabella Spinelli
Michael Stevens
Avery W. Weeks
Nolan Wenik
Kenneth Ming Xuan
Kevin X. Zhang
Muzi Zhao

Bachelor of Arts in Music

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Alexa Lynn LaBaw

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Greta Vanden Heuvel
Christopher Seung-Hyun Juhn
Daniel Kim
Eunice Yuni Lee

Bachelor of Music

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Justin David Beaman
Jessica Xiaoyue Cao
Jonathan Chiou
Evan Jose
Finley Jordan Lau
Saoirse Enright Lee
Liana Farzinger
Kei-Yu

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Tyler Eugene Frye
Natasha Sada Nassar
Sin Lei Pui
Hana Masako Takimoto

Bachelor of Science in Music

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Dario Amador Lage
Lauren Patricia Bagshaw
Hope Margaret Banach
Julia Louise Borrelli
Emma Catherine Breen
Brittany Caroline Brewer
Jason Buzell
Rowan Faye Cusack Miller
André DeGrenier
Chandler Clark Dillingham
Kaleb Paul Marshall Drawbaugh
Kathryn Rachel Drury
Valérie Marie Filloux
Brendan James Fitzgerald
Mairead Flory
Christian Gonzalez
Jack Grimm
Sachi Makenna Gullbrants
Alexander Stewart Hamilton
Benedict Thomas Hendley
Penelope Powars Hough
Daniel Junghoon Kim
Yelim Kim
Austin Harrison Klewan
Kyoko Kohn
Jordyn Nicole Nussbaum
Tyler Scott Kuehn
Dianna Matilde Lauroesch
Evan Lee
Nicholas Abel Lin
Zachary Masri
Matthew S. Melillo
Luzo Fernandez Moita Cardinale
Supeen Montala
Kyla Roberson
Charles Edward Heveran
Jeonghyun Cheo Heo
Charles Edward Heveran
Grace Mae Jaeger
Seung Yun Ju
Daniel Jung
Adina Keeling
Savannah Kelley
Michael Ethan Korsh
Frances Alexis Lanza
Jack Samuel Lido
Chloe Lombardi
Kalen John Luciano
Hugh Francis Mallen
Mia Angelica Mamone
Andrew Arthur Marquardt
Arudi Masinjila
Emma Faith McCormick
John Fitzgerald McKessy
Xin Mei
Rachel Sydney Mendelson
Marie Ann Mendoza
Carlly Gabrielle Menker
Jacob Fausto Munoz
Izzabelle Murillo
A’Lexus Alize’ Murphy
Emily Rose Norfolk
Ellen Clayton O’Brien
Florence Amy O’Connor
Evan Michael Ochsner
Rachel Claire Orbach
Hanyue Amy Ouyang
Rupa Kalyani Palla
Roxxanne Charlotte Patans
Emily Nicole Pappin
Nia Joyce Parker- Robinson
Jonathan Stewart Perry
Inesh Kumar Rathi
Amanda Nicole Rooker
Sarah Nicole Rosenblum
Daniel Rosenweig-Ziff
Carly Rebecca Rubin
Jonina Maya Safchik
Sofia Hanael Sanchez
Augusta Victoria Saraiva
Lauren Holly Satterwhite
Sophia Miller Schott
Tyler Sexton-Holtmeier
Jung Won Stephanie Shin
Shin
Charles R. Sidles
Anamaria Silic
Joey Tell Simon
Abriel Siregar
Heena Srivastava
Owen Haynes Stidman
Justin Sweetwood
Elizabeth Catherine Taft
Ravi Tandon
Eric Ethan Taylor
Christian Alexander Thorsberg
Tenny Tsang
Rory Kahiya Tsapayi
Salina W. Tsegai
Kamish Saleem Vallani
Augusta Victoria Saraiva
Charlotte Lee Walsh
Lining Wan
Peter Clancy Warren
Ivey Lyn Whalen
Tara J. Wu
Hanlei Zheng
Michael Wenyao Zhou

Candidates for degree, June 14, 2021

Bachelor of Science in Music

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Austin Thomas Lininger

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Karen Zheran Bao
Oliver Hartwell Holden
Bradley Steven Trinkle II
Arsen Tujian

RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS

Captain Robert Klasky,
USN, Commanding Officer,
Professor of Naval Science

Ensign, United States Navy

Candidates for commission, June 14, 2021
Nicolas Henrique Aguilar
Dylan Thomas Utterback

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
HENRY AND LEIGH BIENEN

Toni-Marie Montgomery, DMA, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Music
GRADUATE SCHOOL

Kelly E. Mayo, PhD, Dean

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree awarded September 4, 2020

Ian Abraham, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Optimal Experimental Learning and Infinite Linear Embeddings; Todd Murphey, adviser.

Marcos Abreu Leitao De Almeida, History; Weinberg. Speaking of Slavery: Slavery Strategies and Moral Imaginations in the Lower Congo (Early Times to the Late 19th Century); David Schoenbrun, adviser.

Pamela Nnoyem Agbu, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. MicroRNA Mir-7 Regulation of Inulin-Like Peptides in Drosophila; Zdenko Duvnjak, adviser.

Mohammed Anwarul Alam, Computer Science; McCormick. Harnessing Web Information Sources to Predict Events; Douglas Downey, adviser.

Austin Curtis Alleman, Statistics; Weinberg. Three Essays in Sovereign Risk; Guido Lorenzon, adviser.

Emma Monroe Baillargeon, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Dog Old Tricks: Scalable Processing Methods for Large-Scale Machine Learning; Ed Colver, adviser.

Amalia Margery Donovan, Learning Sciences; Feinberg. Identifying the Risk and Protective Factors of Anxiety and Depression in Inflammatory Bowel Disease; Laurie Keefee, adviser.

Amanda Ruth Draper, Music; Bienen. Music and Inauthenticity and Organizations; Kellogg, Joseph Palmer, and Donald McCrimmon, advisers.

Livia Anna Guadagnoli, Clinical Psychology; Feinberg. The Path to Preemptive: The Politics of Indonesian Student Movements during the Regime Transition (1998–1999); Jeffrey Winters, adviser.

Lydia Fiske Emery, Psychology; Weinberg. Connect or Protect? Social Class and Self-Protection in Romantic Relationships; Eli Finkel, adviser.

Muhammad Fajar, Political Science; Weinberg. The China Seat, 1949–1992

Molly Losh, adviser.

Cancer-Related Cognitive Impairment and Aging: Effects of Cancer History and Precancer Cognitive Impairment on Cognitive Aging Trajectories in Older Adults; Jason Washburn, adviser.

WeiTing Chen, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Investigating the Mechanisms of Mmr1 in Mitochondrial and mtDNA Inheritance; Laura Lackner, adviser.

Yanni Chen, Civil and Environmental Engineering; McCormick. Viscous Flow and Interpretation of Strain Rate Growth in Viscoplastic Soils; Giuseppe Buscarna, adviser.


Meredith Ruth-An Craven, Clinical Psychology; Feinberg. Identifying the Risk and Protective Factors of Anxiety and Depression in Inflammatory Bowel Disease; Laurie Keefee, adviser.

Prarthana Jignesh Dalal, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Endothelial Cell IQGAP1: Role of Claudin-1 and Kinase II Regulate Leaky Occludens Transendothelial Migration during Inflammation; William Muller, adviser.


Karen Anne DeRocher, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. The Hierarchical Structure of Graded Chemical Distribution of Human Enamel; Derek Joester, adviser.


Jeehae Do, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Investigating Microbiome-Based Countermeasures to Promote Resilience to Sleep Disturbance and Stress; Jenla Radulovic, adviser.

Lauren Anne Bush, Clinical Psychology; Feinberg. Parent-Child Interactions in School-Age Children with Neurodevelopmental Disorders: Pragmatic Language Profiles, Predictors, and Outcomes; Molly Losh, adviser.


Collin Thomas Campbell, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Local Investigations into the Nucleation and Growth of Lithium Dendrites Using Scanning Probe Microscopy; Scott Barnett, adviser.

Hannah Molly Chaskin, English; Weinberg. Queer Correspondence: Form and Femininity in the Long 18th Century; Helen Thompson, adviser.


Matthew David Eaton, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Design Drivers of Multiscale Mechanical Property Characterization of Polymer Composites; Kenneth Shull, adviser.

Lorien Grey Elleman, Psychology; Weinberg. Beyond Traditional Measures of Personality with BISCUIT and BARE: A New Statistical Learning Technique and Behavioral Item Pool to Push Personality Psychology Forward; William Revelle, adviser.

Lydia Fiske Emery, Psychology; Weinberg. Connect or Protect? Social Class and Self-Protection in Romantic Relationships; Eli Finkel, adviser.

Muhammad Fajar, Political Science; Weinberg. The Path to Preemptive: The Politics of Indonesian Student Movements during the Regime Transition (1998–1999); Jeffrey Winters, adviser.

Rebecca Kate Fenton Friesen, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. A Three-Parameter Design Space for Fine Texture Display; Ed Colver, adviser.

Mohawah Fetus, English; Weinberg. Geographies of Memory and Pleasure in 20th/21st Century Black Literatures; Alexander Weiheley, adviser.

Khashayar Filion, Mathematics; McCormick. Harnessing Web Information Sources to Predict Events; Douglas Downey, adviser.

William Forrest FitzSimons, History; Weinberg. Distributed Power: Climate Change, Elderhood, and Republicanism in the Grasslands of East Africa, c. 500 BCE to 1800 CE; David Schoenbrun, adviser.

Spencer Florence, Computer Science; McCormick. A Constructive Calculus for Esterel; Robby Findler, adviser.

Noah Ford, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics; McCormick. Modeling Large-Scale Dynamics and Intercellular Communication in Biological Systems; David Chopp, adviser.

Jaclyn Michelle Fox, Clinical Psychology; Feinberg. Differentiating Criminological Subtypes of Violent Offenders Based on Descriptive Characteristics and Neuropsychological Profiles; Michael Brook, adviser.

Anthony Martin Gacita, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Uncovering Modifiers of Cardiomyopathy in the Noncoding Genome; James Mahoney, adviser.


Laura Garcia Montoya, Political Science; Weinberg. Trapped by Inequality: The Politics of Redistribution in Latin America; James Mahoney, adviser.

Ritika Giri, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Stochastic Noise in Gene Expression Impacts Developmental Self-Organization; Richard Carthew, adviser.

Julian Kevon Glover, African American Studies; Weinberg. To Be Real: Black and Latinx Transgender Women in the Ballroom Scene; E. Patrick Johnson, adviser.

Ilya Alexander Gokman, Media, Technology, and Society; Communication, Ripening or Rotting? Examining the Temporal Dynamics of Team Discussion and Decision-Making in Long-Term Teams; Leslie DeChurch, adviser.

Livia Anna Guadagnoli, Clinical Psychology; Feinberg. Characterization of Esophageal Hyperpigmentation in a Cohort of Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease Proton-Pump Inhibitor Nonresponders; Laurie Keefee, adviser.
Eoin Han, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. Leveraging Structure of Uncertainty for Interval Policies in Multistage Decision-Making; Ornid Nobadani, adviser.

Catherine Emily Harrington, Screen Cultures; Communication. Consuming Confinement: Real Prisons on Screen, 1970–Present; Lynn Spigel, adviser.


Molly Suzanne Herrmiller, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Testing the Role of Theta Rhythms for Hippocampal-Dependent Episodic Memory: Corticohippocampal Brain Stimulation; Joel Voss, adviser.

Ole H sel, Sociology; Weinberg. Inter Vivos Transfers in Twenty European Countries (2004–2017); Mahmassani, adviser.

Briania Paige Hightower, Media, Technology, and Society; Communication. The Technology, Learning, and Aspirational Environments of Working-Class Children; Ellen Wartella, adviser.

Kelsey Rose Howard, Clinical Psychology; Feinberg. Exploring the Role of Family in the Development, Treatment, and Long-Term Outcomes of Adolescent Depression; Mark Reinecke, adviser.

Xia Hua, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. First-Principles Study of Thermodynamics in Thermoelectric Materials; Christopher Wolferton, adviser.

Liliang Huang, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Multicomponent Metallic Nanomaterials: Design, Synthesis, and Application as Electrocatalysts; Chad Mirkin, adviser.

Ruiyuan Huang, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. High-Throughput Characterization of Oxides Electrochemistry; Susanna Haile, adviser.

Andrea Isgro, Physics; Weinberg. The N-jettiness Subtraction Scheme at Subleading Power; Francis Petrolo, adviser.

Nancy Chia Lei Jao, Clinical Psychology; Feinberg. Association between Mental Cigarette Use and Human Cognitive Task Performance; Brian Hitzman, adviser.

Xi Jiang, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. Reducing and Measuring Input Model Risk in Stochastic Simulation; Barry Nelson, adviser.


Haleh Karbasfarosbani, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Identifying Altered Sensorimotor Pathways and Their Role in Motor Impairment Post-Stroke; Julius Dewald, adviser.

Hyun Jin Kim, Physics and Astronomy; Weinberg. Design and Analysis of Neural Networks Using Information; David Jason Schwab, adviser.

Peter Barone Kleinhenz, Mathematics; Weinberg. Decay Rates for the Damped Wave Equation on the Torus and Between Pseudo-Riemannian Manifolds; Daniel Karr, adviser.

Edward James Kluender, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Screening of Complex Nanomaterials through Combinatorial Libraries; Peter Voorhees, adviser.

Alexandra Nichole Kolberg-Edelbrock, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Development of Bioactive Peptide Amphiphile Injectable Hydrogels for Regeneration of the Central Nervous System; Chad Mirkin, adviser.

Evelyn Kreutzer, Screen Cultures; Communication. Televising Taste: Negotiations of European Classical Music and American Culture in the TV Performances of Leonard Bernstein, Victor Borge, and Nam June Paik; Lynn Spigel, adviser.

Isaac Nathaniel Larkin, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Sensing and Delivery of Biomolecules with Spherical Nucleic Acid Nanoparticle Conjugates; Chad Mirkin, adviser.

Rene Leal Vizcaíno, Economics; Weinberg. Essays in Information Economics and Welfare Economics; Eddie Dekel, adviser.

Jacob Alexander Lewis, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Hierarchical Assembly by Peptide Amphiphiles and Their Use in Cartilage Repair; Samuel Stupp, adviser.

Fengjiang Li, Computer Science; McCormick. Computational 3D Imaging with High Temporal, Lateral, and Depth Resolution; Oliver Cossart, adviser.


Yijun Liao, Chemistry; Weinberg. Investigation of Metal-Organic Frameworks in Chemical Separations and Catalysis; Joseph Hupp, adviser.

Shaofu Liu, Chemistry; Weinberg. Selective Oxidation of Light Alkanes Using Sulfur as a “Soft” Oxidant; Tobin Marks, adviser.

Sida Luo, Civil and Environmental Engineering; McCormick. Integrated Design and Analysis of Hybrid Multimodal Mobility Systems; Yu Nie, adviser.

Polina Aleksandrovna Makisimovich, Slavic Languages and Literatures; Weinberg. Performing Suicide: Transformation of the Superfluous Man in Soviet Drama; Nina Gurianova, adviser.

Jorgen Leif Magnusson, Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. fMRI Correlates of Speech and Voice Impairment in Parkinson’s Disease; Daniel Corcos, adviser.

Walter Augusto Emirhirio, Spanish and Portuguese; Weinberg. Geographies of Indigeneity: Space, Race, and Power in the Andes, 1880–1930; Mary Weisman, adviser.

Francisco Epifaneo Marvilla, Psychology; Weinberg. Comparison and Alignment in Categorization; Dedre Gentner, adviser.

Riccardo Marchingligio, Economics; Weinberg. Essays in Economic History and Labor Economics; Joel McKee, adviser.

Casey Tova Markenson, Interdisciplinary Theatre and Drama; Communication. Entrapment Forbidden to the Yildish Theatres: Performance, Prostitution, and Protest in Buenos Aires (1900–1930); Tracy Davis, adviser.


Mark Andrew Maskeri, Chemistry; Weinberg. New Cooperative Catalytic Strategies; Karl Scheidt, adviser.

Kaylene Joy McClanahan, Management and Organizations; Kellogg. Two Ways to the Top? When and Why Dominance and Prestige Lead to Social Rank; Nour Kteily, adviser.

Nicholas James McCleerey, Mathematics; McCormick. Singularities of Parrisibumbarhonomic Functions and Kahler Geometry; Valentino Tosatti, adviser.

Laura Claire McCormick, History; Weinberg. In Distress: The Marketplace of Feeling in the Early American Republic; Caitlin Fitz, adviser.

Gregory Scott McElroy, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Mitochondrial Complex I Function in Leigh Syndrome and Aging; Naideep Chandel, adviser.

Melisa Menceloglu, Psychology; Weinberg. Behavioral and EEG Investigations of Temporal Orienting of Attention in Audition and Vision; Satoru Suzuki, adviser.

Scott David Miller, Art History; Weinberg. Royal Nomadism and the Valois Castle; Christina Normore, adviser.

Joseph Jacob Muldoun, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Model-Driven Elucidation of Synthetic and Immune Signaling Mechanisms; Joshua Leonard, adviser.

Matthew David Nelsen, Political Science; Weinberg. Educating for Empowerment: Race, Socialization, and Retaking Civic Education; James Druckman, adviser.

Scott Peter Newman, Comparative Literary Studies; Weinberg. Sound Figures in Postcolonial African Literature, 1970s to Present; Evan Mwangi, adviser.

Ashley Anna Niler Croydon, Media, Technology, and Society; Communication. Developing Leadership Capacity in Multisystem Teams; Leslie DeCuir, adviser.

Sebastian Hernando Olano Espinosa, Mathematics; Weinberg. Some Applications of Perverse Sheaves and Hodge Theory to Birational Geometry; Milneea Popa, adviser.

Majrija Ostojic, Civil and Environmental Engineering; McCormick. Trajectory Analytics for Traffic Signal System Management in Connected Vehicle Environments; Han Li, adviser.

Ji Eun Park, Chemistry; Weinberg. Plasmonic Substrates: Toward Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy In Vivo Biosensing; Milan Mrksich, adviser.

Alejandra del Carmen Peña Ordieres, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. Nonlinear Programming Approximations of Chance Constraints; Andreas Waechter, adviser.


Ibrahim Akram Poyraz, Computer Engineering; McCormick. User-Experience-Aware System Optimizations for Mobile Systems; Gokhan Memik, adviser.

Gerardo Emilio Pradillo Macias, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Quincke Rotors Dynamics in Conﬁnement; Petia Vlahovska, adviser.


Irina Rabkina, Computer Science; McCormick. Analogical Theory of Mind: Computational Model and Applications; Kenneth Forbus, adviser.

Rohit Ramanathan, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Modeling Oxide Growth and Morphology Evolution during Alloy Oxidation and Corrosion; Peter Voorhees, adviser.

Louis Robert Redfern, Chemistry; Weinberg. Understanding the Role of Structural Characteristics in the Catalytic and Mechanical Properties of Metal-Organoic Frameworks; Omar Farha, adviser.

Emily Jean Redich, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Neuromuscular System Degeneration in Mouse Models of Spinal Muscular Atrophy; Christine DiDonato and C. J. Heckman, advisers.

Marius Alexander Kalleberg Ring, Finance; Kellogg. Essays in Household and Corporate Finance; The Tightrope Papankoulosau, adviser.

Jonas Rosenbruck, Comparative Literary Studies; Weinberg. Senses of Smell: The Differentiation of Air in Holderlin, Nietzsche, and Ponge; Peter Vermeersch, adviser.


Jennifer Claire Rote, Chemistry; Weinberg. Essays in Natural Product Synthesis: Towards (1) Tumbrobycin and (2) the Solamin Stereoisomers; Regan Thomson, adviser.

Nathan Len Sanford, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics; McCormick. Rare Events in a Mode-Locked Fiber Laser; William Kath, adviser.

James Ciro Schwabacher, Chemistry; Weinberg. The Effects of Phase Transitions with Thiol Ligands on the Optical Properties of Water-Soluble Quantum Dots; Emily Weiss, adviser.
Jason Solomon Shapiro, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Iron Regulation of Cardiac Function in the Elderly; Richard Carthew, adviser.

Yongjin Shin, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Delicate Defects and Charged Motions in Polyaniline Nanowires; Anna Priscilla Bethune, adviser.

Hang Shu, Civil and Environmental Engineering; McCormick. Analyzing and Improving Transmission Infrastructure Privatization in a Competitive Environment; Pablo Durango-Cohen, adviser.

Katherine Mae Simeon, Communication Sciences and Disorders; Communication. The Impact of Prior Scores and Spectral Depreciation on Spoken Lexical Access in Children; Tina Griecco-Calub, adviser.

Ki-Hee Song, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Technical Advances in Spectroscopic Single-Molecule Localization Microscopy for Improving Spatial Resolution and Spectral Precision; Hao Zhang, adviser.

Lin Sun, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Towards Building Optical Microdevices with DNA-Programmable Assembly; Chad Mirkin, adviser.

Andrew Hedapo Thompson, Political Science; Weinberg. Vietnam in the White America: The Effects of Group Threat on Political Attitudes and Perceptions; James Druckman, adviser.

Yuan Tian, Management and Organizations; Kellogg. 'Matthew Effect in Market Competition: Essays on the Causes Effects and Strategic Implications of Status; Branden King, adviser.

James Hudson Tryon, Chemistry; Weinberg. Genomic Mining in Actinobacteria via a Hybrid-Omics Discovery Platform; Regan Thomson, adviser.

Broderick Lee Turner, Marketing; Kellogg. The Hierarchical Impact of Visual Perspective on Intentionality; Neal Roese, adviser.

Tamaki Yoshino, Dental Biology; Feinberg. Effective Treatment Components for Young Children Exposed to Violence; Heather Risser, adviser.

Catalina Uribe Rincón, Communication Studies; Communication. Shaping Pablo Escobar in Colombian Newspapers; Angela Ray, adviser.

Yu Wang, Mathematics; Weinberg. Global Coulomb Gauge in Dimension 4; Aaron Naber, adviser.

Yuxiang Wang, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Direct Observation and Analysis of the Lives and Deaths of Stars through Compact Object Mergers; Vicky Kalogera, adviser.

Kangang Zhang, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. Score-Based Concept Drift Monitoring and Diagnosis with Applications to Microstructure Nonstationarity Analysis; Daniel Apley, adviser.

Yuanzhuo Zhang, Physics and Astronomy; Weinberg. Understanding the Role of Dopamine and Switching Chimeras; Adision Motter, adviser.

Yizhen Zhong, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Math; Feinberg. The Risks Associated with Ionizing Radiation; Gayle Woloschak, adviser.

Fan Zhu, Data Science; McCormick. Anomalous Movement of Anomalous Data; Sossina Haile, adviser.

Yu Nie, adviser.

Guangzhong Zhou, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Photoredox Chemistry and Morphology of Perylenediimide-a Cyclic Hormone Responsive Co-culture Model of Cell–Derived Endometrial Stromal Fibroblasts in Pluripotent Stem Cells; Marc Mendillo, adviser.

Xiaoxia Zou, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Hardware Accelerator Design for Edge Computing and Machine Learning; Jie Gu, adviser.

Sonia Susan Brockway, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Quantitative and Multiscale Characterization of the Proteostasis Network in Breast Cancer; Marc Mendillo, adviser.

Ari S. Camoglu, Comparative Literary Studies; Weinberg. Spectral Ensembles: Anglo-Indian Poetics of Sovereignty; Vivavson Soni, adviser.

Sara Cerne, English; Weinberg. American Sediments: Race and the Environment in Literature along the Mississippi River after Twain's Death; Sadie Vignall, adviser.

Chad Mirkin, adviser.

Johanna Murphey, adviser.

Kathryn Evans, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Cell-Based Therapies for Epidermal Wound Healing; Joshua Leonard, adviser.

Abraham Dutta, Computer Science; McCormick. Learning under Adversarial Resilience; Arvindvan Vijayaraghavan, adviser.

Kathryn Evans, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Investigating the Genetic Mechanisms of Phenotypic Variation in C. elegans; Sarah Wiessman, adviser.

Jessica Lee Feuston, Technology and Social Behavior; Communication and McCormick. Caring Together: A Digital Ethnography of How People with Mental Illness Participate Online; Anne Piper, adviser.

Kathleen Anne Fitzsimons, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Motion as an Information Signal in Physical Human-Robot Interaction; Todd Murphy, adviser.

Eureka Foong, Technology and Social Behavior; Communication and McCormick. Understanding and Designing Equitable Sociotechnical Systems to Support Freelancers in the Online Gig Economy; Elizabeth Gerber, adviser.

Stephanie Kwang-Yu Ger, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics; McCormick. Recurrent Neural Network Architectures for Sequence Classification and Explanation; Diego Klabin, adviser.

Leigh Mathia Goldstein, Screen Cultures; Communication. TV for Women Who Think: Female Intellectuals and Metaphor in Television in Mid-Century America; Lynn Spigel, adviser.

Jann Albert Grovogui, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Improving Therapeutics through Direct Engineering with an Emphasis on the Mesenacle; Vinayak Dravid, adviser.

Thoth Kenneth Gunter, Physics and Astronomy; Weinberg. Measuring the W to ZZ to 2nu Cross Section at the LHC; Michael Schmitt, adviser.

Andrew Nolan Hall, Psychology; Weinberg. Predicting Employee Engagement: Machine Learning Applications to the Personality-Engineered Workplace; Daniel Mcrocek, adviser.


Timothy John Hark, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Pulse-Chase Proteomics of Alzheimer’s Disease Models Reveals Synaptic Dysfunction Originates in Presynaptic Terminals; Alok Choudhary, adviser.


Jasmine Marie Hershewe, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Engineering Systems for Cell-Free Glycosylation and Protein Self-Assembly; Michael J ewett, adviser.

Megan Olivia Hill, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Total Tomography of the III-V Nanowire Emitters: Atom Probe Tomography and X-ray Imaging of Nanowire Heterostructures; Lincoln Luchon, adviser.

Darren Jason Hsu, Chemistry; Weinberg. Characterizing and Engineering Protein Structures with Time-Resolved X-ray Techniques and Molecular Dynamics Simulations; Lin Chen, adviser.

Ziying Huang, Chemistry; Weinberg. Experimental and Theoretical Studies of Bioprosthetic Synthetic Melanin-Based Structural Colors; Nathan Benjamin Pincus, adviser.

Tianyu Huang, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Qualitative Uncertainty Quantification and Multidomain Design Integration in Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME); Wei Chen, adviser.

Vinay Ishwar Hegde, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Data-Driven Materials Discovery and Design; Christopher Wolverson, adviser.

Yutaro Izumi, Economics; Weinberg. Social Protest in Colonial Korea; Joel Mokyr, adviser.

Qiao Kang, Computer Engineering; McCormick. Scalable Communication and I/O Algorithms for High-Performance Computing Systems; Alok Choudhary, adviser.

Andrew Wool Disruptors, Anthropology; Weinberg. Biological Memories of Apartheid: Intergenerational Effects of Apartheid-Based Trauma on Birth Outcomes, Stress Physiology, and Mental Health in Soweto, South Africa; Christopher Kuzawa, adviser.

Yongsung Kim, Technology and Social Behavior; Communication and McCormick. Designing Flexible Coordination Systems to Advance Individual and Collective Goals in Physical Crowdsourcing; Haoqiang Zhang, adviser.


Hyewon Kong, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Metabolic Determinants of Cellular Fitness Dependent on Mitochondrial Reactive Oxygen Species; GR Scott Rudinger, adviser.

Sunwoo Lee, Computer Engineering; McCormick. Scalable Parallelization Strategy for Large-Scale Deep Learning; Adrian Delaitre, adviser.

Brittany Almqist Lewis, Finance; Kellogg. Essays on Financial Intermediation; Dimitris Papanikolas, adviser.

Jing Li, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Blockchain Models and Latency-Security Guarantees for the Nakamoto Consensus; Dongning Guo, adviser.


Yingyi Liu, Combined MS and LAT in HLT; McCormick. Managing Temperature and Performance of FPGAs in Heterogeneous High-Performance Computing Systems; Seda Memik, adviser.

Shaunna Marie McLeod, Chemistry; Weinberg. Coordination Chemistry and Nanomaterial Strategies for Molecular Imaging with Magnetic Resonance Contrast Agents; Thomas Meade, adviser.


Ugurcan Mungan, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Modeling Decision-Making in Complex Naturalistic Environments; Malcolm Macher, adviser.

Mohammad Bilal Nasir, Anthropology; Weinberg. Redemptive Surveillance: Race, Secularism, and Muslim Politics in the City of Angels; Shalini Shankar, adviser.

Mmachi God’sglory Obiorah, Computer Science; McCormick. Designing Assistive Technologies for Context-Specific Communication for People with Aphasia in Novel and Real-World Settings; Sibylle Weitmair, adviser.

Liam Carlyle Olson-Mayes, Communication Studies; Communication. The Broken Hermeneutics of American Poverty; Dilib Gaonkar, adviser.

Robert Cary Osborne, Philosophy; Weinberg. A Social Approach to Doxastic Responsibility; Sanford Goldberg, adviser.


Antonio Morris Papanikolas, English; Weinberg. Sounds Political: Listening to African American Literature, 1845–1903; Barry Nelson, advisers.


Samantha Marie Piespar, Communication Sciences and Disorders; Communication. Knowing When and Why to Respond: Exploring Parental Identification of Communication in Children with ASD; Megan Roberts, adviser.

Malini Krishna Rammohan, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. A Study on the Role of Integrins in Lymphoblastic Leukemia; Daniel Foltz, adviser.


Robert Charles Regan, Physics and Astronomy; Weinberg. Quantized Vortices in Superfluid 3He; James Sauls, adviser.

Qiuqiang Ren, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Revealing the Microstructure Property Relationship for Materials Design: Modifying Dual Phase Steels for Water Heater Applications; David Shaw, adviser.

William Eric Reyna, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Techniques for Assessing the Material Properties of Muscle and Its Constituents; Eric Perreault, adviser.

Kaleighh Filipa Roberts, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Inhibition of Amyloid-β Aggregation and Toxicity by Cobalt(III) Schiff Base; Thomas Meade, adviser.

Eleanor Kay Russell, Interdisciplinary Theatre and Drama; Communication. Everything, and This... Stand-Up Comedy Audio Recordings and the Avant-Garde; Joshua Chambers-Letson, adviser.

Calen Patrick Ryan, Anthropology; Weinberg. Traders of Between Republic and the Human Epigenome; Christopher Kuzawa, adviser.

Mark Bernand Semelhago, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. Computational Aspects of Discrete Optimization via Simulation with Gaussian Markov Random Fields; Andreas Waechter, Eunhye Song, and Barry Nelson, advisers.

Richard Michael Shafranek, Political Science; Weinberg. Spillover: Political Conflict and Nonpolitical Settings; James Druckman, adviser.

Kacper Skakui, Chemistry; Weinberg. Advancing Spherical Nucleic Acid Therapeutics through Chemical Modifications of DNA; Chad Mirkin, adviser.

Daniel Skibra, Philosophy; Weinberg. Modes and Their Arguments; Fabrizio Cariani, adviser.


Michele Marie Stiepan, Communication Sciences and Disorders; Communication. Knowing When and Why to Respond: Exploring Parental Identification of Communication in Children with ASD; Megan Roberts, adviser.

Ahalya Prabakhar, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Communicating and Modeling Information through Motion; Todd Murphy, adviser.


Siyu Tao, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Multidisciplinary and Dynamic Decisions in Simulation-Based Design; Wei Chen, adviser.
Alana Marie Toulin, History; Weinberg. Open Tables: Restaurants and Reform in Progressive Chicago; Sauls, adviser.


Andrew C. Wang, Health Sciences Integrated PhD Program; Feinberg. Intersection of Social Determinants of Health with Insurance and Their Association with Mortality; Abel Kho, adviser.

Xiaodi Wang, Chemistry; Weinberg. Design of Photo-Responsive Molecules and Study of Loops in Dynamic Covalent Networks; Julia Kalow, adviser.

Mingwei Wei, Physics; McCormick. Towards Understanding Deep Learning via Statistical Physics; David Jason Schwab, adviser.

Adam Griffith White, Music; Bienen. The Effects of Feedback on Sight-Singing Achievement; Sarah Bartolome, adviser.

Patrick James Woida, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Silencing of the Innate Immune Response by Self-Regulating MATEs; observers follows; Gerald Snyder, adviser.

James Zachary Woodruff, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Modeling, Motion Planning, and Feedback Control for Dynamic, Graspless, and Hybrid Robotic Manipulation; Kevin Lynch, adviser.

Yiming Xu, Statistics; Weinberg. Topics in Classification with Deep Learning; Diego Klakian, adviser.

Ben Yang, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Neuronal Circuits Underlying Interactions between Fear, Feeding, and Pain; Dalton Surmier Jr., adviser.

Ning Yi, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Mixing and Segregation of Granular Flows in a 3D Tumbler; Richard Lueptow, adviser.


Oscar Alberto Zarate, Statistics; Weinberg. Prediction of CRISPR-Cas9 Cleavage Efficiency through Markov Feature Engineering and Boosting-Based Transfer Learning; Jingping Wang, adviser.


Zhiqui Zhou, Communication Studies; Communication. Symnonormative Desires: Identities, Masculinities, and Sexual Hierarchies in Urban China; Janice Radway, adviser.

Degree awarded March 26, 2021

Rebecca Elizabeth Abbott, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Active Model-Based Inference for Muscle Strength Diagnostics; Todd Murphy, adviser.

Ryan Hoang Abdella, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Cryogenic-Electron Microscopy Structures of Viral and Eukaryotic Transcription Complexes; Yuan He, adviser.

Shawhat Anand, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Reorganizing Defect Thermodynamics and Chemistry for Intuitive Exploratory Phase Stability Analysis; Gerald Snyder, adviser.

Ahmet Atilgan, Chemistry; Weinberg. Nanoporous Materials as Heterogeneous Catalysts and Catalyst Support Materials; Chemocatalysts; Joseph Hupp, adviser.

Keenan Edward Avers, Physics; Weinberg. Time-Reversal Symmetry-Breaking in Uranium Based Superconductors; William Halperin, adviser.

Christopher Jeffrey Barrows, Chemistry; Weinberg. Selective Carbonyl Hydroxylation via Homogeneous Lanthanide Catalysis; Tobin Marks, adviser.


Emre Besler, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Monitoring and Therapeutic Use of Ensemble Learning Models; Alan Sahakian, adviser.


Anita Carolina Cisternas Fuentes, Plant Biology and Conservation; Weinberg. Plant Breeding System and Primary Pollinator as a Proxy to Estimate Inbreeding and Inbreeding Depression; Jeremy Fant, adviser.

Sam Cooler, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. An Offset On-Off Receptive Field Is Created by Orientation Junctions between Distinct Types of Retinal Ganglion Cells; Gregory Schwartz, adviser.

Jennifer Geary DiStefano, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Flat Sheet to Curved Sheet: The Transition Metal Dichalcogenide Core−Shell Architecture; Vinayak Dravid, adviser.

Henrique dos Santos Seckler, Chemistry; Weinberg. Apolipoprotein Proteoforms and Their Association with Cardiometabolism; Neil Kelleher, adviser.

Brittany Megan Edens, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Epitranscriptional Regulation of Neuronal Development by N6-Methyladenosine; Yongchao Ma, adviser.

Austin Michael Evans, Chemistry; Weinberg. Two-Dimensional Polymers: Syntheses, Properties, and Applications; Gary Fine, adviser.

Coline Ferrant, Sociology; Weinberg. Food in the Lives of Paris and Chicago Residents; Gary Fine, adviser.

Michael Patrick Fiske, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Characterization of the Neuronal Networks of the Subiculum and Their Contribution to Epileptic Activity In Vitro; Gianmari Maccarferi, adviser.


Steven Matthew Flynn, Chemistry; Weinberg. Expanding Structural Families of Materials through Exploratory Synthesis; Kenneth Poepelmeier, adviser.

Samantha Marie Genardi, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Inmate Like T Cells in Systemic Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus aureus Infection; Chyung-Ru Wang, adviser.

Rustin Golnabi, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Tools and Methods for High Throughput Materials Synthesis Using Cantilever-Free Scanning Probe Lithography; Chad Mirkin, adviser.

Maximilian Michael Gordon, Slavic Languages and Literatures; Weinberg. The Spectral Body: Theology and Economy in Dostoeyevsky and Melville’s Fiction; Susan Oddo, adviser.


Katherine Jean Harmon, Applied Physics; McCormick and Weinberg. Experimental Validation of First Principles Simulations and Observation of Diffuse Ion Profiles at Solid/Water Interfaces; Michael Bedzyk, adviser.

Ana Naya Mared Hill, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Quantitative Probes to Explore Neural Mechanisms Driving Losses of Independent Joint and Limb Control Following an Early Unilateral Brain Injury; Julius Dewald, adviser.

Mark Andrew Hoggarth, Physics; McCormick. Magnetization Transfer Imaging of Spinal Cord Trauma after Whiplash Injury; Julius Dewald, adviser.

Kazuki Imasato, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Development of Mg3Sb2-Mg3Bi2 Alloys as Thermoelectric Materials; Gerald Snyder, adviser.


Venkat Sai Anirudh Kewi, Physics; Weinberg. Bounding Dark Matter Searches at the Large Hadron Collider; Ian Low, adviser.


Peter Lee, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Mechan-Acoustic Sensing on Suprasternal Notch; John Rogers, adviser.

Yaohua Li, Applied Physics; McCormick and Weinberg. Molecular Dynamics Study of Charged Nanomaterials: Electrostatics and Self-Assembly; M. Olvera de la Cruz, adviser.

Nosei Letvin Liebman, Technology and Social Behavior; Communication and McCormick. Using Computational Models to Create Perceptually Relevant User Interfaces for Nonvisual Artifacts; Darren Gergle, adviser.

Chuan Liu, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Design of Temperature-Resistant Shape Memory Alloys for Additive Manufacturing; Gregory Olson, adviser.

Christian Marinacci, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Myeloproliferative Neoplasms: From Biology to Targeted Therapeutics; John Crispino, adviser.

Naneki Chelsea McCallum, Chemistry; Weinberg. Advancing Melanin Structure and Function through Synthetic and Combinatorial Application; Nathan Gianneschi, adviser.


Benjamin Everett Nagasing, Chemistry; Weinberg. Exploration of Light-Absorbing Nanomaterials for Organic Photocatalysis and Solar Fuels; Emily Weiss, adviser.

Y. Thien Nguyen, Sociology; Weinberg. When State Propaganda Becomes Social Knowledge: Legacies of the Southern Republic; James Mahoney, adviser.

*Also Juris Doctor degree
Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Shashank Acharya, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick, Investigating Gastrointestinal Motility: Mechanical Work Done during Esophageal Contractility and Fully Resolved Multiphysics Modeling of Gastric Peristalsis; Neelesh Patankar, adviser.

Roman Antonio Acosta Rodriguez, Managerial Economics and Strategy; Kellogg, Essays on Banking, Employment, and Trade; Meghan Busse, adviser.

Samuel Henry Amsterdam, Chemistry; Weinberg, Electronic Coupling and Morphology in Organic Two-Dimensional Heterostructures; Tobin Marks, adviser.

Sarah Elizabeth Anderson, Chemistry; Weinberg, The Development and Application of High Throughput Biochemical Assays Based on the SAMDI Mass Spectrometry Platform; Milan Mrksich, adviser.

Brendan Charles Badia, Electrical Engineering; McCormick, Modeling Competition and the Integration of Modern Grid Technologies in Two-Tiered Emerging Electricity Markets; Randall Berry, adviser.

Jingjuan Bao, Civil and Environmental Engineering; McCormick, Application of Finite Mixture Models in University Fundraising and Travel Behavior; Pablo Durango-Cohen, adviser.

Bogdan Andrei Baciu, Economics; Weinberg, Essays in Macroeconomics with Household Heterogeneity; Martin Eichenbaum, adviser.

Jennifer Lynn Bennett, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick, Tailored Mechanical and Geometric Properties in Electrochemical Deposition via Global Thermal Control; Jian Cao, adviser.

Simran Bhalla, Screen Cultures; Communication, Essays on Multiculturalism, Representations, and Consumption; Karen Smilorwitz, adviser.


Weibing Bullock, German Literature and Critical Thought; Weinberg, „Unheimliche Heimat“: Die Auswirkungen von Migration, Flucht und Asyl auf Heimat und Identität in der Deutsch-Arabischen Migrationsliteratur; Erica Weitzman, adviser.

Eleanor Rae Burgess, Media, Technology, and Society, Media, Technology, and Society; Communication, Collaborative Self-Management of Depression; Madhu Reddy, adviser.


Jieran Cao, German Literature and Critical Thought; Weinberg, Transplanting Languages: Botanical Poetics of Paul Celan and Yoko Tawada; Anna Parkinson, adviser.

Caitlin Page Casar, Earth and Planetary Sciences; Weinberg, Geobiology of Biofilms in the Continental Deep Subsurface; Magdalena Osburn, adviser.

John Francis Cataldi, Sociology; Weinberg, Contentious Southern Symbols and Community Interaction: The Confederate Battle Flag as Sacred, Profane, and Offensive; Wendy Griswold, adviser.

Xutong Chen, Computer Science; McCormick, Intrusion Response via Graph-Based Low-Level System Event Analysis; Yan Chen, adviser.


Emma Elizabeth Coughlin, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg, Design and Characterization of Therapeutic Gold Nanostars; Teri Odom, adviser.

Philip Robert Curtis, Communication Sciences and Disorders; Communication, Language Processing Differences in US Monolingual English-Speaking Late Talkers and Typical Talkers: Specificity of Phonological Representation and Sensitivity to Lexical-Semantic Relations; Megan Roberts, adviser.

Ricardo Dahis, Economics; Weinberg, Essays in Development Economics; SeemaJayachandran, adviser.

Jonathan Davis Dallmann, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick, Across Scales: An Examination of the Impacts of Turbulence and Mobile Bedforms on Hyporheic Exchange; Gregory Wagner, adviser.


Riki Joyce Drout, Chemistry; Weinberg, Investigating Liquid-Phase Adsorption Processes in Metal-Organic Frameworks; Omar Farha, adviser.

Yunnan Duan, Linguistics; Weinberg, Word Identification and Eye Movement Control in Reading as Rational Decision-Making; Clinton Bicknell, adviser.

Kate Lauren Maud Elder, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick, The Evolution of Complex Microstructures through Morphological Characterization and Phase-Field Simulation; Peter Voorhees, adviser.

Jabari Miles Evans, Mass Spectrometry, and Society; Communication, Exploring Hip-Hop Artistic Practices as an Equity- and Empowerment-Based Model for Media Literacy Education with Black Youth: The Case of Chicago’s Foundations of Music; Ellen Wartella, adviser.

Yiding Feng, Computer Science; McCormick, Revelation Gap in Prior-Independent Mechanism Design; Jason Hartline, adviser.

Brianne Douglas Forman, History; Weinberg, Los Grans Mal: Disasters and Civic Life in the Late Medieval Midi; Richard Kieckhefer, adviser.


David Gius, adviser.

Dustin Kenneth Goncharoff, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg, Examining Prionogenic Domains in the Sw1 Protein, Yeast Evolution, and Novel Disease-Related Aggregators; Liming Li, adviser.

Kacey Chandler Grauer, Anthropology; Weinberg, Ecologies, Ontologies, and Inequalities: Human-Environment Relationships at the Ancient Maya City of Aventura, Belize; Cynthia Robin, adviser.

Roman Vasilevich Grigorii, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick, Capture, Playback, and Enhancement of Tactile Texture—Merging Physics and Perception; Ed Colgate, adviser.

Jun Guan, Applied Physics; McCormick and Weinberg, Design of Mid-Infrared Laser Diodes with Engineered Emission Characteristics; Teri Odom, adviser.

Kathleen Gael Hall, Linguistics; Weinberg, Relations and Structure: A View from Dependency Resolution; Masaya Yoshida, adviser.

Jaye Kimiko Harada, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick, Expanding Functionalities in Heteroatomic Materials through First-Principles Design; James Rondinelli, adviser.
Liliana Maria Hernandez Gonzalez, Civil and Environmental Engineering; McCormick. Disturbance History and Sensing of Urban Green Spaces for Stormwater Retention and Ecological Resilience; Aaron Packman, adviser.

Che-Fan Huang, Chemistry; Weinberg. Using SMAD-MS and Peptide Arrays to Study Protein Tyrosine Phosphorylation; John R. Osborn, adviser.

Constantine Paul Nicolaoukas, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Quantifying the Biomechanical and Neural Factors Contributing to Translational Shoulder Stability; Eric Perreault, adviser.

Matthew Lander Nisbet, Chemistry; Weinberg. Achiral Non-centricymmetric Racemates; Kenneth Poepelman, adviser.

Jane Margaret Olmstead-Rumssey, Economics; Weinberg. Essays in Macroeconomics and Firm Dynamics; Matthias Doepke, adviser.

Yao Hoo Ow, Operations Management; Kellogg. Elucitng and Leveraging Information in Operations: Tractable Approaches using Robust Optimization; Chaitanya Bandi, adviser.

Aydon Oztepe, Anthropology; Weinberg. The Promise of Authenticity: Neo-Ottomanism, Historicity and Politics of Youth Culture in Turkey; Jessica Winegar, adviser.

Juliana Perez, Anthropology; Weinberg. More Than Sun and Skin: An Investigation into the Social and Developmental Determinants of Vitamin D; Thomas McDade, adviser.


Amy Patricia Rapp, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Weinberg and McCormick. Functional Materials Design and Discovery; Jacobsen, adviser.


Arman Rastegar, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Tribological Interface Improvement through Lubricant Additive Innovation, Surface, and Material Modification; Q. Jane Wang, adviser.

Joseph Robert Kapke, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Understanding Control of the Shoulder after Stroke towards Myoelectric Control of Vertical Support to Improve Reach; Lehi Hargrove and Michael Ellis, advisers.

Egor Kozlov, Mechanical Engineering; Weinberg. Collective Household Models with Limited Commitment; Matthias Doepke, adviser.

Rebecca Jane Krause-Galoni, Marketing; Kellogg. Consumer Self-Concept and Fantasy; Derek Rucker, adviser.

Jiag Li, Chemistry; Weinberg. Single-Site Carbon-Supported Molybdenum-Diisono Complex in Catalysis: Structure, Reactivity, and Mechanism; Tobin Marks, adviser.

Yilun Lin, Computer Science; McCormick. Understanding and Mitigating New Risks in Location-Aware Technologies; Brent Hecht, adviser.

Yufeng Liu, Finance; Kellogg. Essays in Investment Theory; Michael Fishman, adviser.

Isaac Loh, Economics; Weinberg. Essays in Nonparametric Econometrics; Joel Horowitz, adviser.

Joe Jiuyi Long, Economics; Weinberg. Essays on Chinese Migration; Nancy Qian, adviser.

Giorgos Mamakoukas, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Real-Time Safe Control for Model-Based and Data-Driven Robots; Todd Murphy, adviser.

Utsav Manjeet, Economics; Weinberg. Essays in Development Economics; Christopher Udry, adviser.

Christopher Adam Mizzi, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Experimental and Theoretical Studies on Flexoelectricity; Laurence Marks, adviser.


Taylor M. Nickolas, Chemical Engineering; McCormick. Engineering the 1,2-Propanediol Depurification and Distillation; Wing Liu, adviser.

Igal Szleifer, adviser.

Trevor Stack, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Latrunculin A Nanoparticle Therapeutics: Development and Applications; Ivan Scott, adviser.

Pyongwon Suh, Mathematics; Weinberg. The Coherent-Constructible Correspondence for Toric Projective Bundles; Eric Zaslow, adviser.

Bokana Talat, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. ICAMI Initiates CTIC Cluster Formation and Lung Metastasis of Triple Negative Breast Cancer; Huiping Liu, adviser.


* Arielle Woloshin Tolman, Sociology; Weinberg. Prosecuting Prisoners: Criminalization of Incarcerated People in an Era of Psychiatric Deinstitutionalization; Carol Heimer, adviser.

Daniel Martin Tucker, Linguistics; Weinberg. Polarity and Comparison at the Interface of Language and Cognition; Alexis Cornelia Wellwood, adviser.

Quitzé Valenzuela-Stokey, Economics; Weinberg. Essays in Economic Theory; Marciano Siniscalchi, adviser.

Stephanie Van Gulden, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Molecular Diversity in Human Plasmapotent Stem Cell Derived Astrocite Progenitors and Their Association with Subtypes of Globalizer User. Daniel Matthew Verbitsky, adviser.

Matthew Stuart Veroalph, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Uncovering the Mechanism of Intrinsic Transcription Termination in Order to Develop Point-of-Care Diagnostics; Julianne Luckins, adviser.

Ao Wang, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Molecular Mechanisms Governing the Mechanics of Polymeric and Protein-Based Materials; Sinan Keten, adviser.


Yiqun Wang, Chemistry; Weinberg. Data-Driven Functional Materials Design and Discovery; James Rondellini, adviser.


Skyler Jacob Wheaton, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Electro-Absorption Modulators for Low-Energy Free-Space Optial Data Transmission; Moomon Mohseni, adviser.

Cindy Yao Yang, Psychology; Weinberg. Perceptual and Cognitive Affordances of Data Visualizations; Steven Franconeri, adviser.

Heng Xu, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Active Lateral Force Feedback on Bare Fingertips and Its Applications; Ed Colgate, adviser.

Yiyuan Yang, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Implantable Optogenetic Devices for Broad Neuroscience Research; John Rogers, adviser.

Brie Schneider, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. A Computational Model of GCAMP6 in C1 Pyramidal Neurons; William Kath, adviser.

Furqan Zhang, Chemistry; Weinberg. Synthesis of Hierarchically Porous Uio-66 MOF Materials and Their Applications in Catalysis and Water Purification; SonBinh Nguyen, adviser.

Mingyi Zhang, Mathematics; Weinberg. Hodge Ideals of Three Types of Hypersurface Singularities; Valerio Tosatti, adviser.


Zengyi Zhang, Chemistry; Weinberg. Controlling the Reactivity of Quantum Dots for Photocatalytic Cross-Coupling Reactions; Emily Weiss, adviser. 

*Also Juris Doctor degree
Degree awarded September 4, 2020

Timothy James Angham, Counseling, Family Institute
Mathew Arrzelin, Music, Bienen
Sandra Bajc-Dimitrov, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg
Raja Ben Hammoud, French and Francophone Studies, Weinberg
Scott James Bone, Counseling, Family Institute
Heather Ann Bowman, Counseling, Family Institute
Samara MacKenzie Brown, Counseling, Family Institute
Ellie Adare Bruckner, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg
Gabriella Amelia Caceres Gamundi, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg
Anastasia Canfield, Counseling, Family Institute
Erin Colleen Carrigan, Counseling, Family Institute
Phyllis Renee Michelle Cash, Counseling, Family Institute
Przha Chalabe, Counseling, Family Institute
Kimberly Brooke Chapman, Learning Sciences, Education and Social Policy
Amanda W. Chen, Counseling, Family Institute
Keith Allan Clark, History, Weinberg
Katherine Ann Marie Cohen, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg
Amanda Bates Coulbourn, Counseling, Family Institute
Pedro Kenzo De Alencar Ohi, Economics, Weinberg
Devis Decet, Economics, Weinberg
Jennifer Lorraine Drake, Counseling, Family Institute
Wren Duggan, Counseling, Family Institute
Felipe Riquel Durazo, Economics, Weinberg
Elizabeth McManus Dworak, Psychology, Weinberg
Eskil Juel Elling, Philosophy, Weinberg
Robin Kimberly Faris, Counseling, Family Institute
Emily Anne Hajole, Counseling, Family Institute
Colleen Elizabeth Garcia, Counseling, Family Institute
Ali N. Hajji, Counseling, Family Institute
Kathryn Birks Harvey, History, Weinberg
Emily Cook Haynes, Counseling, Family Institute
Diego Ignacio Huerta Diaz, Economics, Weinberg
Alexandra Danielle Ibarra, English, Weinberg
Ayse Nejla Ismailoglu, Counseling, Family Institute
Alexandra Danielle Ibarra, English, Weinberg
Ellecrest Le Cessepe, Professional Communications, Communication
Yijun Liu, Economics, Weinberg
Junye Ma, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg
Abigail Louise Maher, Counseling, Family Institute
Abigail Louise Maher, Counseling, Family Institute
Pilar Manzi Gari, Political Science, Weinberg
Rynousoke Matsura, Economics, Weinberg
Brandon Matthews, Counseling, Family Institute
Halie Elizabeth McPhie-Johnston, Counseling, Family Institute
Ivonne Montes Diaz, Political Science, Weinberg
Catherine Rogers Moore, Counseling, Family Institute
Miguel Moreira Santana Freire, Economics, Weinberg
Ashley N. Murphy, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg
Amar Vijay Dave, Counseling, Family Institute
Filip Obladović, Economics, Weinberg
Christina Alejandra Osorio, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg
Jun Hyung Park, Counseling, Family Institute
Colleen Paul, Counseling, Family Institute
Ellen Eidean Paul, Counseling, Family Institute
Sonia Planson, Sociology, Weinberg
Tessa Raebuck, Counseling, Family Institute
Theresa S. Ro, Counseling, Family Institute
Jennifer Lynn Robertson, Counseling, Family Institute
Jessica Catherine Rodrigues, Counseling, Family Institute
Andrea Lyn Rose, Counseling, Family Institute
Rachel Sarcello-Tecsonovic, History, Weinberg
Miranda Lee Schnurrer, Counseling, Family Institute
Giovanni Sciacovelli, Economics, Weinberg
Hang Shu, Economics, Weinberg
Nicole Simon, Counseling, Family Institute
Meredith Hubble Stall, Counseling, Family Institute
Andrea Y. Stallworth, Counseling, Family Institute
Vanessa Marie Stewart, Learning Sciences, Education and Social Policy
Katherine Lee Sutton, Counseling, Family Institute
Paige Swanson, Counseling, Family Institute
Gloria Maria Tovar, Counseling, Family Institute
Alice Yuting Tu, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg
Andrea Lea Tyler, Counseling, Family Institute
Amilcar Enrique Velez Salamanca, Economics, Weinberg
Corey Allen Winchester, Learning Sciences, Education and Social Policy
Elizabeth Mary Winter, English, Weinberg
Alanna Rose Wormwood, Counseling, Family Institute
Robin Xu, Political Science, Weinberg
Jin Yang, Economics, Weinberg
Tomer Yehoshua Sandak, Economics, Weinberg
Yuan-Chih Yen, English, Weinberg
Hans Han-seng Zhu, Economics, Weinberg

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Lilian Nnenna Anowy, Counseling, Family Institute
Sofyan Ansori, Anthropology, Weinberg
Lauren Marie Baker, Political Science, Weinberg
Morgan Elizabeth Barry, History, Weinberg
Morgan Blair, Counseling, Family Institute
Alexander Michael Borrello, Counseling, Family Institute
Aaron Timothy Brewer, Counseling, Family Institute
Tene-Marquel Brito, Counseling, Family Institute
Lisa Ann-Marie Brown, Counseling, Family Institute
Jessie Lee Bryant, Counseling, Family Institute
Jannsa Bushaw, Counseling, Family Institute
ByQuiera Yuen Byrd, African American Studies, Weinberg
Jieran Cao, German Literature and Critical Thought, Weinberg
Nathanel L. Christensen, Counseling, Family Institute
Diego Cid Ortiz, Economics, Weinberg
Lindsay Noelle Clark, Counseling, Family Institute
Amanda Marie Cook, Human Development and Social Policy, Education and Social Policy
Mallory Loren Cook, Counseling, Family Institute
Jennifer Rose Cowhy, Human Development and Social Policy, Education and Social Policy
Jordan Rae Curtice, Counseling, Family Institute
Amanee Vitaia Daiyee, History, Weinberg
Jessica Lindsey DeArcangelis, Counseling, Family Institute
Ana Lydia Diaz Barraga Lopez, Interdisciplinary Theatre and Drama, Communication
Ashley Victoria Evans, Counseling, Family Institute
Anastasia Evdokimova, Economics, Weinberg
Guillaume Michel Lucas Gex, Economics, Weinberg
Kathleen Joyce Gibson, Counseling, Family Institute
Johana Staza Gong, English, Weinberg
Aryeh Lee Goldman, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg
Sarah Ayla Green, Counseling, Family Institute
Heather Elizabeth Grimm, Interdisciplinary Theatre and Drama, Communication
Katie Marie Fisher Hale, Counseling, Family Institute
Jiwook Han, Economics, Weinberg
Jonathan Neekon Hourmozdi, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg
Nurah Husain, Counseling, Family Institute
Ayah Kanel, Human Development and Social Policy, Education and Social Policy
Gwendolyn Lawrence, Counseling, Family Institute
Judith Marlene Lescano, Counseling, Family Institute
Chloe Yang Ling Li, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg
Alana Rae Liggett, Counseling, Family Institute
Rachel Love, Counseling, Family Institute
Samuel Neil McChesney, Political Science, Weinberg
Roy McClelland Jr., Counseling, Family Institute
Jake Aidan Miller, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg
Elena Mercedes Morales, Counseling, Family Institute
Marisa Anita Ongemach, Counseling, Family Institute
Alexandria Marie Paleschik, Counseling, Family Institute
Morgan Terry Patrick, Music, Bienen
Thomas Pellet, Economics, Weinberg
Kelly Sangster Pierce, Counseling, Family Institute
Gabrielle Marie Poliseno, Counseling, Family Institute
Adya Abigail Rangaswami, Counseling, Family Institute
Muhammad Rida, Political Science, Weinberg
Kevin Roum, Counseling, Family Institute
Kathy Caroline Rowley Wiest, Counseling, Family Institute
Lauren Gabrielle Santos, Counseling, Family Institute
Keyra Ashley Scovil, Counseling, Family Institute
Lisa Shuldberg, Counseling, Family Institute
Jarita Rita Sierra, Counseling, Family Institute
Swati Srivastava, Counseling, Family Institute
Sapna Suresh, Media, Technology, and Society, Communication
Samantha Lynn Syta, Counseling, Family Institute
Mary Andrea Therber, Counseling, Family Institute
Xiujuan Tu, Counseling, Family Institute
Benjamin Vatter Janenman, Economics, Weinberg
Maria Isabel Vievety, English, Weinberg
Katherine Lee Elizabeth Waldron, Counseling, Family Institute
Mary Elizabeth Walters, Counseling, Family Institute
Marie Alexandra Welsh, Counseling, Family Institute
Devin Scott Wigg, Sociology, Weinberg
Sharell Shonta Williams, Counseling, Family Institute
Elizabeth Anne Wolcott, Counseling, Family Institute
Edward Joseph Yaeger, Counseling, Family Institute
Mizuka Yasuoka, Counseling, Family Institute
Zamzam Zaman, Counseling, Family Institute
Ami Zaveri, Counseling, Family Institute

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Eilif U. Alkan, Counseling, Family Institute
Raquel Jeanette Atkins, Counseling, Family Institute
Taylor Barchowski, Counseling, Family Institute
Eliza May Betteridge, Counseling, Family Institute
Kaleigh Joan Blanchard, Counseling, Family Institute
Hannah Boyd, Counseling, Family Institute
Jaimi Leigh Bray, Counseling, Family Institute
Lauren Elizabeth Bredeka, Counseling, Family Institute
Grace Edith Brodacz, Counseling, Family Institute
Stephanie A. Buck, Counseling, Family Institute
Jessica Laurelle Burroughs, Counseling, Family Institute
Sophia Pearl Busse, Counseling, Family Institute
Keyera Louise Byrd, Counseling, Family Institute
Chloe Jessica Carl, Counseling, Family Institute
Deana Jean Chrones, Counseling, Family Institute
Lena K. Console, Music, Bienen
Master of Fine Arts

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Kayla Anderson, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Susan E. Bowen, Directing, Communication
Nathan Solomon Cohen, Directing, Communication
Tasia Aijita Bernard Jones, Directing, Communication
Joshua Kent, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Jurrell Lewis, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Alexandra Kate Mallory, Directing, Communication
Anya Smolinovka, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Lauren Wyper, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Raquel Maria Adorno, Stage Design, Communication
Hassan Al Rawas, Directing, Communication
Jacqueline Kay Fox, Stage Design, Communication
Danielle Marie Roos, Directing, Communication
Matthew Thomas Sharp, Stage Design, Communication
Gabrielle Ray Strong, Stage Design, Communication

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Sarah Brown Gitenstein, Directing, Communication
Irena Hadzi Dordievic, Stage Design, Communication
Henry Sebastian Bender, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Christopher Bramwell Churchill, Documentary Media, Communication
Rebecca Heavenly Cox, Documentary Media, Communication
Niv Yosef Elbaz, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Alessandra Mohamed El Chanti, Documentary Media, Communication
Gwyneth Olivia Forsythe, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
John Hardwick Haley, Documentary Media, Communication
Anvar Hassanpour, Documentary Media, Communication
Ruby Hutson-Ellenber, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Alexandra Michelle Joyce, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Gaehe Lee, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Clara Rele De Leon, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Sean Patrick Moore, Documentary Media, Communication
Marilyn Oliva, Documentary Media, Communication
Myra Carol Reavis, Stage Design, Communication
Peter Elman Ronson, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Hayley Madison Sigmun, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Skylar Christopher Tarnas, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Allison Clare Theveny, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication

Master of Fine Arts and Master of Arts

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Noura Al Sabhoury Khayat, Documentary Media, Communication
Mizani A. Maisha Ball, Documentary Media, Communication
Henry Sebastian Bender, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Christopher Bramwell Churchill, Documentary Media, Communication
Rebecca Heavenly Cox, Documentary Media, Communication
Niv Yosef Elbaz, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Alessandra Mohamed El Chanti, Documentary Media, Communication
Gwyneth Olivia Forsythe, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
John Hardwick Haley, Documentary Media, Communication
Anvar Hassanpour, Documentary Media, Communication
Ruby Hutson-Ellenber, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Alexandra Michelle Joyce, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Gaehe Lee, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Clara Rele De Leon, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Sean Patrick Moore, Documentary Media, Communication
Marilyn Oliva, Documentary Media, Communication
Myra Carol Reavis, Stage Design, Communication
Peter Elman Ronson, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Hayley Madison Sigmun, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Skylar Christopher Tarnas, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Allison Clare Theveny, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication

Master of Public Health

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Helen Elizabeth Cejtina, Feinberg
Jessie Chen, Feinberg
Jacqueline Marie Koprics, Feinberg

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Rita Torres Staples, Feinberg
Pauline Zheng, Feinberg

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Kathryn Kishi Abbott, Feinberg
*Alexander Evans Ayala, Feinberg
*Hooman Alexander Azad, Feinberg
*Isabella Sarah Barber, Feinberg
*Emma Dona Berberos, Feinberg
*Eleanor Mirabile Birch, Feinberg
*Megan Elizabeth Bouchard, Feinberg
*Anisa Marie Codamon, Feinberg
*Autumn Norton Crowe, Feinberg
*Abby Dallas, Feinberg
*Ka'Derricka Maquitta Davis, Feinberg
*Benjamin Jacob De Young, Feinberg
*Oriana Fleming, Feinberg
*Ganal Osama Galal, Feinberg
*Helen Xin Gao, Feinberg
*Sonia Rose Harris, Feinberg
*Jane Suligie Lee Hart, Feinberg
*Virginia Lee Hoch, Feinberg
*Kaillin Emma Huennekens, Feinberg
*Laura Linnane Hurley, Feinberg
*Maran Ganesh Ilichaczkin, Feinberg
*Christie Jade Pong Lai Jok, Feinberg
*Kiana Ashanti Jones, Feinberg
*Benjamin Case Joslin, Feinberg
*Michelle V. Karmazin, Feinberg
*Denise Monti, Feinberg
*Lauren Suzanne Nelson, Feinberg
*Kourtney Hope Olive, Feinberg
*Juliana Perez, Feinberg
*Jacob Bailey Pierce, Feinberg
*Margarita Maria Ramirez Silva, Feinberg
*Andrew Seth Rapoport, Feinberg
*Gaël Kaukshh Scholtes, Feinberg
*Parin Upen Shah, Feinberg
*Risha Ranjit Shah, Feinberg
*Manisha Singam, Feinberg
*Robert Andrew Tessier, Feinberg
*Chideria Cynthia Ukeje, Feinberg
*Daniel Frank Wagner, Feinberg
*Chen Yue Wang, Feinberg
*Callin Elizabeth Whisler, Feinberg
*Mateo Zambrano Navia, Feinberg

Master of Science

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Nasilcan Arslan, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Harun Avci, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Apoorva Ayyagari, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Abu Bakar, Computer Science, McCormick
Vamsi Krishna Banda, Computer Science, McCormick
Adriana Maria Bassard, Psychology, Weinberg
Toscane Blanche Marie Gaiaince Berberian, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Dr. Matthew Butler, Mathematics, Weinberg
Leimin Bu, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Thomas Cane, Physics, Weinberg
Caitlin Page Casar, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Weinberg
Suzanne China, Computer Science, McCormick

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Dr. David Childers, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Christopher Cummings, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Jordan Daley, Psychology, Weinberg
Evan Doubovskov, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Martha Yvonne Eichlersmith, Statistics, Weinberg
Germaine Gaber Elboby, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Zuyue Fu, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Shelby Lun Gai, Statistics, Weinberg
Laura Garcia Montoya, Statistics, Weinberg
Qingxu Guan, Quantitative and Systems Biology, Weinberg
Jiachen Guo, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick

Degree awarded June 18, 2021
K Zhuo, Physics, Weinberg
Gaurav Gupta, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Bingjie Hao, Physics, Weinberg
Velu Baris Heybeli, Chemistry, Weinberg
Buhari Ibrahim, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, McCormick
Lu Ania Jafari, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Mohammadreza Javilvand, Physics, Weinberg
Zhe Jia, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Jennifer Natalia Jones, Mathematics, Weinberg
Peng Kang, Computer Science, McCormick
Samuel John Kilgore, Plant Biology and Conservation, Weinberg
Shannon Leigh Kollacker, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Katherine Frances Kucera, Plant Biology and Conservation, Weinberg
Oguz Kucukbas, Managerial Economics and Strategy, Kellogg

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Eva Leavens, Plant Biology and Conservation, Weinberg
Tianhao Lei, Neurobiology, Weinberg
Weihua Lei, Physics, Weinberg
Xinyi Li, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Taran Marie Lichtenberger, Plant Biology and Conservation, Weinberg
Ling-jui Lin, Quantitative and Systems Biology, Weinberg
Jiaqi Liu, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Daniel Mas, Computer Science, McCormick
Jia Zhang, Computer Science, McCormick
Lenzho Min, Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Evan Doubovskov, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Manisha Singam, Feinberg
Gaël Kaushik Scholtès, Feinberg
Andrew Seth Rapoport, Feinberg
Margarita Maria Ramirez Silva, Feinberg
Julianna Perez, Feinberg

Degree awarded June 18, 2021
Kaitlin Emma Huennekens, Feinberg
*Virginia Lee Hoch, Feinberg
*Kaillin Emma Huennekens, Feinberg
*Laura Linnane Hurley, Feinberg
*Maran Ganesh Ilichaczkin, Feinberg
*Christie Jade Pong Lai Jok, Feinberg
*Kiana Ashanti Jones, Feinberg
*Benjamin Case Joslin, Feinberg
*Michelle V. Karmazin, Feinberg
*Denise Monti, Feinberg
*Lauren Suzanne Nelson, Feinberg
*Kourtney Hope Olive, Feinberg
*Juliana Perez, Feinberg
*Jacob Bailey Pierce, Feinberg
*Margarita Maria Ramirez Silva, Feinberg
*Andrew Seth Rapoport, Feinberg
*Gaël Kaukshh Scholtes, Feinberg
*Parin Upen Shah, Feinberg
*Risha Ranjit Shah, Feinberg
*Manisha Singam, Feinberg
*Robert Andrew Tessier, Feinberg
*Chideria Cynthia Ukeje, Feinberg
*Daniel Frank Wagner, Feinberg
*Chen Yue Wang, Feinberg
*Callin Elizabeth Whisler, Feinberg
*Mateo Zambrano Navia, Feinberg

*Also Doctor of Medicine degree
Christopher Xavier Miller, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Hanlin Mao, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Emiliano Monroy-Rios, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Weinberg
Hannah Hyochan Nam, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Xiaochun Niu, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Adenekan Oluwatobi Osiyemi, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Asia Oweis, Neurobiology, Weinberg
Daniel O’Young, Interdepartmental Neurosciences, Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg
Nurcieck Padern, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Wen-Chao Pan, Chemistry, Weinberg
Lianke Qin, Computer Science, McCormick
Gregorio Rabelo Moreira da Silva, Physics and Astronomy, Weinberg
Rachel Leonor Ramirez Dubreidreddi, Management and Organizations and Sociology, Kellogg and Weinberg
Monica Marie Rizzo, Astronomy, Weinberg
Ethan Christopher Robison, Computer Science, McCormick
Ailiya Saify, Plant Biology and Conservation, Weinberg
Alexander Daniel Samland, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Apoorva Vij Shrivastava, Psychology, Weinberg
Aaron Robert Shoemaker, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Hang Shu, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Nicholas Ivor Simon, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Akhlil Singla, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Carissa Siensky, Physics, Weinberg
Somari Ashanti Spencer, Marriage and Family Therapy, Family Institute
Benedict Akshay David Sukra, Physics, Weinberg
Warren Taylor, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Guillermo Tochi, Mathematics, Weinberg
Jamie Puhalni Treadway, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Howard Minh Truong, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Ashley Marie Turner, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Ariana Ferrara Turner, Psychology, Weinberg
Gabriela Ucros Diaz, Marriage and Family Therapy, Family Institute
Lingxiao Wang, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Joshua Alexander Wechsler, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Alexandra Lane Williams, Psychology, Weinberg
Yunan Wu, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Shipeng Xu, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Feilong Xu, Quantitative and Systems Biology, Weinberg
Yuchan Yang, Physics, Weinberg
Zheyuan Zhang, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Diqiang Zhang, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Jingyang Zhang, Statistics, Weinberg
Yuizhen Zhang, Statistics, Weinberg

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

Hoseb Sarks Abkarian, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Alejandro Jose Alfaro Monterrosa, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Christopher Morgan Baggett, Engineering Design Innovation, McCormick
Yun Bai, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Aanjand Palakshana Balasubramanian, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Irinel Dan Bandas, Computer Science, McCormick
Jingyu Bao, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Alexis Marie Baudron, Computer Science, McCormick
Thomas Alejandro Berruetta, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Cameron Lester Beverdilus, Engineering Design Innovation, McCormick
Faraaz Syed Beyabani, Computer Science, McCormick
Aaron Daniel Brandon, Physics, Weinberg
Jonathan Edward Burke, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Xincheng Cao, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Lucas Adam Chamberlain, Plant Biology and Conservation, Weinberg
Michelle Linn Chan, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Gaurav Chaudhary, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Sarthak Anil Kumar Chauhan, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Qian Chen, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Yifeng Chen, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Yining Chen, Computer Science, McCormick
Yuqi Chen, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Chutong Cheng, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Kylie Rose Chesmar, Computer Science, McCormick
Henry Hayashi, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Mukesh Devaram Choyal, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Vanessa Bridget Cockett, Engineering Design Innovation, McCormick
Nitin Desai, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Huijun Di, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Zheng Dong, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Jiaxing Du, Physics, Weinberg
Sankalp Dwivedi, Computer Science, McCormick
Aaron-Patrick Bote Empedrado, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Matthew D. Evans, Plant Biology and Conservation, Weinberg
McKenna Maureen Lee Yun Farmer, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Chenggui Feng, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Shiqi Feng, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Han Fu, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Jianyu Fu, Computer Science, McCormick
Brandon Douglas Furdock, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Darius Gray, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Andrea Marie Gruber, Plant Biology and Conservation, Weinberg
Yao Guo, Computer Science, McCormick
Nithin Simha Reddy Gunamgari, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Jiawei Guo, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Hexia Guo, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Indrajeet Gupta, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Sho Harisawa, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Yuyang He, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Jacob C. Hechter, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Lei Hong, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Kechen Hu, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Sili Lu, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Junjie Huang, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Tianyu Huang, Statistics, Weinberg
Yuhao Huang, Materials Science and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Zijie Huang, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Yuxin Hui, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Diana Jeong Ro, Engineering Design Innovation, McCormick
Diana Kendall Jerome, Plant Biology and Conservation, Weinberg
Bingyu Jiang, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Jean Jiang, Engineering Design Innovation, McCormick
Zhouyuan Jiang, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Liban Jibril, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Vishwaajeet Padmanabhi Karmarkar, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Collette Anne Maria Kwagley, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Anam Khan, Computer Science, McCormick
Madhav Khanna, Computer Science, McCormick
Aakash Khurana, Computer Science, McCormick
Do Yeon Kim, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Gabriella Dawn Kitch, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Weinberg
Emmie Marie Knoblock, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences, McCormick and Weinberg
Hyewon Kong, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Anna Katherine Lynn Kornreich, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Daniel Patrick Kostelancik, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Borui Lan, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Sophie Jo Lancaster, Engineering Design Innovation, McCormick
Rebecca Desaulniers Lassiter, Computer Science, McCormick
Mary Rose Lazar, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Dennis Lee, Astronomy, McCormick
Chenhang Li, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, McCormick
Haolin Li, Computer Science, McCormick
Jinchuan Li, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Shukai Li, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Yangyin Li, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Zhisheng Lin, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Dawei Liu, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Jiapeng Liu, Computer Science, McCormick
Yihan Liu, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Yuchen Liu, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Yuxiang Liu, Computer Science, McCormick
Yuxin Liu, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Zixuan Liu, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Ziyu Liu, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Beverly Lowell, Physics, Weinberg
Yige Ma, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Yukun Ma, Computer Science, McCormick
Claire Marie Martin, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
J. Montgomery Maxwell, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Kelly Dempsey McComas, Engineering Design Innovation, McCormick
David Andrew Miller, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Megan Christine Miller, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Arijit Maneesh Nerurkar, Engineering Design Innovation, McCormick
Anh Van Nguyen, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Jenny Nhu Nguyen, Engineering Design Innovation, McCormick
Yidan Ni, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Yining Ni, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Aakash Khurana, Computer Science, McCormick
Alexandro Stefan Nica, Computer Science, McCormick
Anya Elizabeth Nugent, Astronomy, Weinberg
Abeder Breder O’Gorman, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Israel Oluwaseyi-oluwasakin, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Kenneth R. Coe Jr.  
Tanisha A. Dambreville-Pierre  
Michael Lawrence Davidson  
Clara Jane Davis  
Diyuan Naomi Deng  
Yi Ding  
Charles R. Eaves IV  
Zijun Feng  
Kendra Rose Fluegeman  
Chenjianyi Ge  
Christy Gentry  
Nancy Ginde  
Lingyu Guan  
Monet Iman Jackson  
IVa Jaime  
David Johnson  
Kyle A. Johnson  
Lorene Kay Jukovich  
Reilly Quinn Kasprak  
Ashley Nicole Kennedy  
Erini Kikilis  
Jeongse Kim  
Alyssa Renee Kolton  
Tariq Kottai  
Michael Charles Leppert  
Lichao Li  
Sissi Zixi Li  
Xinhui Ma  
Katarynya A. Mazcka  
Miran Njeri Mburu  
Christopher Michel McClave  
Ayako E. Miyahara  
Veronica Mmari  
Hari Nair  
Kayla Eileen Nowicki  
Jessica Pagliari  
Marina Souza Panis  
PAY Patel  
Julia Peasele  
Amy Louise Pepe  
Corey Anne Portell  
Bernice Shepherd Powell  
Sarah Anne Prosa  
Indira Yasmine Ramos  
Stephanie Joiner Ramos  
Jazmin Rangel  
Patricia Gabriela Maria Reese  
Katy Rivera  
Tricia S. Roh  
Adrian Rojas  
Diogenes Patricio Rojas Silvestre  
Joanne Tina Stoa Rosen  
Christopher Steven Saksia  
Alejandro Sandoval  
Stephanie A. Santos  
Nathan Sunil Shetty  
Robin Rae VanDerschouw Szarmach  
Wang Yan Tai  
N. Charles Thomas  
Dinah Torres-Quinones  
Rhiza Novita Triandana  
Allison Van Gepen  
Eleni E. Vartelas  
Nicole Evelyn Vicari  
Leqi Wang  
Qiaqian Wang  
Wenyuan Wang  
Yiming Wang  
Yiming Wang  
Erie Michelle Warwood  
Han-Yun Jasmine Wung  
Kexin Xu  
Shiwen Xu  
Yifan Xu  
Ziyuan Yang  
Ye Qitong  
Yingqian Yuan  
Anna Lingrui Zhang  
Zhang Yichuan  
Lijie Zhao  
Diqi Zhu  
Jingyin Zhu

Master of Science in  
Health Communication

Degree awarded September 4, 2020  
Nihmotallahi Adebayo  
Melody Oyewale Adeniyi  
Shahan Ahmed  
Joaquin Alvarez  
Alexis Armbruster  
Chernise Bailey-Turner  
Sarah Elizabeth Bass  
Cristy Lynne Blesedo  
Tania Monique Burns  
Victor Angel Corral  
Yongchen Dao  
Emily Elizabeth Daw  
Ellen Delarosa Hamblet  
Jessica Kirstin Dell-Martin  
Curtis Edmonds Jr.  
Mohammed Elshareif  
Hoda Saeed Fahhari  
Matthew Fox  
Tressa Frankel  
Nicola Jane Gallagher  
Jessica Gangler  
Erie Kathleen Gilroy  
Antoinette Johnson  
Sara Michelle Kamen  
Benjamin Davis Keane  
Courtney Leah Kincaid  
Laure Kocal  
Sara Kuramitsu  
Nadia Laniyan  
Jade Kathryn Lieu  
Colleen Virginia McNulty  
Gabriela Medici Souza  
Elizabeth Lota Myers  
Deanna Noelle Nelson  
Justine Podrza  
Kweli Bond Pryor  
Malavika Radhakrishnan  
Betty Roggenkamp  
Megan Romero  
Amador Rosales  
Charles Angelo Sapienza  
Margaret Schmidt  
Danielle Shepherd  
Sara Taylor  
Brendon J. Tero  
Brenda Vera  
Julia Weigle  
Brian Yanick  
Ellen McCauley Zerega  
Lucia Yiting Zhu

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021  
Christina Y. Liu  
Meghan Carolen Spredemann

Master of Science  
in Leadership for  
Creative Enterprises

Degree awarded September 4, 2020  
Belz Aker  
Jina Katura Ballenger  
Upsana Barath  
Adam Lee Bernstein  
Jiayi Chen  
Chance Wyatt Cobb  
Cynthia Ann DiMico  
Weibang Du  
Mauru M. Ford  
Rose Cellia Kanarick  
Jonah David Levi-Paesky  
Andi Li  
Jingwen Li  
Lin Lin  
Zihan Liu  
Kari Elizabeth Nelson  
Alexandria Victoria Owuteaka  
Lanting Qu  
Samanta Marie Santori  
Mark S. Simeon  
Wilm Fleming Tarris  
Jenna Marie Thomas  
Zuzanna Walter  
Zehua Wang  
Zhishu Wang  
Alex Wilson  
Yihan Wu  
Chun-Yu Yang  
Binqian Ye  
Tongai Yu  
Jing Zeng  
Yuexin Zhang  
Yang Zhao  
Yiru Zhou  
Yixuan Zhu

Degree awarded December 18, 2020  
Antonia Maria D’Emilio  
Marcus David Marfori Farne  
Mia Angelina Reggi  
Laura Michelle Rensting  
Daniel Max Tanenbaum

Master of Science in,  
Speech, Language, and Learning

Degree awarded September 4, 2020  
Alexandra Bergsten

Degree awarded March 26, 2021  
Theresa Sandstrom

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021  
Amy Marie Bahr  
Abby Kathleen Bowman  
Kristen Jill Braman  
Kathryn Margaret Browne  
Elizabeth Buckner  
Hannah Lillian Caldwell  
Wing Yee Joyce Chau  
Emily Elizabeth Cole  
Ana Cristina Daccach Zenck  
Megan Nicole DeSilva  
Danielle Leah Elson  
Anna Feather Evans  
Ann Goldfarb  
Marissa Lauren Happ  
Courtney Lauren Hartwell  
Qerime Hisai  
Sarah Thompson Johansen  
Eleanor Keller  
Molly Rachel Klein  
Annie Elisabeth Kroen  
Mallory Ann Kryszciak  
Alix Lauren Leviton  
Kristin Marie McConnell  
Eleanor Joyce McKnight  
Brandi Rose Mertig  
Olivia Marie Nielsen  
Alexandra Nowak  
Mary Kathryn Otto  
Karishma Panchal  
Alyssa Marie Penn  
Magdalena Theresa Schneider  
Anna Sherbin  
Claire Elizabeth Simcox  
Deepikaa Siriam  
Eve Oppenheimer Stickney  
Danita Rosa Stroup  
Allison Rose Susser  
Jaxin Alice Wang  
Natalie Farrar White  
Jazzmin Zama  
Haorou Zhang

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION

E. Patrick Johnson, PhD, Dean

Doctor of Audiology

Degree awarded September 4, 2020  
Eleni Elizabeth Beeve  
Alyssa Lynn Bhat  
Addison Marie Boardman  
Cassandra Ann Drenthe  
Megan Hart  
Alexa Hazel Kolas  
Valerie Tina Kun  
Katrina Rain Lapham  
Andrea Irene Martin  
Clementina Canessa Mazzoni  
Sonja Anna Michniewicz  
Amanda Lucille Mueller  
Rachel Slater North  
Megan A. Raffie  
Katherine Nicole Robinson  
Melanie Jill Samuels  
Samantha Rose Tress  
Rebecca Shannon Welles  
Sarah Elizabeth Whitaker  
Adelia Jane Witt

Doctor of Speech-Language Pathology

Degree awarded March 26, 2021  
Carli S. Barrios  
Lisa Robyn Bloom  
Carolyn Grace Chiu  
Julie Ann Conway  
Mary Katherine Deyo  
Carly Elizabeth Dragan  
Kerry Ellen Egan  
Sarah Beth Fiita  
Darla Freeman  
Jennifer Marie Gamborne  
Tori R. Gilbert  
Kristine Marguerite Goldynia  
Sarah Brooke Gross  
Jennifer Albert Hagen  
Jenny Marguerite Landry  
Balford Philpott McAlpin  
Amber Melissa Richardson  
Judith O. Roman  
Laura I. Sambrookes  
Aaron Malcolm Wilkins

Master of Arts in Nonclinical Communication Sciences

Degree awarded December 18, 2020  
Emily Morson

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021  
Haoxuan Chen  
Jiawei Li

Master of Science in Communication

Degree awarded September 4, 2020  
Zachary J. Alpert  
Elizabeth Arbruckle  
Joanne Bertsch  
Sarah Rose Caissano  
Keeley A. Carson  
Linhui Chen  
Liwen Chen  
Peiju Chen  
Wanying Chen  
Yining Chen

Degree awarded March 26, 2021  
Alexandra Bergsten
Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Christopher Burpee
Grace Carbillo
Stephanie Rose Demos
Sarah J. Farbman
Jordan Hannah Gavens
Sarah Ann Hussain
Elizabeth Ashley Jackson
Brian Michele Jarnagin
Monica Lebensztejn
Qian Li
Erin Rae Libby
Stephanie Lauren Marin
Ryan Scott Meczywor
Elizabeth R. Morrissey
Marzena Nowicka
Hannah Lynn Preston
Madalyn Rose
Murphy Lynn Sharp
Zev Naftali Valancy

Degree awarded December 4, 2020

Margaret Eaton
Douglas Lewis
Emma Lichtsien
Taylor Jaffe Patterson
Amy Elizabeth Powell
Nadia S. Qazi

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

Courtney Selle Williams
Kristin Michelle Thoma
Gabriella Nicholas
Jonathan David Maendel
William Patrick Lutterman
Damhee Dee Hong

Degree awarded March 26, 2021

Kevin Anthony Tribe
Elise Marie Gruneisen
Kiley Bruss
Kiley Bruss
Eduardo Jorge Ergueta
Anna Gralak
Maria Lopez Gonzalez
Matthew Majeune-Fagan
Jennifer Nance
Shereen Nayla Sater
Lea Elizabeth Terrazaks
Lindsey Alisa Thomas
Julienne Anne Vega

Candidates for degree, March 26, 2021

Maria Laura Arce Saldivas
Amanda S. Byrd
Heather N. Clay

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

Kiley Bruss
Elise Marie Gruneisen
Jensyn Alexandra Perrin
Kevin Anthony Tribe

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

Damhee Dee Hong
William Patrick Lutterman
Jonathan David Maendel
Gabriella Nicholas
Kristin Michelle Thoma
Harrison Uhall
Courtney Selle Williams
Muzhen Zhang

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

ROBERT R. MCCORMICK
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Julio M. Ottino, PhD, Dean

Master of Engineering
Management

Degree awarded September 4, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

Syed Muhammad Nabeel Abid
Lynda Dedi Budiman
Parth Paresh Choksi
Chriy Issac
Shubham Vikas Jain
Pranav Kumar
Peijie Li
Chia Chu Liao
Pranav Shaji Pillai
Divya Sharma
Maninee Sharma
Ravi Ramesh Shejekar
Arvind Sivaraman
Alexander Thaus
Shitong Xiong
Nauan Yelubay
Fariza Zhambalina

Degree awarded March 26, 2021

Joseph Daniel
Boran Hu
George Kokkinias

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Sayed David Atlas
Joseph David Bala
Wentie Cai
Mengyang Cao
Yuwei Deng
Kristiyan Todorov Dimitrov
Srividyia Ganapathi
Shreyashi Ganguly
Aditya Sudhir Gudal
Daniel Halhe
Megan Lindsey Hazlett
Amanda Rose Infeld
Rui Ju
Bhavya Kaushik
Joshua Khazanov
Safa C. Khouja
Joshua Lawrence Kornblatt
Manish Kumar
Bhavya Kaushik
Joshua Khazanov
Safa C. Khouja
Joshua Lawrence Kornblatt
Manish Kumar
Thomas Ruo
Jieda Li
Shuyan Li
Siqi Li
Xuefei Liu
Lirong Ma
Laurie Merrell
Kristian Georgiev Nikolov
Parth Patel
Lang Qin
Jing Ren
Aakanksha Sah
Todd Michael Scheriger
Kailang Sheng
Greesham Simon

Yanmeng Song
Duyun Tan
Aditya Amaj Tyagi
Jue Wang
Xiaohan Wang
Xingyu Wang
Catherine Yang
Zhangyi Ye
Haonan Zhang
Xiaoling Zhang
Yuxuan Zhang
Zihao Zhang
Luping Zhao
Zekai Zhu

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Yige Lai

Master of Science in Artificial Intelligence

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

Yuki Asada
Zane Douglas Denmon
William Dong
Grant Gasser
Akbar Imamov
Siyaibongu Matchaba
Nayan Mehta
Ilan Ponsky
Blaine Rothrock
Karen Jessie Schmidt
Aristana Scourtas
Shanmugam Sundaram Thevar
Neelanshi Atul Varia

Degree awarded March 26, 2021

Q. Y. S. Akash Bharadwaj
Kartik Kesavabhotla
Anupam Anurag Tripathi
Zhilai Wang
Jiujl Xin
Vaishnavi Yeruva

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Hawksins Clark Gay
Alexander Scott Leidner
Ramsey Michael Wehbe

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

Ramsey Michael Wehbe

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

David Ian Goldman
Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

**Master of Science in Energy and Sustainability**

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

- Samuel James Brush
- Austin Cadd
- Rachel Grace Deradoorian
- Mark J. Gooden
- Evan Gorski
- Lorencio Hernandez
- Claire C. Juracka
- Aiden Kamber
- Donovan Kuan
- Simone Juliet Laszuk
- Rux Daniel Lewis
- Brittany Irene Lowndes
- Katriella Lumbantobing
- Cyrus Mijares-Shafai
- Molly Jean Mollenkamp
- Humberto Murua
- Claire Noelle O’Brien
- Bennett Peterson
- Kaitlyn Nicole Poindexter
- Lucas Donovan Smith
- Spencer Edward Stanton
- Nathanael Steele
- Benjamin Louis Sych
- James Lamar Taff-Clay
- Ryan Smythe Walden
- Samuel Ryan Wengert

**Master of Science in Executive Management for Design and Construction**

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

- Daniel Maietta
- Marcia Wottlezak

**Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021**

- Marvin A. Wojtaszek
- Samuel Ivar Hansen
- Kinsey Elizabeth Hart
- Marco Lorenzo Hartmann
- Malvi Kulin Hemani
- Yang Hu
- Amit Kaira
- Shikha Khinvasara
- Rei Kigoshi
- Andrew Sloane Klegman
- Dylan Ross Kraslow
- Maor Israel Krush
- John Kermit Laughrey
- Brianna L. Leon
- Jorge Jose Marin Gonzalez
- Panana Katharine Marquand
- Matthew Thomas Marrapode
- Geordie Owen Marriner
- Elwin Ng
- Minami Okazaki
- Amanda Jintong O’Malley
- Sheena Patel
- Colleen O’Meara Paxton
- Supanida Rangsrineeepitak
- Raphael Beno Rangel
- Wesley Grey Repass
- David John Richards
- David Edward Riche
- Guillerme Rolfsen Franzoni
- Fredric Carlton Rose II
- Tara Motey Zayande Roudi
- Suphawit Sappisarnkul
- Emily Yutian Chen Schatz
- Alexander Osmar Steinwald
- Jeanette Marie Stock
- Brian Gregory Vogt
- Kelsey Lynn Wallace
- Amy Wang
- Courtney Lauren Weldon
- Lawrence Yen
- Alex Edward Zimmermann

**Master of Science in Information Technology**

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

- Aakanksha S. Ardhapurkar
- Anuradha Rajiv Boche
- Garima Chandra
- Iram Naza Khan
- Shaokang Li
- Omjit Singh
- Aditya Sinha
- Xiushi Wang
- Zhen Zhang
- Ye Zhao

**Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021**

- Vidhya Sagar Cherukuru
- Patrick Michael Gendron
- Angie B. Mah
- Mayur Naidu
- Teresa Neetipudi
- Lawrence White
- Yingyi Zhang

**Master of Science in Product Design and Development Management**

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

- Danielle Marie Anderson
- George Balchev
- Denisa Evangela Bica
- Tessa Lynn Brinkman
- Raymond Joseph Burke
- David Patrick Cannon
- Anna Demirgian-Ebner
- Erik Didriksen
- Charles Anthony Diltz
- Jeffrey Ebersohl
- Alexander Daniel Escobar
- Luke Gargiso
- Astha Goyal
- Chelsea Lynn Jones
- Sophia Martin
- Patrick McClure
- David McGrath
- Bryan Cavanaugh Mcvey
- Ramesh Chandra Mokkara
- Jeremy Musch
- Nicole Stephanie Newton
- Michelle A. Rodriguez
- Mark B. Schnitzer
- Samip Mohammad Shah
- Giri Sharma
- Nathan T. Sinico
- Jeffrey Bunker Sorenson
- Andrew David Steinhaus
- Jessica Weninger
- Eric David Westhaus
- Lance Tianyi Xie
- Daniel H. Zietlow

**Degree awarded September 4, 2020**

- Marcel Bonnici
- Michael Leo Doody
- Alexander Hay
- Musheg He
- Luxi Huang
- Ruotong Jia
- Peter Penrhiz Jochem
- Shan Mohammed Khan
- Riley Knox
- Senthil Palanisamy
- Michael Rencheck
- John Robert Schloen
- Shangzhou Ye
- Jordan Zeeb
- Toravan Zhang

**Master of Science in Robotics**

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

- Boston Cleek
- Michael Leo Doody
- Alexander Hay
- Musheg He
- Luxi Huang
- Ruotong Jia
- Peter Penrhiz Jochem
- Shan Mohammed Khan
- Riley Knox
- Senthil Palanisamy
- Michael Rencheck
- John Robert Schloen
- Shangzhou Ye
- Jordan Zeeb
- Toravan Zhang

**Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021**

- Weth Al Mahmood Aga
- Zhaofeng Cai
- Qian Chen
- Chenyu Ding
- Chenlei Jing
- Taylor J. Karna
- Xiaoyu Lei
- Yifan Li
- Mohammadreza Lotfi
- Samantha Nicole Mueller
- Xinpeng Tian
- Jose Miguel Urena Eusebio
- Yusui Wang
MEDILL SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM, MEDIA, INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

Charles Whitaker, MSJ, Dean

Master of Science in Integrated Marketing Communications

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Hibah Amer
Alexander Bierman Gruhin
Yelim Esther Han
Sarah Ann Johnson
Jocelyn Traching Liao
Brandon Lin
Anne Marie Landy
Qing Ma
Alexandra Georgina Modie
Sarah Jane Nicholson
Luksa Alexander Stachtiaris
Lindsay Taylor
Jasmine Turner
Helen Wanting Zhang

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Marketing Communications
Master of Science in Integrated Marketing
JOURNALISM, MEDIA,
MEDILL SCHOOL OF

Stephanie Patricia Kulke
David Courtenay Harris
Emily Catherine Griffith
Frederick Francisco Greene
Nina Victoria DiMaggio
Nancy Choi
Nicholas Alexander Burrage
William Berger
Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Holly Michelle Worthy
Mary Katherine McNeill
Jared L. Landsman
Michelle Laird
Mengqi Fan
Sofia Alice Case

Degree awarded March 26, 2021

Soha Alice Case
Mengqi Fan
Michelle Laird
Jared L. Landsman
Mary Katherine McNeill
Holly Michelle Worthy

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

William Berger
Nicholas Alexander Burrage
Nancy Choi
Nina Victoria DiMaggio
Elizabeth Anne Gabel
Frederick Francisco Greene
Emily Catherine Griffith
David Courtenay Harris
Jessica L. Herzfeld
Stephanie Patricia Kulke
Brittany Anne Leiser

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Grace Uzumna Asiegbu
Anika Elise Exum
Nicole Diane Giten
Joel Jacobs
Sidney King
Silvia Martelli
Shawn Daniel Mulcahy
Amy Beth Sokolow

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Bennett James Baker
Julia Benbrook
Caroline Catherman
Cheyanne Marie Daniels
Alicia Diaz
Natalie Elbert
Dalia Faheid
Karl Goldenberg
Catherine Henderson
Hangyun Kim
Carolyn Nikole Krantking
Emily Margaret Little
Shivani P. Majmudar
Marie Ann Mendoza
Hanyue Ouyang
Nicholas Marcel Portuondo
Grace Elizabeth Rodgers
Amanda Nicole Rouker
Augusta Victoria Saravia
Allison Augusta Schatz
Sian Shin
Jay Thomas Silver
Marisa Robin Sloan
Thomas Goodwin Smith
Indira Andrea Walton

Yining Liu
Xuemeng Liao
Tianjiao Luy
Amanda Maisel
Gerardo Martinez
Helen Marie Matsumoto
Jiaqi Miao
Amanda Lynne Modelski
Pallavi Nagesh
Katherine Lillie Nelson
Noor Nery
Lei Ni
Yueting RITA Ni
Alexis Michaela Olson
Jiaqi Ou
Taerynn Khai Owens
Lei Pan
Fiorella Pastor Vargas
Shannon Marie Pesek
Cam Tu Phan
Sasiporn Praneepraphachon
Zhongyi Qu
Claire Elizabeth Quinn
Connor Michael Regan
Caitlin E. Reiff
Joseph Davis Roberts
Kasey Michele Schmidt
William Michael Seddon
Ke Xin Shen
Mingyu Mimo Shen
Ziqi Shen
Ximing Sheng
Wei-Chen Sheu
Ping Shia
Douglas Glazer Singer
Thita Sriprawalsupakit
Ananya Srivastav
Todd M. Stuigis
Xuekun Su
Juan Tang
Yawen Tang
Jonathan Viveros
Mingyue Wang
Yidan Wang
Yuan Wang
Jie Wen
Zhuoran Xia
Yiran Xiao
Ziwei Xu
Qian Yi
Yuhsiang Yu
Nadine Johana Zaiour
Chen Zeng
Ke Zhan
Kunwei Zhang
Wenyun Zhang
Yimin Zhang
Zhihui Zhang
Xinyue Zhao
Qianqian April Zheng
Yuliang Zhou
Michelle Beatrix Zustin

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Aiswarya Airy
Shirin Ali
Sheeya Bansal
Samone Nicole Phillips Blair
Colin Aedred Boyle
Evan Brooks
Elena Varela Bruess
Sarah Margaret Cahan
Kelly Gildea Cannon
Ruiqi Chen
Zoe Jordan Collins Rath
Layan Dahhan
Roderick O’Neal Diamond
Brandon Raphael Dupre
Sally Rose Ehrmann
Mackenzie Rose Evenson
Clara Facchetti
Hannah Jane Farrow
Curtis Walter Franklin
Meredith Alexandra Gallo
Briana Krystyne Garrett
Keith Giagnorio
Michael Thomas Gonzales
Yun Hao
LaTessa Harris
Justin Horowitz
Brian Johnson
Gurjitpal Kaur
Miyah N. Keller
John Robert Kelly
Alyk Russell Kenlan
Rylan Garey Kobre
Michael Yow-Ying Lee
Olivia Jenna Lee
Rikki Li
Yiru Lin
Jennifer K. Ly
Kari Vanessa McMahon
Jake Benjamin Meister
Anabel Mendoza
Daniel Mobeger
Nirmal Thomas Mulaikal
David Larson Peck

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Grace Uzumna Asiegbu
Anika Elise Exum
Nicole Diane Giten
Joel Jacobs
Sidney King
Silvia Martelli
Shawn Daniel Mulcahy
Amy Beth Sokolow

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Bennett James Baker
Julia Benbrook
Caroline Catherman
Cheyanne Marie Daniels
Alicia Diaz
Natalie Elbert
Dalia Faheid
Karl Goldenberg
Catherine Henderson
Hangyun Kim
Carolyn Nikole Krantking
Emily Margaret Little
Shivani P. Majmudar
Marie Ann Mendoza
Hanyue Ouyang
Nicholas Marcel Portuondo
Grace Elizabeth Rodgers
Amanda Nicole Rouker
Augusta Victoria Saravia
Allison Augusta Schatz
Sian Shin
Jay Thomas Silver
Marisa Robin Sloan
Thomas Goodwin Smith
Indira Andrea Walton

Yining Liu
Xuemeng Liao
Tianjiao Luy
Amanda Maisel
Gerardo Martinez
Helen Marie Matsumoto
Jiaqi Miao
Amanda Lynne Modelski
Pallavi Nagesh
Katherine Lillie Nelson
Noor Nery
Lei Ni
Yueting RITA Ni
Alexis Michaela Olson
Jiaqi Ou
Taerynn Khai Owens
Lei Pan
Fiorella Pastor Vargas
Shannon Marie Pesek
Cam Tu Phan
Sasiporn Praneepraphachon
Zhongyi Qu
Claire Elizabeth Quinn
Connor Michael Regan
Caitlin E. Reiff
Joseph Davis Roberts
Kasey Michele Schmidt
William Michael Seddon
Ke Xin Shen
Mingyu Mimo Shen
Ziqi Shen
Ximing Sheng
Wei-Chen Sheu
Ping Shia
Douglas Glazer Singer
Thita Sriprawalsupakit
Ananya Srivastav
Todd M. Stuigis
Xuekun Su
Juan Tang
Yawen Tang
Jonathan Viveros
Mingyue Wang
Yidan Wang
Yuan Wang
Jie Wen
Zhuoran Xia
Yiran Xiao
Ziwei Xu
Qian Yi
Yuhsiang Yu
Nadine Johana Zaiour
Chen Zeng
Ke Zhan
Kunwei Zhang
Wenyun Zhang
Yimin Zhang
Zhihui Zhang
Xinyue Zhao
Qianqian April Zheng
Yuliang Zhou
Michelle Beatrix Zustin

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Aiswarya Airy
Shirin Ali
Sheeya Bansal
Samone Nicole Phillips Blair
Colin Aedred Boyle
Evan Brooks
Elena Varela Bruess
Sarah Margaret Cahan
Kelly Gildea Cannon
Ruiqi Chen
Zoe Jordan Collins Rath
Layan Dahhan
Roderick O’Neal Diamond
Brandon Raphael Dupre
Sally Rose Ehrmann
Mackenzie Rose Evenson
Clara Facchetti
Hannah Jane Farrow
Curtis Walter Franklin
Meredith Alexandra Gallo
Briana Krystyne Garrett
Keith Giagnorio
Michael Thomas Gonzales
Yun Hao
LaTessa Harris
Justin Horowitz
Brian Johnson
Gurjitpal Kaur
Miyah N. Keller
John Robert Kelly
Alyk Russell Kenlan
Rylan Garey Kobre
Michael Yow-Ying Lee
Olivia Jenna Lee
Rikki Li
Yiru Lin
Jennifer K. Ly
Kari Vanessa McMahon
Jake Benjamin Meister
Anabel Mendoza
Daniel Mobeger
Nirmal Thomas Mulaikal
David Larson Peck

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Grace Uzumna Asiegbu
Anika Elise Exum
Nicole Diane Giten
Joel Jacobs
Sidney King
Silvia Martelli
Shawn Daniel Mulcahy
Amy Beth Sokolow

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Bennett James Baker
Julia Benbrook
Caroline Catherman
Cheyanne Marie Daniels
Alicia Diaz
Natalie Elbert
Dalia Faheid
Karl Goldenberg
Catherine Henderson
Hangyun Kim
Carolyn Nikole Krantking
Emily Margaret Little
Shivani P. Majmudar
Marie Ann Mendoza
Hanyue Ouyang
Nicholas Marcel Portuondo
Grace Elizabeth Rodgers
Amanda Nicole Rouker
Augusta Victoria Saravia
Allison Augusta Schatz
Sian Shin
Jay Thomas Silver
Marisa Robin Sloan
Thomas Goodwin Smith
Indira Andrea Walton
PRITZKER SCHOOL OF LAW
James B. Speta, JD, Interim Dean

Master of Laws

Degree awarded January 28, 2021
Lucas Cuartas

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Jeanne Claire Boniszyn
Andrei Danilov
Emiliano Flores Zepeda
Musab Gunes
Isabel Huerta Gazzapo
Yunyi Li
Muge Ma
Jih-Leei Mao
Tomohel Minatogawa
Cong Shen
Nazken Zhamaladin

Master of Laws in International Human Rights

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Keith Armstrong
Snejza Barrack
Patrick Blood
Reilly Caitlin Frye
Maren Laure Sophie Klein
Eboni Morris
Mauricio Sandoval Rojo

Master of Laws International Executive Master’s Program

Northwestern Pritzker School of Law—Instituto de Empresa (IE) Business School, Spain

Degree awarded January 28, 2021
Laura Ospina Robledo

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Karen Ames Vasquez
Reema A. Aref
Leonardo Ardazuy Saenero
Maria Lucía Bellido
Olivia Sara Biehal
Jonathan Lee Black-Branch
Carolina Borja Obando
Tania Cavallo Mallo
Stefan Fuehrer
Juanita Giraldo
Kirina Gonzalez Artigas
Giorgi Gurginidze
Ollie Susy Haas
Marianna Iulas Hernandez
Panagiota Mavrodi Mavrodi
Maria Gabrielia Mejia Montalvo
Stephanie Ann Melville Molina
Valentina Morrillo Ruiz
Borja Navarro Durán
Aurelia Magdalena Nick
Patrick Nick
César Alonso Palacios Lopez
Daniela Patiño Narváez
Marcela Pongtorn Rosolen Mantovani
Ana Gabriela Rangel Cerecedo
Laura Victoria Rios Garcia
Felipe Samaniego Velez
Gerardo Alejandro Váldez Vázquez

Juris Doctor

Degree awarded January 28, 2021
Abir Ahmed
Joshua Michael Dille
†Ivy K. Mills

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Kathryn Elizabeth Abendroth
George Allan Jr.
Keith Armstrong
Jennifer Arsonsohn
Meher Babbar
Brooke Lynn Bagnall
Natalie Avery Barnaby
Ellen Baron
James Edward Barrett
McLayne S. Barringer
Karolina Lucyna Bartosik
Emily Rose Behrmann-Fowler
Meredith S. Bennett
Savannah Elizabeth Berger
Joshua Block
Bjorn A. Blomquist
Patrick Blood
*Natalie Blosser
Keith William Boeker
Lauri A. Bonacorsii
Hunter Boyett
Melissa Kathleen Bressler
Ann Michelle Bright
Kacie Jay Brinkman
Breeanna Taylor Brock
Kevin Robert Brown
Christopher Georger Brushnicki
Anne Rayly Buck
Elizabeth A. Buescher
Dylor N. Busser
*Matthew Barrett Cahill
Thomas Bushnell Fullerton
Christian Harris
Christopher Hartman
Aisha E. Henry
Allen V. F. Lalanne
Eli LeCates
Soo Yeon Lee
Claire M. Lucas
Justin Lundberg
Alexander George Madias
Paul David Máté
Tyler James Moles
Sordum N. Ndam
Naria Neely
Julie Reggie
Mikal T. Roberson
Nathan Servand
Gary Shanko
Mehvesh Siddiqi
Connor Melvin Sosnow
Brian G. Stevens
Amanda Stegman
Victoria Coats
Edina Cobaj
Karl Colbary
Conner Collins
*Hannah Conforti
Antonio Conte
Alyses Cook
Aiden Crane
Logan S. Crossley
Alexander Stephen Crowley
Bianca Yasbel Gatchalian Cubos
Nora Cigan
Andrea Dantus
Tyler Scott Bitter Day
Ann DeFranco
Jonathan M. Deitch
Denny DePenz
John J. DeMeulenaere
Kaitlyn Inez Denny
Gregoire Devaney
Harry B. Dodsworth
Lora K. Dyakova
Hugh M. Ebb
Chloe Rose Edmonds
William Scott Edwards
Isaac Benjamin Ruderfer Ellman
Marijo Danielle Enderle
Meaghan Falkanger
Aida Fernadez Laez
Luke Fernbach
Helen Hill Ferrall
Jacob Ferruzzi
Kevin D. Finkelstein

Northwestern Pritzker School of Law—Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) Graduate School of Management, South Korea

Degree awarded January 28, 2021
Jun Won Cho
Yenny Hong
Jin Kim
Kyujin Kim
Sang Hun Kim
Sung Do Kim
Eung Don Lee
Taeyhunng Lee
Tae Young Lee
Yun Mi Lim

Master of Laws in Taxation

Degree awarded January 28, 2021
Kyle Van Slyke

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Ammi Abid
Precious-Rhoda Edwehi Akpabye
Christian Batallas
Alex Jordan Becker
Nolan Joseph Boudreaux
William Bridger Christian
Matthew Clark
Christina Connelly
Emma V. Connor
John Cox
Janis M. Dacanay-Montecillo
Alanna D’Alessandro
Elisabeth Anna Dengler
Thomas Bushnell Fullerton
Christopher Harris
Christopher Hartman
Aisha E. Henry
Allen V. F. Lalanne
Eli LeCates
Soo Yeon Lee
Claire M. Lucas
Justin Lundberg
Alexander George Madias
Paul David Máté
Tyler James Moles
Sordum N. Ndam
Naria Neely
Julie Regnie
Mikal T. Roberson
Nathan Servand
Gary Shanko
Mehvesh Siddiqi
Connor Melvin Sosnow
Brian G. Stevens
Amanda Stegman
Victoria Coats
Edina Cobaj
Karl Colbary
Conner Collins
*Hannah Conforti
Antonio Conte
Alyses Cook
Aiden Crane
Logan S. Crossley
Alexander Stephen Crowley
Bianca Yasbel Gatchalian Cubos
Nora Cigan
Andrea Dantus
Tyler Scott Bitter Day
Ann DeFranco
Jonathan M. Deitch
Denny DePenz
John J. DeMeulenaere
Kaitlyn Inez Denny
Gregoire Devaney
Harry B. Dodsworth
Lora K. Dyakova
Hugh M. Ebb
Chloe Rose Edmonds
William Scott Edwards
Isaac Benjamin Ruderfer Ellman
Marijo Danielle Enderle
Meaghan Falkanger
Aida Fernadez Laez
Luke Fernbach
Helen Hill Ferrall
Jacob Ferruzzi
Kevin D. Finkelstein

†Also Doctor of Philosophy degree  ^Also Master of Business Administration degree

‡Also Doctor of Philosophy degree  *Also Master of Business Administration degree

‡Also Doctor of Philosophy degree  *Also Master of Business Administration degree
Master of Science in Law

Degree awarded January 28, 2021

Levi Barse
Christen Kelly Butterfield
Luca Giuseppe Capicchioni
Rebecca Krupp
Joseph K. Lee
Corey J. Loeffelholz
Dena Simon Massoudi
Bridgette René McCullough
Angela Ruscito
Irving Sloan

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Sharajonnie Adams
Nevena Alesic
Daniele Alberto Antronaco
Helen Toreev Astar
Elizabeth Jane Bailey
Nicole M. Brown
Cory Levar Cain
Francisco Canales Gonzalez
Michelle Elizabeth Carter
Chieh-Hui Chen
Karyssa Yvonne Clark
Brittanie Clarke
John Michael Cronin
Jie Deng
Han Chi Do-Umehara
Patricia Elizabeth Dunham
Shimeng Guan
Victoria Thiele Gutierrez
Brent J. Halvorson
Abyggale Hoffman-Peterson
Kan Min Hsu
Griffin Ryan Jeffrey
Rakshita Subraya Kamath
Joanna Shinae Kim

Master of Studies in Law

Degree awarded June 18, 2021

Dea Abusara Darwich
Jiyian Peng
Margaret Sreen
Andre E. Spaulding

J. L. KELLOGG SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Francesca Cornelli, PhD, Dean

Master of Business Administration

Degree awarded September 11, 2020

Anahita Natasha Alfred
Eka Anand
Daniel S. Arnold
Patricia Clineburg Ashbridge
Benjamin Roth Barker
Kathryn Dale Bates
Clad Douglas Beltz
Julie Ann Blackhall
Danita Evette Burton
Patrick James Cavanagh
Joshua David Czerniejeiwski
William Leonard Darley
Robert Christopher Desio
Todd Dorsey
Michael Edward Eldersveld
Michael Aaron Flagel
Kathleen Benacici Flattery
Jordan Carroll Gilbertson
Spencer Scott Nichols Glesmann
Aaditya Komath Gopalan
Peter Jordan Graham
Christopher Dain Hall
Richard Lawrence Hudson Jr.
Julie Ip
Xinran Jia
Raahim Kazi
Andrew Patrick Kelner
Christopher Ryan Kielen
Justin Robert Kilion
Collin Joseph Kooz
Anna Elyse Lautmann
Ruohan Liu
Neal Healy McCarthy
Alex Melnik
Eric Seth Migdal
Anna Julia Moorman
Christopher Andrew Nanovic
Matthew Calvert O’Neill
Matthew K. Parker
Claire Elizabeth Pluard
Felipe Quileña
John Tanner Rice
Kevin David Rhied
Jared Cory Robbins
Roni Rubinstein
Prenna Russell
Jared Benjamin Simon
Jeffrey Thomas Solomon
Anne Catherine Stevens
Megan Ashleigh Sypher
Jenna Marie Tonino
Khshitij Vardia
Alexander Stetson Vertrees
Catherine Wakeman
Jiaran Wang
Karina Manalo Wernerke

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

Adam Daniel Cohen
Alexander Thomas Zukauskas

Degree awarded March 26, 2021

Logan S. Booth
Alexander Thompson Klug
Alex Morris Sarkisian
Alexander Charles Sykes
Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Erin Abraham
Julio Cesar Acosta
Alex Christiansen Agar
Kushagra Agarwal
Megha Aggarwal
Angeli Ana Agrawal
Chandan Agrawal
Shubhendra Agrawal
Afraz Ahmed
Andrew Anbinder
Diana A. Alarcon
Thomas Anthony Alessi
Eleanor E. Alldredge
Matthew Robert Brigham
Laura Corinne Bretz
Charles Todd Bracken
Alexia Anna Bounadere
Stephen Forrest Botsford Jr.
Blake Daniel Bogdanovich
Rachel Strauss Bodzy
Scott Benjamin Boulanger
Rosalind Loew Bleakley
Taylor Matthew Blaney
Christopher Biondi
Gargee Bhatnagar
Ayushi Bhatnagar
Alexandra Nicole Bergmann
Asad A. Berani
Samuel Andres Beracasa Rodriguez
Heidi Elizabeth Bellinger
Matthew Raymond Bednar
John Robert Bazal
Samuel Tiflord Beach
Matthew Raymond Bednar
Troy Alexander Beebe
Andrew Puffer Beir
Heidi Elizabeth Bellinger
Andrea Benedetto Saura
Samuel Andres Beracasa Rodriguez
Asad A. Berani
Connor Richard Bergan
Alexandra Nicole Bergmann
Carlos Manuel Bernardes
Ayuashi Bhatnagar
Gargee Bhatnagar
Christopher Bidochka
Taylor Matthew Blaney
Rosalind Loew Bleakley
Andrew Jon Blegen
Natalie Blosser
Alexandria Gabriel Blue
Scott Benjamin Blumenthal
Rachel Straus Bodzy
Blake Daniel Bogdanovich
Jared Michael Bosma
Kathryn Grace Bostwick
Stephen Forrest Botsford Jr.
Alexia Anna Costanza Bounadere
Charles Todd Bracken
Leandra Marie Branch
Laura Corinne Bretz
Kristen Sue Bridford
Matthew Robert Brigham
Robin Mario Broch
Caroline Helen Brown
Spencer Kent Brown
Katharine Anne Browning
Austin Michael Bruen
Michael Thomas Bruk
Carlos Buenrostro Villarreal
Lauren Elizabeth Bull
Christopher Burg
Matthew Christopher Burkhardt
Katherine Jeanne Bush
Gerome Cabrera
Matthew Barrett Cahill
Lawrence Johnson Caison III
Jay Alexander Canarick
Connor Gregory Cantrell
Jennifer Leigh Cardinale
Fernando R. Carranza III
Vitor Carvalho Barbieri
Ramon Carvalho Gondim
Ryan Michael Casey
Garfield Geoff Cassano
Stephen Ward Cassells-Hamby
Taylor David Cathcart
Marilyn John Yi Fan (Yi) Caton
Georgia Wood Cavanaugh
Pedro Cebollero
Iva Kaye Channnesn
Edward Benjamin Chan
Lana Kay Kristy Sich Yian
Chun Ju Chang
Hsin Yun Chang
James Christopher-Gee Chang
Jeanne Xiaoqiong Chang
Miranda M. Chang
Stephen Yi-Juan Chang
Gaurav Chaudhry
Daniel Chavarriaga Borehoquez
Jose Roberto Chavez Flores
Ariane Leslie Chee
Derrick Chi-Kin Chen
Haoming Chen
Hui Ru Lynette Chen
Jeff Chen
Pui Yin Yolanda Chen
Xi Chen
Vivek Sanjay Chhabria
Haithapati Chirapathama
HyeKyung Cho
Jiyoui Choi
Léo Antoine Claude Chomette
Ambika Rustagi Chou
Elizabeht Amy Christianson
Emily Nicole Chu
Sang Hoon Chung
Connor Clancy
Sarah Luu Clancy
Kaylin Michelle Clemenza
Kenneth Anne Cody
Colin Paul Coelho
Edgar Company
Hannah Comfort
Benjamin Fagen Connelly
Spencer James Cook
Eli Matthew Coon
Timothy Edward Cooney
Sarah Therese Cooper
Nikki Alyssa Cope
Denis Costa Herrmann
Elizabeht Marshall Cox
Grace Ann Smith Cross
David Pierson Cross
John Langford Crout
Richard John Crowley
Caillen Brit Crutchfield
Lucio Leonas Galo
Danielle Mendelson Cummins
Erin Dougherty Curtis
Jenieri Derrick Cyrus
Sanat Shawn Daga
Margot Anne Dale
Denis Dankin
Maira Patricia de Silva
Margaret Elizabeth Dasso
Ronak Pankaj Dave
Claire McCarthy Davidovich
Kyle Robert Davidson
Adrian Davila Gonzalez
Cassandra Mary Davis
Erich Russell Davis
Ryan Davis
Julia Madalena Days-D’Souza
Nicholas Mario DeAngelis
Camilla Fales de Brugnac
Davies DeCebrres-Fousek
Barbara Decop Puttini
Andrew Evan De Donato
Dora Chapman de Kenessey
Alexander Jared Del Balso
Christophe de Schietere de Lophem
Jose Luis de Valle
Doga Demirhan
Koh Shu Ying Denise
Eli Joseph Derrow
Amit Dhiren Desai
Neel Pradip Desai
Jessica Leah Deutsch
Tyler Charles Devan
Karthikeyan Devendran
Chad S. De Vos
Holden Jared Diamond
Jin Know Dingsm
Annelise Marie Dancel
Jeffrey Michael Docherty
Casey Elizabeth Dollinger
Matthias Bernard Donelan Jr.
Lisa Howyun Dong
Francisco Jose Donoso Guerrero
Patrick J. Donovan
Raghuram Doraismawi
Ryan Alexander Drews
Stephen Duarte
Andrew Robert Dunk
Isaac Jordan DuPree
Daniel Lee Durack
Philip Everett Duniaik
Gabriel Georges Durot III
Daniel Thomas Durrant
Mary Katherine Dwyer
Andrew Edelman
Julia Margot Egots
Natalia Lourdes Eguez
Jeffrey Robinson Ehlers
Isabel Eichwede
Anne Marie Eiel.
*Brooke Lawrence Elminger
Caroline Mary Emberton
Andrew David Engber
Daniel Henry Ertes
Chidimma Edin Esinaulo
Anastasia Christine Evanich
Avery Michelle Eyster
Allison Eleanor Fachetti
Anastasia Christine Evanich
Elliot Christopher Faulk
Kristen Francis Fechtel
Balazs Feher
Elena Maria Felipehenbachner
*Thibault Philippe G. Feremans
Carmen Choi Ferraro
Moema Ferreira da Silva
Halon Michael Fess
Tracey Petherson
David Jordan Fialkow
Grant Daniel Fineman
Andrea Atkin Fischer
Benjamin Lloyd Fisher
Leonardo Alexis Fagundo
Scott Benjamin Foulke
Kimberly Grace Fournier
Grant Daniel Fineman
Andrea Atkin Fischer
Edward Joel Flynn Fox
Peter H. Fox
Scott Eric Finkel
John Gerald Fredericks
Michael James Free
Jordan Joseph Frieders
Carla Gabrielle Friedman
Carol L. Frigo
*Lily Fu
Simon Fung
Andrew Alves Furman
Matan S. Gafni
Jamie Coyne Gallagher Jr.
Iineet Gandhi
Drew Alison Gannong Singh
Chanel Nicole Gant
Dit Gao
Mayte Garcia-Salgado
Ravi Prakash Garg
Richard Michael Gatton
Beijia Geng
David Blaine Germann
Samuel Jeffrey Gersten
Ryan Christopher Gillen
Nicolas James Giometti
Benjamin Alexander Gittles
Harold O. Giwa-Amu
Deborah Ashley Glasmann
Jonathan Austin Goodman
Nitin V. Godbole
*Victor Augusto Goncalves de Freitas
Zicheng Gong
Benjamin Daniel Gonin
Roy Wesley Gonzalez
Lauren Kelley Goodman
Christopher David Gordon
Edward Parker Gottwald
Sunul Gowda
Mayank Goyal
Eleanor Murray Graham
Viktoria Jeffers
John Tyler Green
Corey Guy Greenawalt
Devon Tanner Greene
Hanna Shay Greenstein
Robert R. Griffin-Duncan
Elizabeth Hudson Griffith
Thomas W. Grisham
Allison Gravrel Kaminsky
Tianyue Guan
Katherine Claire Gudonis
Sebastian Guerra
Anthony J. Guido
Madeline Jane Guild
Jisha Gujarati
*Annika Patricia Gundersen
Sai Rajeswar Guntry
Ping Guo
Atul Kumar Gupta
Utkarsh Gupta
Alex Tyler Haahr
Joseph Andrew Haber
Alvin Habibowo
Karim Hallab
Joel Michael Hammer
Priscila Hammert
Chang Jin Han
Philip Austin Hanna
*Samuel Ivar Hansen
Glenn Michael Hickman
HENRY AND LEIGH
BIENEN SCHOOL
OF MUSIC
Toni-Marie Montgomery, DMA, Dean

Doctor of Musical Arts
Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Maxwell Briggs
Evan Fojtik
Pauline Yvonne Laura Kempf

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Daniel Patrick Cook
Taichi Fukumura
Hyejin Joo
Dane C. Philipsen
Brandon Michael Quarles
Benjamin Martin Roidl-Ward
Dominic Anthony Talanca

DBMT award December 18, 2020
Maxwell Briggs
Evan Fojtik
Pauline Yvonne Laura Kempf

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Daniel Patrick Cook
Taichi Fukumura
Hyejin Joo
Dane C. Philipsen
Brandon Michael Quarles
Benjamin Martin Roidl-Ward
Dominic Anthony Talanca

Master of Music
Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Hanna Ozawa Bingham
Lucas Lee Boyd
Michelle K. Cozzi
Kevin T. Hannequin
Jonathan E. Kraft
Jonathan Travis McNeer
Matthew Kyle Moran
Jacqueline Jane Rogers
Matthew R. Tichy
Diane Li Yang

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Wenting Bian
Samuel Alec Boeger
Joseph P. Brozek
Brendan Carrillo
Laura Casti
Irina Y. Chang
Kyle Justin Dickson
Patrick Edward Desmond Di Somma
Brooke Leigh Earnest
Daniel Fleming
Madison Elyse Freed
Natalie Ann Gregg
Angelina Kazue Hamada
Olivia S. Hamilton
Yun Han
Sally Moore Hausken
Emmett Joseph Jackson
Shea Erin Kelsey
Neil Krzeski
Sophie Andrée Lanthier
Bingxin Leng
Charles P. Lilley
Yu You Lo
Fabriucz Lok Sotomayor
Timothy Jay Maines
Seo Young Min
Robyn Neidhold
Michelle Marie Nuetzmann
Justin R. Ramm-Damron
Jack Bartlett Reeder
Michael Rueda
Abigail Kathryn Schneider
David Caelan Schreck
Benjamin Arthur Smelser
Matthew K. Stalzer
Molly Jo Stevens
Marissa Louise Takaki
Alexandre G. Tchaykov
Justine Dawn Tiu
Loucine Brigitte Topouzian
Samuel Valancy
Mia Regina Venezia
Aaron Jess Walker
Kyi Cristyn White
Grace Amelia Wolfe

SCHOOL OF
PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Thomas F. Gibbons, JD, Dean

Master of Arts in
Creative Writing
Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Michelle M. Reid-Powell

Master of Arts in
Liberal Studies
Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Jill L. Fisch-Russ

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Jennifer K. Coakley
Anna Katarzyna Kaszuba

Master of Arts in Literature
Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Jessica Karen Allen
Stephanie Carol Hatfeld
Samyukta Suresh
Carolyn Rose Tomecek

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Laura A. Ruzas

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Timothy Richard Morgan Bryant

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Jennifer K. Coakley
Anna Katarzyna Kaszuba

Master of Arts in Public Policy
And Administration
Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Karen Aiyinpoka Aphour
Navdeep Kaur Dhillwal
Molly Rose Dubow
Lauren Ivasic
Daniel J. Fristrom
Reeve Hamilton
Peter Joseph Haney
Keith Alan Herzog
Erin R. Holbrook
Haleigh Renee Hoskins
Ryan Nicole Howard
Priscilla M. Jambor
Wayne C. Jones III
Holly Jean Joshi
Jessica Lynn Klama
Jacob C. Lambert
Neeha N. Mian
Jamie Lynn Muth
Megan Ashley Rodden
Lauren Shelby-Jackson
Jessica Anna Stallone
Lauren Sheard Stredny
Jack Bayley Tierney
John M. Tres
Scott Waddle
Emily Katherine Zaycosky

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Jonathon Erik Alcantara
Allison Camp
Abigail Melissa Drum
Mitchell J. Goetzl
Allison Margaret Henderson
Andrew Hunt
Francis Lally
Gilbert Lifton
Jena A. Lindstrand
Ryan Mentkowski
Marie Hestley Rossmiller
Andrea Lynn Schaller
Kari Jo Smith

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Julia Epplin-Zapf
Grace Eunhye Lee
Carolyn B. Morris

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Marissa Berkley
Myles Carlos
Joel Cohen
Elizabeth M. Dziedzic
Jesus M. Escarpita
Declan James Floyd
Angelica Castro Garcia
Matthew Garry
Bryana K. Hopkins
Herrah Zainab Hussain
Jacob Jebraii Jendo
Heaven L. Johnson-Branch
Jorian Rae Lewke
Edward Macias
Kathryn French Meagher
Patricia M. Mielarski
Cerish L. Molezion
Ashley M. Munson
Alexander J. Nikolai
Daphne Denise Nwankpa
Cara Kathleen Oliver
Swagatameka Panigraby Kilemi
Christopher S. Pupillo
Jacquelyn Elizabeth Reineke
Martin Leo Scaglione
Maureen Elizabeth Scherrer
Justin Ryan Sheraden
G. Alexander Spillis

Master of Arts in Sports
Administration
Degree awarded September 4, 2020
John Austin Brasher
Payton Amanda Chang
Andrew Paul David
Jeffrey Alan deBettencourt
Leah Sarah Dunn
John Michael Horsch
Victor L. Law
Jared Elliot Levin
Darren R. McMillin
Ana Marie Noyola
Sean Pearson
John Wayne Shirley
Patrick Andrew Spencer
Jared Allen Thomas
Maxwell David Zousmer
Master of Fine Arts in Prose and Poetry

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Erika Carey
Fred Schmalz
Jameka Angelie Williams

Master of Science in Data Science

Degree awarded September 4, 2020

Jonathan Boyle
Brian Christopher Brown
Tina Bucciere
Hyejin Cha
Zhe Chen
Calvin Chun Kit Chow
Ryan Jameson Clark
Timothy J. Cukrovic
Sambit Das
Christopher Dickman
Kelsey Edwards
Keegan English
Xinyue Ge
Haley Glazer
Benjamin Goh Shao Lian
Nicholas Glenn Hallmark
Tad Harrison Hoivik
Chad Robert Hossack
Kevin Johnson
Amy Edith Joppi
Ashraf L. Karim
Jennifer Klemisch
Michael D. Kofoed
JaHee Koo
David Kroger
Paige Elisabeth Kuyers
Richard Lindberg
Ryan Mark
Elena Maximova
Kevin Moran
Daniel Morris
Patrick Brennan O'Donnell
Sandhya Patil
Charlotte Anna Peak
Vani Petkar
Abigail Grace Pitts
Cade David Ray
Christopher J. Ribeiro
Melissa Ralls Rutherford
Marguerite Schimmel
Prashant Singh
Soma Szabo
Jesse Scott Tootell
Antonius Tran
Cat Din Tran
Sarah Elizabeth Vance
Richard J. Veitch
Sarute Vithoontien
Jordan Williams
Rondale Lamar Williams
Gang Xia
Sunny Chen Xu Yurasek

Degre awarded December 18, 2020

Maria Aintablian
Ryan M. Bacastow
Sahanna Jain Bhatt
Gregory Michael Blaha
Charusheela M. Bobde
Megan Celia Bohan
Samuel A Buchanan
Christine D. Byron
Eric Chase
Matthew M. Cherry

Jin Choi
Chijung Carol Chow
Yidan Cong
Terence John Connelly Jr.
Alexander Thomas Cunningham
Juan B. Espinosa
Adam Finegan
Michael Grant Francis
Patrick James Garretson
Jennifer Helen Gasienica
Gildavkovski
Feng Geng
Alexander Gil
Rodrigo Gonzalez-Pinto
Erick Grady
Andrew David Knight
Daniel Lawrence Kuratko
Seunghyun Ricky Lee
Craig Joseph Lescher
Stephen Lin
William Hackett Logan
Richard J. Lucas Jr.
Ryan Patrick McKeown
Jeremy Melville
Cameron Moore
Douglas Moore
Samuel Gade Mori
Connor F. Morze
Setu Madhavi Namburu
Damon Parah
Prakash Dashrathbhai Patel
Jessica L. Price
John Makay Redd
Allison Marie Roesser
Kevin Schattin
Alisher Siddikov
Michael R. Spens
Logan Robert Strouse
Joshua L. Sudderth
Miguel Di Tolla Mercado
Jacob Edward Turpin
Andres Vertiz
Aron Arthur White
Weilong You

Degree awarded March 26, 2021

Saul Alarcon
Ugur Aydemir
Alexander J. Behzad
Elisabeth M. Bouma
Daniel Jonathan Bukowski
Andrew Scott Carson
Sreedsipa Chalsan
Dustin Chambers
Fuyuan Chang
Edward Chao
Chelsea Clinger
Paul Brooks Cutright Jr.
Steven Christopher Depp
Kevin S. Dombek
James Paul Dorphish
Logan Dennis Eckhoff
Shachar Erez
Jonathan Fan
Spencer Thomas Farina
Ahilya Hakim
Aaron Hanbbery
Ferdynand Nicholas Hebal
Edward Huang
Tany Tan
Shane Thomas Kalepp
Andrew Kang
Anique Khawar
Hynusu Kim
Joshua Kivenko
Leonid Kiyunita
Jorge D. Lambis
Atul Lanka

Degree awarded December 18, 2020

Kaden Brant Christensen
Christopher Demain
Geoffrey Doyle
Seth Thomas Fabin
Charles Noah Hurley
Kazuma Kaneko
Grant Charles Paul Klaver
Brett M. Knief
Jasper Koenen
Cody Patrick Link
Ian Rains McGowen
Allyson Yvonne Reed
Sophia Bradley Scacuzero
Dylan Schwartz
James Van Artsdalen
Sibo Yang

Degree awarded March 26, 2021

Ghaida Abdulkudos Almarwani
Caitlin Francesca Boer
Wilson L. DiSabatino
Austin Andrew Dismond
Jeron Terrell Dorsey
Jonathan Paul Farren
Joseph Nathaniel McLachlan Hall
Justin W. Halpern
Benjamin Hamner
Ryan Michael Lee
Peter Elio Lopez III
Parker Lovett
Kiana Belle Sherlund
Nicholas James Sobel
Corey Alexander Wacknow

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

John A. Allen Jr.
Meagan Kathryn Bench
Nicholas Andrew Bernabe
Faith Canfield
Autumn Nariah Jackson
Benjamin Lamers
Scott Sebastian Lukas
Adrian Felipe Madero
Daniel Nersesian
João Victor Oliveira San Martin
Collin David Sexton
John C. Sorenson
Nikolas Urban
Dané Vorster
Travis Whillock
Matthew Williams
Zachary Wingrove
Haley Zahn

Master of Arts in Writing

Candidate for degree, June 18, 2021
Meriem Sadoun

Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Sara Connell

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Elizabet T. Abeebe

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Jameka Angelie Williams

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

Atul Lanka
Jorge D. Lambis
Leonid Kiyunita
Johnathon Magrini
Kenny Beomsok Lee
Johnathan Magrini

Eriko Laryianto
Rohin Mahesh
Paul Ray Martin
Mark Mullinger
Owen Joseph Nguyen
Eric Robert Pierce
Dharmendra Kumar Rai
Andrew Ramos
Elene Relic
Charles Edward Reyzer
Christopher J. Rico
Jose Sifontes
Anil Vikas Singhal
Daniel J. Smith
Kim Patrick Stordahl
Michael Tai
Masakatsu Takeda
Ivan Medrado Velazquez
Keeman David S. Venuti
Sydney Walke
Wide Patrick Wiley
Matthew Winans
Abby Michelle Young
Yidong Yu

Degree awarded June 18, 2021

Elesabet T. Abeebe
Nayemeh Alam
Rana Ansari
Steven Saad Aramony
Daniel Adam Arenson
Vanessa Arndt
Elmer Tuanzon Atienza
Anikta Avadhani
Anton Averin
Danika Marie Balas
Kristina Barnes
Kaitlin A. Beer
Rosy Bellorini
Alexander H. Bergmann
Klare Frances Bielonko
Cole Richard Brandt
Kira Breeden
Tyrone Jordan Brown
Christopher R. Bush
Derek Carey
James Thomas Casey
Daniel Joseph Cattin
Elsa Chang
Kevin Cho
Joshua Brendan Coleman
Daniel Connolly
Jack Coolbaugh
Sydney Adams Cooper
Jennifer Oda Crandall
Clyde Davis IV
Julie Renae Davis
Alexander Y. Dreisbach
Yining Feng
Natalia C. Galvez
Tabo Gao
Narnada Parthasarathy Gomatam
Nick D. Haupt
Rikita Hirpara
Jessica Hsu
James Ray Huddleston
Gordon Eugene Ross Irving
Young Jae Jang
Kaleigh Jaron
Taylor Jensen
Srinivasa Rama Karthik Josyula
Jumpei Kato
Richard Ray Kline Jr.
Jayda Koland
Kathryn Elise LaVigna
Kenny Beomsok Lee
Yanping Li
Johnathon Magrini

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Kaden Brant Christensen
Christopher Demain
Geoffrey Doyle
Seth Thomas Fabin
Charles Noah Hurley
Kazuma Kaneko
Grant Charles Paul Klaver
Brett M. Knief
Jasper Koenen
Cody Patrick Link
Ian Rains McGowen
Allyson Yvonne Reed
Sophia Bradley Scacuzero
Dylan Schwartz
James Van Artsdalen
Sibo Yang

Degree awarded March 26, 2021

Ghaida Abdulkudos Almarwani
Caitlin Francesca Boer
Wilson L. DiSabatino
Austin Andrew Dismond
Jeron Terrell Dorsey
Jonathan Paul Farren
Joseph Nathaniel McLachlan Hall
Justin W. Halpern
Benjamin Hamner
Ryan Michael Lee
Peter Elio Lopez III
Parker Lovett
Kiana Belle Sherlund
Nicholas James Sobel
Corey Alexander Wacknow

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021

John A. Allen Jr.
Meagan Kathryn Bench
Nicholas Andrew Bernabe
Faith Canfield
Autumn Nariah Jackson
Benjamin Lamers
Scott Sebastian Lukas
Adrian Felipe Madero
Daniel Nersesian
João Victor Oliveira San Martin
Collin David Sexton
John C. Sorenson
Nikolas Urban
Dané Vorster
Travis Whillock
Matthew Williams
Zachary Wingrove
Haley Zahn

Master of Arts in Writing

Candidate for degree, June 18, 2021
Meriem Sadoun

Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Sara Connell

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Elizabet T. Abeebe

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Pascale J. Bishop
Lynn M. Gosewisch

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Cheryl A. McPhilimy
Master of Science in Global Health

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Christopher Bombardier
Taylor Joanna Sonnenberg

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Benjamin Manwaring
Chelsea Lynn Weiss
Christopher B. Wilbar
Benjamin Yu Li Xiao
Cari Edward Millican Yedor

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Luiza Daddario
Etienne Dembele
Jaimie Lee Krzynski
Alexus M. Mattice
Christina Mazza
Rachel Maybray Nzungize
Viral Pandya
Nirmal Patel
Renata Everett Valladares
Lourine Weller

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Lauren Schulte

Master of Science in Health Informatics

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Kim W. Bailey
Christopher J. Leonard

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Margaret Dezelar
Ankur Doshi
Tochukwu Hilary Igwe
Amber Qureshi

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Andrew G. Cardona
Melanie McCullough
Guolong Tan
L. Renee Wesley

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Alissa Marie Parker Aspinwall
Alejandra Cortez
Namita Sharma Gandhi
Cyprian Wasswa Bosa Kibuka
Lauren Ann Lees
Brigit McLaughlin Hoffman
Christopher I. Oldfield
Jessica Prokopiu
Caila Ann Ryan
Alex James Schmucker
Kyleigh Sylena Sellnow
Ommie Go Vaidya
Edrienne Fae Neverida Yap

Master of Science in Information Design and Strategy

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Cyrus Evanado
Satchel Armand Siegel
Lindsey Diane Sperber

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Alexis K. Abdulian
Sharalee Davina Candace Carpenter
Indrani Choudhury
Mitchell David Craig
Caitlin Marie Crowley
Desiree McGuire
Jenna Murphy Smith
Britain James Willcock
Lijia Zhang

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
James Michael Boyle
Dariom Johnson
Alexandra O’Connor
Chloe Nicole Russell
Fawzia Safdari
Steven Daniel Stone
Katris Renee Wright

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Nabila Ahmed
Saithini Akula
Teri Ann Bajek
Michael Greco
Jaclyn Nicole Hein
Maria Letlani Laitan
Flora Annie Lewis
Mary Muñoz
Nicole Pinto
Anirudh Ramanathan
Jeffrey Ryan Scherr
Yvonne Wangjen Tang

Master of Science in Information Systems

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Shinoj Krishnankutty Leela

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Anjene T. Abston
Leyla Davis
Pooja Deshpande
Akhshita Giridhar
Xi Li
Joelmin Pastva
Daniel Ricci

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Michael C. Locker
Jingxue Xu

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Kevin Kinte Bentley
Teisha Berry
Ryan Bird
Jonathan Blake Diaz
Bryson Douglas Edgar
Michael John Fominoff
Brandon Sedale Everett Hardaway
Austin Christopher Olson
Ravikiran Pochiraju
Sarah Q. Sahib
Adam Michael Schauer
Lori Bartosik Siemek
Michael J. Waitzman
Yuan Zhou

Master of Science in Medical Informatics

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Janeen Kailene Walls

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Mark Jason Pearrow

Master of Science in Predictive Analytics

Degree awarded September 4, 2020
Brant Comstock
Jisun Park
Bea Schroetter
Shannon L. Smosarski
Jonah Daniel Yarrow

Degree awarded December 18, 2020
Sheila Marie Cloudcroft

Degree awarded March 26, 2021
Derrek Grunfelder-McCrank
Thomas Zakrzewski

Candidates for degree, June 18, 2021
Brandi Beals
Kevin Robert Buss
Carol K. Joseph
PRIZES AND HONORS

EXTERNAL HONORS

Academy of American Poets
Jean Meyer Aloe Poetry Prize
Lenart Emil Agung Nielsen (also 2020)

ACI Foundation Elmer Baker Student Fellowship
Maya Lin Cottongil (2020)

Peter Agris Memorial Journalism Scholarship
Nikki Leah Rain (2020)

Alumnae of Northwestern University Graduate Fellowship
Isabella Sarah Barber (2020)
Karli Goldenberg (2020)
Natalie C. Hanson (2020)
Jodi Salata (2019)

Alumnae of Northwestern University Senior Woman’s Service Award
Chloe Wong

Alumnae of Northwestern University STEM Scholars
Victor Aung (2019)
Emerson Anders Carlson (2019)
Braden Alexandra Cronin (2019)
Lillian A. de Souza (2020)
Phoebe Siyoon Kwon (2018)
Mary Olutatosin Okemari (2019)
Nolan Fizlores Robinson II (2019)
Bassel M. Shanah (2020)
Lauren Virginia Simitz (2018)
Abigail Leeza Smith (2018)
Lucy Colbert Weidner (2019)

Alumnae of Northwestern University Undergraduate Research Scholars
Fiona Asokacitta (2020)
Santiago Chacín (2019)
Ammar Farouk Chantille Jedziniak (2018)
Morgan Kathryn Kinsinger (2020)

American Association of University Women International Fellowship
Anita Carolina Cisternas Fuentes (2019)

American Bar Foundation/Northwestern University Doctoral Fellowship in Law and Social Science
Arielle Woloshin Tolman  (2020)

American Chemical Society International Research Experience for Students
Paul Timothy Brown (2020)

American Friends of the Herzog August Bibliothek Travel Grant
Jason K. Rosenholtz-Witt (2017)

American Geological Institute Minority Participation Scholarship
Emiliano Monroy-Rios (2012)

American Heart Association Predoctoral Fellowship
Hsiang-Chun Chang (2014)
Anita Nay Marel Hill (2018)
Tianjiao Sun (2019)
Ian Daniel Wolf (2017)

American Historical Association Littleton-Griswold Research Grant for Research in US Legal History
Myisha Shunteez Eatmon (2017)

American Prize, Professional Orchestra Conducting Division
Daniel Patrick Cook, third prize (2019)

American Scandinavian Association Fellowship
Reem Basil Rashid

American Society for Environmental History Equity Graduate Student Fellowship
Sean Parulian Harvey (2017)

American Society for Theatre Research Helen Krich Chinoy Dissertation Fellowship
Casey Tova Markenson (2019)

Association for Jewish Studies Dissertation Completion Fellowship
Casey Tova Markenson (2019)

Alexander Graham Bell Canada Graduate Scholarships–Doctoral Program
Amanda Leigh Shorter (2018)

Blue Engine Fellowship
Danielle Marie Mochrie (2013)

Boren Fellowship
David Michael Peyton (2016)

Roger Boye Oxbridge Bursary
Fiona Asokacitta

Brancialoni International Online Piano Competition
Muzi Zhao, second prize (2020)

Alisa Mellon Bruce Predoctoral Fellowships for Historians of American Art to Travel Abroad
Emma McMath Kennedy

Dr. Gudrun Busch Musicology Fellowship
Jason K. Rosenholtz-Witt (2017)

Center of Chinese Studies in the Republic of China Research Grant
Keith Allan Clark (2017)

Chateaubrun Fellowship
Brian Douglas Forman (2018)
Scott David Miller (2017)

Chicaco Drama League Endowed Retention Scholarship
Hassan Al Rawas (2019)
Tasia Alliia Bernard Jones (2019)
Alexandra Kate Mallory (2019)

Chicago Objects Study Initiative Mellon Curatorial Research Fellowship
Scott David Miller (2019)

Child Care Research Scholars Program
Olivia Jill Healy (2019)

Clark and Hinman Foundation Fellowship
Gabrielle Eve Plotkin (2018)
Xinyi Zhang (2018)

David L. Clark National Graduate Student Research Seminar in Educational Administration and Policy
Jennifer Rose Cowhy

Council on Library and Information Resources Mellon Fellowship for Dissertation Research in Original Sources
Jason K. Rosenholtz-Witt (2017)

Critical Language Scholarship
Brianna Beth Riler
Michelle Guo
Carol Sarah Silber
Tara J. Wu (2019)
Emily Katherine Zaycosky (2019)

Crivelli Europe Scholarship
Filip Obradović

Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation Grant
Jason K. Rosenholtz-Witt (2017)

Emilio del Rosario Music Foundation Piano Concerto Competition, Senior Division
Muzi Zhao, first prize (2017)

Detroit Jazz Festival Collegiate Combo Competition
Austin Harrison Klewan, winner (2020)

Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst Research Internship in Science and Engineering
Mari O’Toole Brady (2020)
Paul Timothy Brown (2020)
Orion Matthew Forowycz (2019, 2020)
Camille Guzman (2020)
Taran Marie Lichtenberger (2017)
Chuyue Molly Liu (2020)
Naomi A. Pieczulewski (2019)
Marco Radialli (2019)
Thomas John Sheehan (2019)
Kenneth Wang (2020)
Brendan Timothy Ward (2019, 2020)

Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst Research Internship in Science and Engineering Pro
Orion Matthew Forowycz (2020)
Brendan Timothy Ward (2020)

Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst Study Scholarship
Chuyue Molly Liu

Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst Summer Language Grant
Stella Katherine Cole (2019)

Dirksen Congressional Center Congressional Research Grant
Gideon Dashiel Cohn-Post (2019)

Education Pioneers Graduate Fellowship
Mary Clair Turner (2015)

Elsevier/Vision Research Travel Award
Cristina Renee Ceja

Environmental and Water Resources Institute Scholarship
Tess Margaret Russell (2019)

Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degree InterMaths Program
Orion Matthew Forowycz

Evanston Arts Council Grant
Brandon Michael Quarles (2017)
Music Teachers National Association, Illinois State Performance Competition, Senior Division
Muzi Zhao, first prize (2016)

Music Teachers National Association, Illinois State Performance Competition, Young Artist Piano Division
Sin Lei Pui, first prize (2019)
Muzi Zhao, first prize (2020)
Kyoko Kohno, alternate (2020)

Music Teachers National Association, Illinois State Performance Competition, Young Artist Woodwind Division
Samuel Valancy, alternate (2020)

Music Teachers National Association, Senior Piano Competition, East Central Division
Muzi Zhao, alternate (2016)

Music Teachers National Association, Wind Chamber Music Competition
David Caelan Schreck, first prize (2020)

Music Teachers National Association, Young Artist Piano Competition, Piano Division
Muzi Zhao, third prize (2020)

Music Teachers National Association, Young Artist Piano Competition, East Central Division
Muzi Zhao, first prize (2020)

Musicians Club of Women Jerome and Elaine Nerenberg Foundation Scholarship
Kyoko Kohno (2018)

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Astrobiology Science Conference Travel Grant
Caitlin Page Casar (2017)

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Hubble Fellowship
Michael Joseph Zevin (2020)

National Association of Teachers of Singing, Central Region Auditions
Benedict Thomas Hensley, winner
Nicholas Abel Lin, winner

National Association of Teachers of Singing, Student Auditions, Classical Men
Benedict Thomas Hensley, third place (2019)

National Band Association, Young Conductors Project
Daniel Patrick Cook (2017)

National Defense Science and Engineering Graduate Fellowship
Samuel Henry Amsterdam (2016)
Taylor Brianne Dolberg (2015)
Matthew David Eaton (2016)
Kathleen Anne Fitzsimons (2016)
Katherine Jean Harmon (2017)
Jasmine Marie Hershey (2017)
Christopher Xavier Miller (2019)
Nicholas Miller
Zachary James Urbach (2016)

National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders Research Dissertation Fellowship for AudD Audiologists (F32)
Samantha Marie Stiepan (2018)

National Institutes of Health Ruth L. Kirschstein Individual Predoctoral National Research Service Award for MD/PhD and Other Dual Degree Fellowships (F30)
Maria Arostova (2019)
Prarthana Jignesh Dalal (2017)
Patrick Sean Donahue (2017)
Anthony Martin Gacita (2019)
Michael Baran Scott (2020)

National Institutes of Health Ruth L. Kirschstein Individual Predoctoral National Research Service Award (F31)
Emma Monroe Baillargeon (2018)
Sam Cooler (2019)
Philip Robert Curtis (2019)
Adam De Jesus (2017)
Timothy John Hark (2019)
Molly Suzanne Hermiller (2020)
Haleh Karbasforoushan (2018)
Carmen Lin (2018)
Jordan Leigh Manes (2017)
Constantine Paul Nicolozakes (2019)
Jason Solomon Shapiro (2016)
Katherine Mae Simeon (2019)
Samantha Marie Stiepan (2019)
Anna Bettina Töth (2016)
Kristina Marie Ward (2019)
Priscilla See-Wai Yeung (2018)

National Science Foundation, Doctoral Dissertation Improvement Grant
Coline Perrant (2017)
Kacey Chandler Grauer (2018)
Andrew Wooyoung Kim (2019)
Julianna Perez (2019)
Calen Patrick Ryan (2018)

National Science Foundation, Graduate Research Fellowship
Hadallia Bergeron (2016)
Jared Michael Bragg (2011)
Paul Timothy Brown
Jacqueline Alexis Burke (2018)
Cristina Renee Ceja (2019)
Taylor Brianne Dolberg (2015)
Lydia Fiske Emory (2015)
Kathleen Anne Fitzsimons (2014)
Stephanie Kwang-Yu Ger (2015)
Jann Albert Grovogui (2016)
Andrea Marie Guerv (2019)
Liliana Maria Hernandez Gonzalez (2016)
Brianna Paige Hightower (2017)
Samantha Marie Stiepan (2018)
Liliana Maria Hernandez Gonzalez (2016)
Lauren Virginia Simitz

National Science Foundation Research Experiences for Undergraduates: Evolution, Ecology, and Environment Program
Diana Velazquez

National Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, Postgraduate Scholarships-Doctoral Program
Kate Lauren Maud Elder (2019)

New England Regional Fellowship Consortium
Laura Claire McCoy (2017)

New York Flute Club Competition
Bridget Pei, finalist

New York International Piano Competition
Muzi Zhao, finalist (2018)

North American Saxophone Alliance Collegiate Solo Competition
Charles F. Lilley, semifinalist (2020)
Brandon Michael Quarles, semifinalist (2018)

North American Saxophone Alliance Quartet Competition
Brandon Michael Quarles, second prize (2018)
David Caelan Schreck, semifinalist (2020)

Northeastern Illinois University Department of Music Chicago Woodwind Ensemble Competition
Brandon Michael Quarles, winner (2016)

Óbidos International Piano Master Classes and Festival Antena 2/ACIN Prize
Muzi Zhao (2019)

Omega Chi Epsilon Award
Lauren Virginia Simitz

Organization of American Historians Huggins-Quarles Award
Sean Parulian Harvey (2017)

Brooke Owens Fellowship
Victoria Janet Woodburn (2020)

Peer Reviewed Cancer Research Program Horizon Award
Kaleigh Filisa Roberts (2017)

Pianarts North American Competition
Muzi Zhao, third prize (2018)
Kyoko Kohno, semifinalist

Plowman Chamber Music Competition
Hyejin Joo, honorable mention (2017)

Polish American Foundation Scholarship Grant
Joseph Mathew Grybek (2020)
William Oliver Wicker (2020)

Pomona College Chau-Mellon Postdoctoral Fellowship
Mohammad Bilal Nasir (2020)

Project Horseshoe Farm Fellowship
Catherine Chen

Projects for Peace
Shreya Budhiraja (2020)

Robert Rauschenberg Foundation Residency
Mlondolozi Bradley Zondi (2020)

San Francisco Fellows
Jamila Gabrielle Macks Wilson

Santa Fe Institute Omidyar Postdoctoral Fellowship
Yuanzhao Zhang (2020)

Sarnoff Cardiovascular Research Foundation Fellowship
Jacob Bailey Pierce (2019)
Adolphe Sax International Competition
Charles F. Lilley, semifinalist (2020)

Scarlett Family Foundation Scholarship
Kanaan Wesley Dopp (2019)

Schmidt Futures Schmidt Science Fellowship
Yuanyao Zhang (2020)

Schwarzman Scholars Program
Sophie Jiang (2019)

Seattle International Piano Competition, Professional Category
Hyejin Joo, gold medal (2020)

Shreveport Symphony Guild Nena Wideman International Piano Competition
Norman Fischer Award
Hyejin Joo (2015)

Social Science Research Council Dissertation Proposal Development Program
William Forest FitzSimons (2015)
David Michael Peyton (2014)

Social Science Research Council International Dissertation Research Fellowship
Marcos Abreu Leitao De Almeida (2016)
William Forest FitzSimons (2016)

Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations W. Stull Holt Dissertation Fellowship
Jonathan Isaac Ng (2018)

Society of American Musicians Young Artist Competition
Muzi Zhao, first place (2017)
Sachin Shukla, second place (2019)

Society of Tribologists and Lubrication Engineers (Chicago Section) Scholarship
David Bruce Pickens (2019)

Sphinx Competition, Senior Division
Luiz Fernando Moita Venturelli de Souza, third prize

William A. Steiger Fund for Legislative Studies
Joshua Abraham Aronson Basseches (2019)

Stigler Center PhD Dissertation Award
Riccardo Marchingiglio (2018)

Student Experience Research Network Data Archive for Interdisciplinary Research on Learning Research Grant
Amanda Marie Cook

Summer Institute in Computational Social Science
Andrew Ifedapo Thompson (2019)

Symposium on Research in Child Language Disorders Student Award
Olufemi Shakuur Nyabingi

Symposium on the Theory of Computing Student Travel Grant
Aravind Reddy Talla (2019)

Truman Scholarship
Hayden Nicole Richardson (2020)

Tyng Scholarship
Isaac Loh (2019)

University of Michigan M-Prize, Senior Open Division
Brandon Michael Quarles, second place (2018)

US Army Research Laboratory Research Associateship Program Journeyman Fellowship
Keontrez Kyvon Jones (2020)

US Census Bureau Research Fellowship
Rahul Shukla (2019)

US Department of Energy Computational Science Graduate Fellowship
Lindsey Mckenna Byrne (2019)

US Department of Energy Office of Science Graduate Student Research Program
Darren Jason Hsu (2019)

US Department of Energy Science Undergraduate Laboratory Internships
Paul Timothy Brown (2020)
Nhu Hai Tran

Virginia Historical Society Research Fellowship
Laura Claire McCoy (2017)

Renate Voris Fellowship Foundation Fellowship
Jessica Allison Madeline Friedman

Weatherford College International Piano Competition
Muzi Zhao, second place and special recognition

Weiss Fund for Research in Development Economics
Francesca Truffa (2018)

Wenner-Gren Foundation Dissertation Fieldwork Grant
Kacey Chandler Grauer (2018)
Andrew Wooyoung Kim (2019)
Mohammad Bilal Nasir (2017)
Aydin Özipek (2017)

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution Summer Student Fellowship
Fang Ming Cai (2020)

GRADUATE SCHOOL

Dr. John H. Nicholson Fellowship
Constantine Paul Nolozakies (2018)

Presidential Fellowship
Marcos Abreu Leitao De Almeida (2017)
Whitney Kristin Pow (2018)
Jason K. Rosenholtz-Witt (2017)
Adam Daniel Silverman (2020)

Ryan Fellowship
Youn Jue Rae (2019)
Riki Joyce Drou (2018)
Katherine Jean Harmon (2018)
Jasmine Marie Hershewe (2018)
Adam Daniel Silverman (2019)
Ziwei Wang (2018)

Family Institute Awards

Master of Arts in Counseling with Academic Distinction, On-Campus Program
Ashton Brooke Crain
Sonica Yin Li
Anna Elaine Walters

Master of Arts in Counseling with Academic Distinction, Online Program
Kaleigh Joan Blanchard
Scott James Bone
Deanna Jean Chrones
Jennifer Lorraine Drake
Katie Elizabeth Dwyer
Virginia Mae James
Jean Yih Kingston
Renee Nicole Standage
Christina Ann Sorgi
Katherine Lee Sutton
Andrea Lea Tyler
Marie Alexandra Welsh
Stephanie Wernberg
Natalie Anne Wolff-Tseng
Alessandra Daniela Zanassi

Master of Science in Marriage and Family Therapy with Academic Distinction
Kanai Samir Gandhi
Jacinda Lee
Rachel Erin Rosenbaum
Distinguished Undergraduate Essay
Chloe Wong

Good Citizenship in Asian American Studies
Laura Louise Garther (2019)
Ying Dai (2019)
Emily Jessica Wang

Asian Languages and Cultures
Department Awards

Hsu-Wigmore Senior Honors Thesis Award
Fiona Asokacitta
Tara Shirvaikar

Jock McLane Prize for Best Paper
Rongzhen Zhou
Xinyang Zhou (2020)

Outstanding Achievement Award in Chinese Language and Culture
Sophie Jiang

Outstanding Achievement Award in Hindi-Urdu Language and South Asian Culture
Saanchi Bhatia

Outstanding Achievement Award in Japanese Language and Culture
Carmen Maya Fernandez
Alexandria Breann Rogers

Outstanding Achievement Award in Korean Language and Culture
Aysha Asueva

Biological Sciences Program Awards

Constance Campbell Prize for Basic Research
Christopher Luis Gonzalez Jr.
Michelle Teresa Ji

Irving M. Klotz Prize for Basic Research
Mari O’Toole Brady

Emanuel Margoliash Prize for Basic Research
Sean MacLaine Obrochta

David Shemin Prize for Basic Research
Nikita Cali Marcou

Business Institutions Program Award

Kapnick Prize
Lucia Bernadette Boyd
Ethan Louis Markowitz
Rachel Claire Orbach
Kaloyan Valeri Valchev

Chemistry Department Awards

American Chemical Society
Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry
Alyssa Katherine Olszewski (2020)

American Chemical Society
Undergraduate Award in Inorganic Chemistry
Ian Jacob Dillingham

American Chemical Society
Undergraduate Award in Organic Chemistry
Jay Kirtley Lawrence

Chemistry Department Scholar Award
Ian Jacob Dillingham
Samuel Marcus Kielar
Evan Lee
Colin Robert Tichvon
Catherine Elise Walker

Marple-Schweitzer Memorial Award
Ellen Chao

Lewis H. Sarret Scholarship Award
Samuel Marcus Kielar (2020)
Catherine Elise Walker (2020)

R. K. Summerbell Memorial Fund Award
Samuel Marcus Kielar (2020)
Catherine Elise Walker (2020)

Classics Department Awards

Joseph Clyde Murley Prize for Excellence in First-Year Greek
Anusha Ebrahim (2019)

Joseph Clyde Murley Prize for Excellence in First-Year Latin
Autumn Christine Fritz (2019)
Rose Isabel Genaris (2018)

Joseph Clyde Murley Prize for Excellence in Second-Year Latin
Lindsey Blair Cooke (2018)
Colin Robert Tichvon (2020)

Joseph Clyde Murley Prize for Undergraduate Achievement by a Classics Major
Lindsey Blair Cooke (2020)

Joseph Clyde Murley Prize for Undergraduate Achievement by a Classics Minor
Jack Henry Drummond (2020)
Dakota Kalani Cheyenne Gipson

Joseph Clyde Murley Prize for Undergraduate Research in Classical Literature and Culture
John Christopher Mayer (2020)

Comparative Literary Studies Program Awards

Best Honors Thesis
Jeremy Henri Lopategui
Tara Shirvaikar

Highest Achievement in Undergraduate Research
Hanbyul-Jenny Kang
Isabella Silva Schmidt (2020)

Computer Science Department Award

Outstanding Computer Science Senior
Souradip Ghosh

Critical Theory Program Award

Best Critical Theory Essay
Rodrigo Leonel Castillo Perez

Earth and Planetary Sciences Department Awards

Junior Research Achievement Award
Fang Ming Cai (2020)

Seymour Schlanger Memorial Award
Fang Ming Cai
Regan Leigh Steigleder

Economics Department Awards

Robert M. Coen Award for Distinguished Honors Thesis
Ellana Miller Buckner
Abigail Ecklund Furda
Hei Tung Virginia Ip
Justin Ross Karlin
Lexie Carolyn Modeas
Enzo Bastos Profili

Frederick S. Deibler Award for Excellence in Economics
Hannah Elizabeth Emmons
Max Andrew Finchum
Jacob Aaron Mandel
Varun Sehgal
Viktor Alexandrov Tchaouchev
Outstanding Senior in Creative Writing
Edwin L. Shuman Award for
Sam Lien Hong Nguyen (2020)
Grace Gay (2020)
Sloane Victoria Dowden Scott (2019)
Jonathan Wolf (2020)

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Outstanding Junior
in Creative Writing
Sam Lien Hong Nguyen
Caroline Annie Hsu

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Best Honors Thesis
Grace Mihaeh Baik (2020)
Zoë F. Huettl (2020)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Writing Excellence in Creative Writing
Vivian Lee Xu (2017)

Environmental Sciences Program Awards
Best Senior Thesis
Lucy Colbert Weidner (2019)
Tara J. Wu (2020)

Outstanding Achievement in Environmental Sciences
Emma Rebecca Belanger (2020)
Lisa Linda Mende (2020)

French and Italian Department Awards
American Association of Teachers of French Award
Michelle Guo (2020)
Stephanie Mbida (2020)

Outstanding Senior in Literature
Edwin L. Shuman Award for
Sam Lien Hong Nguyen (2020)
Celine Elizabeth Fitzpatrick (2019, 2020)

Environmental Policy and Culture Program Awards
Certificate of Honor
Momoe Anno
Valeria Apolinario
Ayete Chavel
Margaret Elise Olson (2020)

H. Paul Friesema Award
Augustin Paul Haffner (2020)
Gabrielle Eve Plotkin (2020)

Robert Mayo Memorial Prize
Lydia E. Wuorinen (2017)

Robert Mayo Prize for Best English 300 Paper
Celine Elizabeth Fitzpatrick (2019)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Critical Essay
Caroline Annie Hsu (2019)
Elynnor Sanderfer (2020)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Critical Essay on American Literature
Celine Elizabeth Fitzpatrick (2020)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Critical Essay on British Literature
Michael Matthew Lenart (2019)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Critical Essay on Literature, pre-1830
Sam Lien Hong Nguyen (2019)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Creative Writing in Fiction
Elizabeth Ann Vogt (2020)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Creative Writing in Poetry
Grace Gay (2020)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Digital Media
Kiera's Berg (2020)

Helen G. Scott Prize for an English First-Year Seminar Paper
Ari Isaac Mostow (2019)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Literature and New Media
Vivian Lee Xu (2017)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Writing Excellence in Creative Writing
Zoe F. Huettl (2020)

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Outstanding Junior in Creative Writing
Grace Gay (2020)
Sloane Victoria Dowden Scott (2019)

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Outstanding Junior in Literature
Sam Lien Hong Nguyen (2020)

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Outstanding Senior in Creative Writing
Grace Gay (2020)

Environmental Sciences Program Awards
Best Senior Thesis
Lucy Colbert Weidner (2019)
Tara J. Wu (2020)

Outstanding Achievement in Environmental Sciences
Emma Rebecca Belanger (2020)
Lisa Linda Mende (2020)

French and Italian Department Awards
American Association of Teachers of French Award
Michelle Guo (2020)
Stephanie Mbida (2020)

Outstanding Senior in Literature
Edwin L. Shuman Award for
Sam Lien Hong Nguyen (2020)
Celine Elizabeth Fitzpatrick (2019, 2020)

Environmental Policy and Culture Program Awards
Certificate of Honor
Momoe Anno
Valeria Apolinario
Ayete Chavel
Margaret Elise Olson (2020)

H. Paul Friesema Award
Augustin Paul Haffner (2020)
Gabrielle Eve Plotkin (2020)

Robert Mayo Memorial Prize
Lydia E. Wuorinen (2017)

Robert Mayo Prize for Best English 300 Paper
Celine Elizabeth Fitzpatrick (2019)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Critical Essay
Caroline Annie Hsu (2019)
Elynnor Sanderfer (2020)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Critical Essay on American Literature
Celine Elizabeth Fitzpatrick (2020)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Critical Essay on British Literature
Michael Matthew Lenart (2019)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Best Critical Essay on Literature, pre-1830
Sam Lien Hong Nguyen (2019)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Creative Writing in Fiction
Elizabeth Ann Vogt (2020)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Creative Writing in Poetry
Grace Gay (2020)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Digital Media
Kiera's Berg (2020)

Helen G. Scott Prize for an English First-Year Seminar Paper
Ari Isaac Mostow (2019)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Literature and New Media
Vivian Lee Xu (2017)

Helen G. Scott Prize for Writing Excellence in Creative Writing
Zoe F. Huettl (2020)

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Best Honors Thesis in Creative Writing
Grace Mihaeh Baik (2020)

Outstanding Achievement in French, Third-Year Language
Asuka Kosugi (2018)
Xinyang Zhou (2019)

Outstanding Achievement in French, Fourth-Year Language
Stephanie Mbida (2019)
Andrew Xuan-Huyen Vuong (2020)

Outstanding Achievement in Italian 102
Rahma Almajd (2018)
Sarah Mary Kulaga (2019)

Outstanding Essay in 300-Level Italian Written in English
Lydia Ione Weir (2019)

Gender and Sexuality Studies Program Awards
George C. Casey Essay Prize
Emma Lauren Flanders (2018)
Hannah Miriam Green (2020)
Sam Lien Hong Nguyen, honorable mention (2020)
Kira Mackenzie Nutter (2018)
Lydia Ione Weir (2019)

Rae Arlene Moses Leadership Award
Kenneth Allen
Amelia Prochaska

International Literatures
German Department Awards
Friedman-Kline Family Foundation Fellowship
Stella Katherine Cole (2019)
Brianna Jaya Heath (2019)

German Department Summer Language Scholarship
Edward Fennell (2018)
Anya Kothari (2018)
Chuyue Molly Liu (2018)
Marco Radaelli (2018)
Ethan Z. Tang (2018)
Amy Yunfan Yang (2018)

Max Kade Travel Award
Brianna Jaya Heath (2019)
Erica Kimberly Henschen (2019)
Tamunodiyiyejiyri Gift Oghogosa Ngo (2019)
Binayak R. Pande (2019)

Outstanding Achievement in First-Year German
Angie Cruz (2018)

Outstanding Achievement in Second-Year German
Alexander Stewart Hamilton (2019)

Géza von Molnár Essay Award, in English
Kendyl Raquel Counts (2019)
Nikol Nikolaeva Krailmarkova (also 2020)
Alexander J. Milne
Elizabeth Ann Vogt

Géza von Molnár German Achievement Award
Eric G. Hammarlund (2019)
Erica Kimberly Henschen (2019, 2020)

Global Health Studies Program Award
Radulovacki Global Health Scholars Research Fellowship
Nadlyn Gwendolyn Bangura (2019)
Annmarie Chantille Jedzianek (2020)

History Department Awards
Josef Barton Prize for Best 395 Research Seminar Essay
Xinyang Zhou (2020)

First-Year Seminar Essay Award
Natalie Grace Smith (2018)

German Department Awards
Friedman-Kline Family Foundation Fellowship
Stella Katherine Cole (2019)
Brianna Jaya Heath (2019)

German Department Summer Language Scholarship
Edward Fennell (2018)
Anya Kothari (2018)
Chuyue Molly Liu (2018)
Marco Radaelli (2018)
Ethan Z. Tang (2018)
Amy Yunfan Yang (2018)

Max Kade Travel Award
Brianna Jaya Heath (2019)
Erica Kimberly Henschen (2019)
Tamunodiyiyejiyri Gift Oghogosa Ngo (2019)
Binayak R. Pande (2019)

Outstanding Achievement in First-Year German
Angie Cruz (2018)

Outstanding Achievement in Second-Year German
Alexander Stewart Hamilton (2019)

Géza von Molnár Essay Award, in English
Kendyl Raquel Counts (2019)
Nikol Nikolaeva Krailmarkova (also 2020)
Alexander J. Milne
Elizabeth Ann Vogt

Géza von Molnár German Achievement Award
Eric G. Hammarlund (2019)
Erica Kimberly Henschen (2019, 2020)

Global Health Studies Program Award
Radulovacki Global Health Scholars Research Fellowship
Nadlyn Gwendolyn Bangura (2019)
Annmarie Chantille Jedzianek (2020)

History Department Awards
Josef Barton Prize for Best 395 Research Seminar Essay
Xinyang Zhou (2020)

First-Year Seminar Essay Award
Natalie Grace Smith (2018)

Global Health Studies Program Award
Radulovacki Global Health Scholars Research Fellowship
Nadlyn Gwendolyn Bangura (2019)
Annmarie Chantille Jedzianek (2020)

History Department Awards
Josef Barton Prize for Best 395 Research Seminar Essay
Xinyang Zhou (2020)

First-Year Seminar Essay Award
Natalie Grace Smith (2018)

Global Health Studies Program Award
Radulovacki Global Health Scholars Research Fellowship
Nadlyn Gwendolyn Bangura (2019)
Annmarie Chantille Jedzianek (2020)
Kaplan Humanities Scholars Prize for Best Paper, Winter Quarter 2018
Afnan Elsheikh (2018)

Dolores Kohl Kaplan Project Prize
Andrew Reece Thomas

Morris Kaplan Writing Prize
Lauren Rebecca Katz (2020)

Marion Heltzel Seder Writing Prize
Jacob Hodges Jordan (2019)

Integrated Science Program Award

Prize for Distinguished Honors Thesis
Frederick Charles Lewis Pardoe

International Studies Program Awards

Certificate of Distinction in a Foreign Language
Rodrigo Leonel Castillo Perez
Sung Yeon Hong
Daniel Rosenzweig-Ziff
Leo Edward Sainati
Augusta Victoria Saraiva (2020)
Chrisjon Nathaniel Willis
Yuan Yuan

Harold Guettzkow Prize
Ella Kate Brockway
Yuan Yuan

Jeff Rice Prize for Original Thinking in International Studies
Lennart Emil Agung Nielsen

Frank Safford Award for Best Honors Thesis
Augusta Victoria Saraiva (2020)
Saidie Conroy Stone

Latin American and Caribbean Studies Program Award

LACS Undergraduate Thesis Prize
Beatriz Aparecida Rubianes Sampaio
Augusta Victoria Saraiva (2020)

Latina and Latino Studies Program Award

Outstanding Thesis in US Latina/o Studies
Anabel Mendoza (2020)

Legal Studies Program Awards

Advanced Research Seminar Thesis of Distinction
Emmanuelle Paula Carter
Zachary Robert Colton-Max
Carson Carlyle Copeland
Ella Gottesman DeBode
John Alexander Ertman
Sophia Taleen Gholdoian
Farhana Islam
Sarah Mary Kalaga
Sarah Xingyu Liu
Matthew John Marth
Hayden Nicole Richardson
Felix Noble Williams VII
Tsitobilouwa Williams Eboda
Shiqi Xiao

Best Advanced Research Seminar Thesis
Rose Isabel Genaris (2020)
Sarah Mary Kalaga

Distinguished Honors Thesis
Rose Isabel Genaris (2020)
Maura Lally (2020)
Lydia E. Wuorinen (2018)

Linguistics Department Award
Abraham Dounce Prize for Outstanding Undergraduate Work in Linguistics
Swapnanil Deb (2020)
Marshall Ryan McDorman (2020)

Materials Science Department Award
Hilliard Award for Research and Design
Peiwen Ren

Mathematical Methods in the Social Sciences Program Awards
Jeanette M. Dacey Award for Best Performance in Required Coursework
Jacob Aaron Mandel
Viktor Alexandrov Tchaouchev
Yixin Zhou

Michael F. Dacey Award for Most Outstanding Senior Thesis
Yixin Zhou

Mathematics Department Awards
Excellence in Mathematics by a First-Year Student
Jonathan Tae In David (2018)
Nicholas Gordon Karris (2018)
Wung Jae Lee (2016)
Jacob Aaron Mandel (2018)
Viktor Alexandrov Tchaouchev (2018)
Zihan Wu (2018)
Yixin Zhou (2018)

Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics by a Sophomore
Nicholas Gordon Karris (2019)
Yixin Zhou (2019)

Outstanding Contribution to Undergraduate Mathematical Life
Nicholas Gordon Karris
Yixin Zhou (2020)

Senior Career Award in Mathematics
Zihan Wu
Yixin Zhou

Undergraduate Teaching Assistant Service Award
Nicholas Gordon Karris
Neil Vakharia

Robert R. Welland Prize for Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics by a Graduating Senior
Nicholas Gordon Karris

Middle East and North African Languages Program Awards

Outstanding Achievement in Second-Year Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, or Turkish
Erin Ruth Claeys (2019)
Melanie Louise De Vincentiis
Leo Edward Sainati (2019)

Outstanding Achievement in Third-Year or Fourth-Year Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, or Turkish
Erin Ruth Claeys
David Martin Kaplan (2019)
Eliza Artley Posner (2019)

Neurobiology Department Awards

Christina Enroth-Cugell Prize in Neuroscience
Madison Louise Ratkowski

Aryeh Routtenberg Prize in Neuroscience
Kyoko Kohno

Philosophy Department Awards

J. G. Herder Prize for the Best Paper in the First Two Years in Philosophy
Jonathan Wolf (2017)

David Hull Prize for Best Senior Thesis
Patrice Audra Haryanto

Ruth Barcan Marcus Tutor in Logic Prize
Emma Theresa Eder (2020)
Emily Jordyn Winterhalter (2019)

Lula A. Peterson Prize for Exemplary Citizenship as a Philosophy Major
Emma Theresa Eder (also 2020)

Stephen Toulmin Prize for Best Philosophy GPA of the Year for a Graduating Philosophy Major
Steven Jacob Zakuta

Physics and Astronomy Department Awards

Outstanding Junior in Physics and Astronomy
Daniel Harrison Grass (2020)

Outstanding Sophomore in Physics and Astronomy
Andrew Harold Kindseth (2019)

Outstanding Undergraduate in Graduate Coursework
Andrew Harold Kindseth (2020)

Outstanding Undergraduate Thesis Research in Physics and Astronomy
Gil Hwan Lim

Political Science Department Awards

Barry Farrell Prize for Academic Achievement
Thomas Abers Lourenço
Shreyas Iyer
Allison Mengying You

Kenneth E. Janda Prize for Distinguished Honors Thesis
Thomas Abers Lourenço, honorable mention
Julian Freiberg
Akash Palani
Hayden Nicole Richardson, honorable mention

William M. McGovern Award for Academic Excellence, Leadership, and Citizenship
Zachary Robert Colton-Max
Jamie Miller
Drew J. Weisberg

Psychology Department Awards

Lois Elizabeth Henriksson Undergraduate Travel Award
Dana Lurie (2019)
Anamaria Artemis Sayre (2019)

Winfred Hill Award for Best Papers in Research Methods
Rebecca J. Chen
Amanda Gall Davis (2019)

William A. Hunt Award for Outstanding Senior Thesis
Courtney Paige Downey Goldenberg
Ahmadu Ali Simpson
Psychology Department Travel Award
Fariha Ahmed

Benton J. Underwood Fellowship
for Undergraduate Research
Charles Campbell Hansell (2020)

Religious Studies Department Awards
Charisma Award
Emily Rose Holtzman (2019)
Samuel Patrick Maude (2020)
Natalie Dina Welber

Edmund Perry Award for Best Essay
Emily Rose Holtzman

Theta Alpha Kappa Honor Society in Religion Award
Mara Kelly

Science in Human Culture Program Awards
Certificate of Honor
Anna Yang

Essay Prize
Amanda Gail Davis
Daniel William Kiefus
Anna Yang (2020)

Slavic Languages and Literatures Department Awards
Kultura i Lingwistyka Honor in Russian: Advanced
Magdalena Grace Dalziel
Katherine Grace Hunt (2020)
Kayla Faith Little (2020)

Kultura i Lingwistyka Honor in Russian: Intermediate
Andrew Reece Thomas (2019)

Kultura i Lingwistyka Honor in Polish: Beginning
William Oliver Wicker (2018)

Kultura i Lingwistyka Honor in Polish: Intermediate
Joseph Mathew Grzybek (2019)

Gary Saul Marson Award for Outstanding Essay in Slavic Literatures and Cultures Written in a Slavic Language
Kaya Faith Little (2018)

Irwin Wel Award for Outstanding Essay in Slavic Literatures and Cultures
Andrew Reece Thomas

Irwin Wel Award for Outstanding Service and Community Building
Yana Tochitsky (2017)

Sociology Department Awards
Best Thesis Award
Katherine Roselaine Daehler

Senior Thesis with Distinction
Kourtney Simone Kinchen (2020)

Spanish and Portuguese Department Award

Best Essay for Spanish 200-Level Literature and Culture Classes
Mary Grace Ramsay (2019)

Writing Program Award
First-Year Seminar Writing Award
Shreyas Iyer, honorable mention (2019)
Desmond James O'Shaughnessy (2018)
Eliza Artley Posner, honorable mention (2018)
Aditi Rathore, honorable mention (2018)

Alpha Sigma Lambda
Ram Ananthakrishnan
Mackenzie Archer
Pavel Botev
Andrew Chana
Kanhaiya Choudhary
Soo Jin Clark
Agne Drungaliute
Marc Michio Ellis
Elizabeth Nunez Garcia
Alejandro Hernandez
Emily Reed Keffertan
Paul Ignacio Mireles
Charles R. Neer
Joseph Q. Nguyen
Guiliana Payne
Viki Powers
Joseph W. Svejda
Joseph Gerald Wilczyński

Phi Beta Kappa
Elected as Juniors
Grace Mihaeh Baik
Myles Bowen
Mari O’Toole Brady
Jiayi Chen
Chan Hwi Cho
Katherine Roselaine Daehler
Camille Madeleine Dupeyroux
Emma Theresa Eder
Hannah Elizabeth Emmons
Andrew S. Feldman
Keerti Jamuna Gopal
Emily Rose Holtzman
Shreyas Iyer
Nicholas Gordon Karris
Mara Kelly
Jia Yi-Hyun Kim
So hyun Lee
Stephanie Mbida
Desmond James O'Shaughnessy
Eliza Artley Posner
Joseph Oliver Rathke
Sayeed Raul Sanchez Johnson (2019)
Shiqi Xiao

Elected as Seniors
Alison Albelda
Rishabh Arora
Fiona Asokacinta
Ryan Michael Boyd
Alec Morrie Carroll
Rebecca J. Chen
Andrew James Clark
Claire Dwyer Corridon
Gabriela Anna Czochara
Amanda Gail Davis
Annika Hope De Vogel
Adia Michelle Fielder
Meghna Reddy Gildadam
Grace Gay
Rose Isabel Genaris
Dakota Kalani Cheyenne Gipson
Sarik Sanjeev Goyal
Daniel Harrison Grass
Hannah Miriam Green
Sachi Makenna Guibrants
Zoe Rose Harding
Hongru He
Sung Yeon Hong
Caroline Annie Hsu
Madeleine Kathryn Hultquist
Kimberly Madison Jimenez
Hanybuly Jenny Kang
Samantha Khalsa Mendenhall

Bachelor of Arts Summa cum Laude
Daniel William Kiefus
Andrew Harold Kindseth
Kyoko Kohno
Robert Mindlin Konoff
Nikol Nikolaeva Kralimarkova
Maura Lally
Jacob Aaron Mandel
Mary Valerie McCarthy
Marshall Ryan McDorman
Thomas Patrick McGing
Lexie Carolyn Modesa
Lauren Ashley Moneides
Janak Mukherji
Katharina Nachtigall
Sam Lien Hong Nguyen
Christy Lana Parzyszke
Anna Petrášková
Jason Michael Phelan
Madison Louise Ratkowski
Peiwen Ren
Markie Stephen Resendez
Saeed Raja
Kaitlyn Marie Rubinstein
Bassel M. Shanab
Jami Ariel Silverman
Ahmadu Ali Simpson
Natalie Grace Smith
Chase Jonathan Stokes
Jessica Rebecca Tartakovskaya
Viktor Alexandrov Tchaouchev
Grace Ann Teeple
Ryan Michael Wagner
Drew J. Weisberg
Abigail Rose Williams
Robert Eli Winter
Chloe Wong
Zihan Wu
Amy Yunfan Yang
Mark Vahid Yazhari
Steven Jacob Zakuta
Yintian Zhan
Yixin Zhou

Rishabh Arora
Grace Mihaeh Baik
Ryan Michael Boyd
Shreya Budhiraja
Chan Hwi Cho
Aaron Michael Coates
Katherine Roselaine Daehler
Maya Isabel Davis
Tianzhuo Deng
Annika Hope De Vogel
Wesley Harold Donnell
Camille Madeleine Dupeyroux
Emma Theresa Eder
Hannah Elizabeth Emmons
Max Andrew Flinchum
Elijah Nathan Gelman
Rose Isabel Genaris
Jason Matthew Gilkin
Keerti Jamuna Gopal
Hannah Miriam Green
Sachi Makenna Guibrants
Zoe Rose Harding
Nicole Hessler
Caroline Annie Hsu
Martin Paul Kaehrle
Nicholas Gordon Karris
Rushmin Khazanchi
Alana Jessica Kosches
Amar Piyush Kohthy
Kwonjae Lee
Hannah Lillian Litchman
Jacob Aaron Mandel
Mary Valerie McCarthy
Eric Gongjue Min
Janak Mukherji
Eliza Artley Posner
Joseph Oliver Rathke
Viktor Alexandrov Tchaouchev
Kenneth Wang

Rashidah Arora
Grace Mihaeh Baik
Ryan Michael Boyd
Shreya Budhiraja
Chan Hwi Cho
Aaron Michael Coates
Katherine Roselaine Daehler
Maya Isabel Davis
Tianzhuo Deng
Annika Hope De Vogel
Wesley Harold Donnell
Camille Madeleine Dupeyroux
Emma Theresa Eder
Hannah Elizabeth Emmons
Max Andrew Flinchum
Elijah Nathan Gelman
Rose Isabel Genaris
Jason Matthew Gilkin
Keerti Jamuna Gopal
Hannah Miriam Green
Sachi Makenna Guibrants
Zoe Rose Harding
Nicole Hessler
Caroline Annie Hsu
Martin Paul Kaehrle
Nicholas Gordon Karris
Rushmin Khazanchi
Alana Jessica Kosches
Amar Piyush Kohthy
Kwonjae Lee
Hannah Lillian Litchman
Jacob Aaron Mandel
Mary Valerie McCarthy
Eric Gongjue Min
Janak Mukherji
Eliza Artley Posner
Joseph Oliver Rathke
Viktor Alexandrov Tchaouchev
Kenneth Wang
Bachelor of Arts magna cum laude

Rachel Lisa Abrahamson
Mari O’Toole Brady
Eliott Robert Brown
Alec Morrie Carroll
Jiayi Chen
Rebecca J. Chen
Yining Chen
Zhenrong Chen
Elizabeth Anne Clark
Carrie Carpenter Douglass
Adam Downing
Andrew S. Feldman
Kristen Lynn Ferracuti
Rachel Nicole Fishman
Abigail Ecklund Furidak
Grace Gay
Colleen Gleason
Chirag Goel
Mahika Gopalka
Andrew Bradley Gordon
Sarik Saneev Goyal
Emily Rose Holtzman
Sung Yeon Hong
Madeline Kathryn Hultquist
Lucas Henry Humerick
Charles Jonathan Hummel
L. Teagan Ingram
Shreyas Iyer
Mara Kelly
Samantha Khalsa Mendenhall
Albert Jaemin Kim
Andrew Harold Kindseth
Kenneth Alexander Kirlalii
Kyoko Kohn
Robert Mindlin Kooff
James Michael Kosann
Nikol Nikolaeva Kralimarkova
Sohyun Lee
Nikita Cali Marcou
Thomas Patrick McGing
Andrew Mo
Lauren Ashley Mondesir
Harry Morton Nadelman
Samuel Thomas Ahmad Naser
Sam Lien Hong Nguyen
Michael James Oh
Cullen Mitchell Omori
Desmond James O’Shaughnessy
Anna Petraskova
Jason Michael Phelan
Arijit Pingle
Ananya Poddar
Gabriel Ragazzi Firmo
Madison Louise Ratkowski
Markie Stephen Resendez
Sareed Rezko
Daniel Max Ross
Patrick Christopher Ryan
Nathan Amir Salon
Sayeed Raul Sanchez Johnson
Fiona Sha
Richa Shah
Bassel M. Shanab
Ahmadu Ali Simpson
Chase Jonathan Stokes
Meijia Sun
Grace Ann Teeple
Damian Martin Viramontes
Elizabeth Ann Vogt
Emily Jessica Wang
Emily Jordyn Winterhalter
Catherine Xu
Amy Yunfan Yang
Steven Jacob Zakuta
Yistian Zhan
Yixin Zhou

Bachelor of Arts cum Laude

Ali Zaid Abdullah
Nicholas Haidar Abushakra
Laura Karina Aguilar
Alison Albelda
Helena Bachmann
Yilun Bao
Hanna Kay Bertucci
Shreya Bhattacharyya
Allyson Rose Bondy
Samantha Borja
Isabella Frances Broccolo
Connor Thomas Broderick
Rebecca Elizabeth Brun
Aaron Castillo
Rodrigo Leonel Castillo Perez
Stephanie Melissa Chang
Shea Marie Christian
Andrew James Clark
Zachary Robert Colton-Max
Dana Emiko Coons
Claire Dwyer Corridon
Angelica Cruz
Gabriella Anna Czochara
Amanda Gail Davis
Chandler Clark Dillingham
Sahil Bhavank Doshi
Jack Lucas Ferry
Adia Michelle Fielder
Elijah Flomen
Julia Anne Friedman
Autumn Christine Fritz
Meghna Reddy Gaddam
Jacob S. Gales
Satvic Garg
Stuti Paavani Garg
Dakota Kalani Cheyenne Gipson
Saksham Goel
Christopher Luis Gonzalez Jr.
Daniel Harrison Grass
Bree Ashlyn Hall
Nicolas Roman Hammer
Charles Campbell Hansell
Jonathan Daniel Hardin
Shahryar Hasnani
Troy Rhys Hatler
Hongrui He
Jiaqi He
Jeffrey Samuel Hirsh
Yihong Hu
Zoe E. Hueitt
Hei Tung Virginia Ip
Rami Islam
Patricia Janick
Kimberly Madison Jimenez
Justin Ross Karl
Madison Marie Kennel
Ariz Anish Keshwani
Jana Ji-Hyun Kim
Kourtney Simone Kinchen
Anthony Donald Kolesky
Martin Konstantinov
Blake Ross Krantz
Kijung Kwak
Phoebe Siyoon Kwon
Joo Seung Lee
Grace McCay Lemon
May Li
Sarah Xingyu Liu
Kobe Samson Mandell
Matthew John Marth
Lucy Jane McGaee McDermott
Marshall Ryan McDorman
Kourtni Nichole McNeil
Danielle Marie Millan
Allison Yiwei Mo
Lexie Carolyon Modeas
Tanvi Nayak
Jasper Ng
Shalaka Nimmagadda
Timothy Joseph O’Gallagher
Frederick Charles Lewis Pardoe
Hannah Burton Paridis
Jaeyong Park
Shiv Patel
Gabrielle Eve Plotkin
Sin Lei Pui
Alexis Marie Rakochy
Peiwen Ren
Mark Christopher Rinaolo
Jonathan Joseph Rosen
Niharika Rudra
Kriti Prashant Shah
Naveena Sharma
Shloka Shashi Shetty
Wesley John Shirola
Carol Sarah Silber
Jami Ariel Silverman
Sarah Catherine Simon
Steven Franklin Singer
Revika Singh
Nicole Skakun
Natalie Grace Smith
Kayley Choae Te
Benjamin Louis Thomae
Mili Tomar
Neil Vakharia
June Wardé
Alexis Faye White
Jacob Daniel Wiesenthal
Abigail Rose Williams
Michael Sebastian Wolfe
Clarissa Christabel Wong
Evan Noa Woo
Patrick Wu
Allison Mengying You
Yuan Yuan
Kevin Zhang
James Xiaofeng Zhao

Bachelor of Philosophy cum laude

Daniela Veronica de Leon

Bachelor of Science in General Studies

Summa cum Laude

Ram Anantakrishnan
Andrew Chana
Joseph W. Svedja
Joseph Gerald Wilczynski

Bachelor of Science in General Studies

Magna cum Laude

MacKenzie Archer
Kanhaiya Choudhary
Marc Michelis Ellis
Daniel Michael O’Malley

Bachelor of Science in General Studies

cum Laude

Soo Jin Clark
Agne Drungilaita
Charles R. Neer
Yiki Powers

Department and Program Honors

African American Studies
Andrew Chana
Sayed Raul Sanchez Johnson (2020)

American Studies
Claire Dwyer Corridon
Samuel Eliot Gardner
Keerti Jamuna Gopal
Vivien Anderson Hough
Danielle Leya Kosover-Ayala

Anthropology
Myles Bowen
Meghna Reddy Gaddam
Annamarie Chantille Jedinia
Shannon Margaret Lady
Allison Yiwei Mo
Sonali Patel
Anna Yang
Art History
Rory Kahinya Tsapayi

Art Theory and Practice
Amy Greenberger
Kathryn Patra Hammond
James Finley Hewes III
 Roxanne Charlotte Panas
 Robert Michael van Bree

Asian Languages and Cultures
Sophie Jiang
Diamond Mercedes Jones

Biological Sciences
Marta Amador Molina
Hanna Kay Bertucci
Mari O’Toole Brady
Abigail Sarita Bridgemohan
Christopher Luis Gonzalez Jr.
Michelle Teresa Jr
Nikita Cali Marcou
Mary Valerie McCarthy
Sean MacLaine Obrochta
Bassel M. Shanab

Chemistry
Ellen Chao
Ian Jacob Dillingham
Samuel Marcus Kielar
Evan Lee
Colin Robert Tichvon
Catherine Elise Walker

Classics
Robert Joseph Connolly
Anusha Ebrahim
John Christopher Mayer
Abigail Rose Williams

Cognitive Science
Charles Campbell Hansell
Kourtini Nichole McNeil
Mary Oluwatosin Okematti

Comparative Literary Studies
Hanbyul-Jenny Kang
Jeremy Henri Lopategui
Lucy Jane McGrae McDermott
Tara Shirvaiker

Earth and Planetary Sciences
Fang Ming Cai (also Geography)
Regan Leigh Steigleder

Economics
Nicholas Haidar Abushacra
Eliana Miller Buckner
Andrew James Clark
Abigail Ecklund Furdak
Hei Tung Virginia Ip
Samyak Jain
Justin Ross Karlin
Thomas Patrick McGing
Lexie Carolyn Modes
Desmond James O’Shaughnessy
Hannah Burton Paridis
Enzo Bastos Profili
Kaloyan Valeri Valchev
Zijian Wang (also Political Science)
Michael Wenyao Zhou

English (Literature)
Tamara Kuan Bruha (2020)
Gabriela Anna Czochara
Caroline Annie Hsu
Lauren Rebecca Katz
Sam Lien Hong Nguyen

English (Writing)
Grace Mihae Baik
Nadagyn Gwendolyn Bangura (2020)
Celine Elizabeth Fitzpatrick
Grace Gay
Zoe F. Huettel
David H. Lee
Michael Matthew Lenart
Sloane Victoria Dowden Scott (2020)
Carson Parker Stewart
Christian Alexander Thorsberg
Elizabeth Ann Vogt
Janelle Devette Yanez

Environmental Sciences
Lucy Colbert Weidner
Tara J. Wu

Geography
Fang Ming Cai (also Earth and Planetary Sciences)
Jacob Daniel Wiesenthal

History
Robert Gallo
Martin Konstantinov
Jade Kaleela Amal Marcum
Christina Catharina Melehy
Hanyue Amy Ouyang (2020)
Gabrielle Eve Plotkin
Joseph Oliver Rathke
Beatrix Aparecida Rubianes Sampaio
Vicente Felipe Rudolph Norambuena

Integrated Science
Daniel John Brethauer
Frederick Charles Lewis Pardoe
Zihan Wu

Interdisciplinary
Fiona Asokacitta (Art History and History)
Emmanuelne Paula Carter (Legal Studies and Statistics)
Aaron Michael Coates (Economics and MMSS)
Zachary Robert Colton-Max (Legal Studies and Political Science)
Tianhuo Deng (Economics and MMSS)
Jack Lucas Perry (Economics and MMSS)
Satvic Garg (Economics and MMSS)
Saksham Goel (Economics and MMSS)
Mara Kelly (American Studies and Religious Studies)
Blake Ross Krantz (Economics and MMSS)
Matthew John Marth (American Studies and Legal Studies)
Hayden Nicole Richardson (Legal Studies and Political Science)
Jami Ariel Silverman (International Studies and Psychology)
Viktor Alexandrov Tchaouchev (Economics and Economics and MMSS)
Chloe Wong (Anthropology and Asian American Studies)
Yintian Zhan (Economics and MMSS)
James Xiaofeng Zhao (Economics and MMSS, 2020)

International Studies
Woojoong Janet Lee (2020)
Lennart Emil Agung Nielsen
Leo Edward Sainati
Augusta Victoria Saraiva (2020)
Sadie Conroy Stone

Latin and Latino Studies
Anabel Mendoza (2020)

Legal Studies
Carson Carlyle Copeland
Ella Gottesman DeRode
John Alexander Ertman
Rose Isabel Genaris (2020)
Sophia Taleen Ghodsi
Farhana Islam
Sarah Mary Kulaga
Maura Lally (also Physics and Astronomy, 2020)
Sarah Xingyu Liu
Titobioluwa Williams Eboda
Felix Noble Williams VII
Lydia E. Wuorinen (2018)
ShiQi Xiao

Linguistics
Swapnani Deb
Marshall Ryan McDorman

Materials Science
Peiwen Ren

Mathematical Methods
in the Social Sciences
Asher S. Borstein
Robert Mindlin Konoff
Jacob Aaron Mandel
Daniel Max Ross
Robert Eli Winter
Ethan Harry Zack
Yixin Zhou

Mathematics
Charles Richard Dziedzic
Nicholas Gordon Karriss

Neuroscience
Julia Suzanne Gaumond
Jing Yun Hsu
Kyooko Kohn
Janak Mukherji
Olufemi Shakuur Nyabingi
Neha Dinesh Pashankar
Madison Louise Ratkowski
Nathan David Schimpf
Hannah Felicity Sroussi
Kayden Alexandre Washington

Philosophy
Emma Theresa Eder
Patrice Audra Haryanto
Steven Jacob Zakuta

Physics and Astronomy
Maura Lally (also Legal Studies, 2020)
Gil Hwan Lim

Political Science
All Zaid Abdullah
Thomas Abou Lourenço
Ali Albelda
Eli Baum
Eliott Robert Brown
Mia Wu Cavener
Adam Downing
Julian Freiberg
Rasa Lilija Kerelis
Aran Mehta
Jacob Beaton Montgomery
Benjamin Edward Nober
Akash Palani
Lawrence David Raia
Zijian Wang (also Economics)
Drew J. Weisberg
Jacob Lee Yolowitz
Juan Francisco Zuniga

Psychology
Rebecca J. Chen
Adia Michelle Fielder
Courtney Paige Downey Goldenberg
L. Tragan Ingram
Imani Shikirah Raaneen Minor
Ahmadu Ali Simpson
Chase Jonathan Stokes
Victoria Rose Vizzini

Religious Studies
Emily Rose Holtzman

Science in Human Culture
Amanda Gail Davis
Daniel William Kiebus

Sociology
Laura Karina Aguilar
Katherine Roselaine Daehler
Kourtney Simone Kinchen (2020)
Christy Lana Paraysek
Serena Pradhan Shah
Cecilia Caroline Wolf
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION

Robert M. Cannock Scholarship
Nolan Fizoires Robinson II (2018)

Ralph B. Dennis Scholarship
Isaiah Andrew Frank (2019)

Burton and Karol Lefkowitz Prize
Amelia Prochaska

James H. McBurney Scholarship
Melanie Louise De Vincentiis (2020)

Roy V. Wood Scholarship
Valen-Marie Santos

Zeta Phi Beta Eta Award
Rahma Almajid (2020)

Communication Sciences and Disorders Department Awards

Communication Sciences and Disorders Departmental Book Award
Minna Natsuko Marquez Ito (2018)
Candace Marie Todd (2019)

Communication Sciences and Disorders Departmental Excellence Award
Rahma Almajid (also 2020)
Minna Natsuko Marquez Ito (2020)
Yuri Jo (2019, 2020)
Nikita Menta
Madison Louise Ratkowski (2019)
Candace Marie Todd (also 2020)
Olivia Mayako Zimmerman (2018, 2019, 2020)
Lois L. Elliott Book Award
Melissa F. Yuen

Communication Studies Department Awards

Communication Studies Departmental Excellence Award
Daniella Oshoke Asapokhai (2019)
Deven Divyesh Damji (2019)
Melanie Louise De Vincentiis (2019)
Valérie Marie Filloux (2018)
Berit Katherine Ginsberg (2018)
Megan Summer Gordon (2019)
Emma Grace Healy
Margaret Elise Olson (2020)
Samantha Lee Pietenpol (2019, 2020)
Lauren Alexia Tran (also 2019, 2020)
Cate Lawrence Wolfen (2019)
Selin Yazici (2018, 2019)
Alyssa Hillary Zhong (2019)

Mary Peterson Gilbert Prize
Samantha Lee Pietenpol

George M. Sargent Award
Kendyl Raquel Counts (also 2019, 2020)
Berit Katherine Ginsberg (also 2018, 2019, 2020)
Erica Mercedes Washington (2018)

Performance Studies Department Awards

Performance Studies Departmental Book Award
Melissa Betty Lewyn (also 2018, 2020)
Nathan Burwell Smith (2020)

Frank J. Galati Prize for Undergraduate Essays in Performance Studies
Chu Kwok Ren Darek, second place

James L. Lardner Memorial Award
Nathan William Karnik (2020)

Martha Lavey Prize
Nathan William Karnik

Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award
Meredith Fry (2020)
Jenny Xunzi Lee
Jeremy Henri Lopategui (2018)
Marisa Devi Ray (2020)
Liza Carina Salvi
Jean Marie Slep (2019)
Nathanial Burwell Smith (2020)
Rey Tang (2018, 2019)

Bindley Film Production Award
Finnegan Zane Pilcher (2018)
Rey Tang (2019)
Gregory Joseph Voelkel (2020)

Joan Torretta Award
Ariella Jamshed Khan

Theatre Department Awards

Dance Program Excellence Award
Maxwell Y. Q. Han (2020)

Theatre Departmental Excellence Award
Hailey Brunson
Eriin Ruth Claey (2020)
Jonathan Connolly (2018, 2020)
Delia George Cunningham (also 2018, 2019, 2020)
Jack Henry Drummond (2018)
Jacob Kail Leaf (also 2018, 2020)
Alexandra Maria Moster (2019)
Amelia Prochaska (2018, 2019, 2020)
Nolan Fizoires Robinson II (also 2018, 2019)
Michael-Ellen Walden (2019)
Lydia Ione Weir (2018)

Award for Excellence in Acting: New York Showcase
Marisol I. Beauprand
Hailey Brunson
Stella Katherine Cole
Jonathan Connolly
Isaiah Andrew Frank
Nathan William Karnik
Remy Quinn Laifer
Jacob Kail Leaf
Gabriella Nicole Leibowitz
Elija Jack McNally
Leo Merrick
Amelia Prochaska
Nolan Fizoires Robinson II
Liana Ava Runcie
Jasmine Sharma
Cassidy Lorraine Sledge
Emmet Earl Smith
Carson Parker Stewart
Valen-Marie Santos (2020)
Carson Parker Stewart

John and Marietta Paynter Award
Ruchir Khazanchi (2020)
Saoirse Enright Lee (2020)

Sarah Siddons Society Scholarship
Remy Quinn Laifer (2020)

Northwestern University in Qatar Awards

Class Valedictorian
Nathan William Karnik

Dean’s Scholastic Honor’s Awards
Njoud Mohammed K. M. Al-Mana
Hadiye Tahire Koç
Rui Xin Oh

Dean’s Scholastic High Honors
Maryam Nasseri Y. M. Al-Suwaidi
Tony El Ghazal

Student Leadership Award
Tony El Ghazal

Music Theatre Certificate
Grace Eva Cashman
Kathryn Patricia Coffey
Stella Katherine Cole
Jonathan Connolly
John Alexander Erman
Theo Douglas Janke-Furman
Nathan William Karnik
Danielle May Kerr
Ruchir Khazanchi
Remy Quinn Laifer
Emily Saotome Landreth
Jacob Kail Leaf
Alexandra Maria Moster
Maya Pierce
Amelia Prochaska
Nolan Fizoires Robinson II
Jasmine Sharma
Cassidy Lorraine Sledge
Emmet Earl Smith
Carson Parker Stewart

Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award
Meredith Fry (2020)
Jenny Xunzi Lee
Jeremy Henri Lopategui (2018)
Marisa Devi Ray (2020)
Liza Carina Salvi
Jean Marie Slep (2019)
Nathanial Burwell Smith (2020)
Rey Tang (2018, 2019)

Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award
Meredith Fry (2020)
Jenny Xunzi Lee
Jeremy Henri Lopategui (2018)
Marisa Devi Ray (2020)
Liza Carina Salvi
Jean Marie Slep (2019)
Nathanial Burwell Smith (2020)
Rey Tang (2018, 2019)

Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award
Meredith Fry (2020)
Jenny Xunzi Lee
Jeremy Henri Lopategui (2018)
Marisa Devi Ray (2020)
Liza Carina Salvi
Jean Marie Slep (2019)
Nathanial Burwell Smith (2020)
Rey Tang (2018, 2019)

Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award
Meredith Fry (2020)
Jenny Xunzi Lee
Jeremy Henri Lopategui (2018)
Marisa Devi Ray (2020)
Liza Carina Salvi
Jean Marie Slep (2019)
Nathanial Burwell Smith (2020)
Rey Tang (2018, 2019)

Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award
Meredith Fry (2020)
Jenny Xunzi Lee
Jeremy Henri Lopategui (2018)
Marisa Devi Ray (2020)
Liza Carina Salvi
Jean Marie Slep (2019)
Nathanial Burwell Smith (2020)
Rey Tang (2018, 2019)

Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award
Meredith Fry (2020)
Jenny Xunzi Lee
Jeremy Henri Lopategui (2018)
Marisa Devi Ray (2020)
Liza Carina Salvi
Jean Marie Slep (2019)
Nathanial Burwell Smith (2020)
Rey Tang (2018, 2019)

Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award
Meredith Fry (2020)
Jenny Xunzi Lee
Jeremy Henri Lopategui (2018)
Marisa Devi Ray (2020)
Liza Carina Salvi
Jean Marie Slep (2019)
Nathanial Burwell Smith (2020)
Rey Tang (2018, 2019)

Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award
Meredith Fry (2020)
Jenny Xunzi Lee
Jeremy Henri Lopategui (2018)
Marisa Devi Ray (2020)
Liza Carina Salvi
Jean Marie Slep (2019)
Nathanial Burwell Smith (2020)
Rey Tang (2018, 2019)

Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award
Meredith Fry (2020)
Jenny Xunzi Lee
Jeremy Henri Lopategui (2018)
Marisa Devi Ray (2020)
Liza Carina Salvi
Jean Marie Slep (2019)
Nathanial Burwell Smith (2020)
Rey Tang (2018, 2019)

Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award
Meredith Fry (2020)
Jenny Xunzi Lee
Jeremy Henri Lopategui (2018)
Marisa Devi Ray (2020)
Liza Carina Salvi
Jean Marie Slep (2019)
Nathanial Burwell Smith (2020)
Rey Tang (2018, 2019)

Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award
Meredith Fry (2020)
Jenny Xunzi Lee
Jeremy Henri Lopategui (2018)
Marisa Devi Ray (2020)
Liza Carina Salvi
Jean Marie Slep (2019)
Nathanial Burwell Smith (2020)
Rey Tang (2018, 2019)
 Lambda Pi Eta
Undergraduates
Rahma Almajid
Paia Alexandra Amelio
Edith-Ariana Anaya
Olivia Beaubien
Mathew Benson
Leah Berridge
Sophia Rose Blake
Lucia Bernadette Boyd
Hailey Brunson
Clara Elizabeth Simmons Butler
Grace Eva Cashman
Mia Wu Cavener
Sophia Lindsey Civetta
Kathryn Patricia Coffey
Kendyl Raquel Counts
Joyce Yanbin Cui
Benjamin Matthew Curwin
Michael Harris Daalder
Sophia Danielle-Gillespie
Jack Lorenze Datin
Haley Kathryn Davis
Melanie Louise De Vincenttiis
Riina Dougerty
Mary Brennan Dwyer
John Alexander Ertman
Noah Hardy Evangelides
Alexis Stowe Fisher
Emma Lauren Flanders
David Alexander Flores
Nicholas London Gatti
Sophia Taleen Gholdoian
Hannah Rose Gillespie
Beri Katherine Ginsberg
Samanteh Kayli Glassner
Megan Summer Gordon
Madison Rees Grady
Pallas Marisol Gutierrez
Victoria Grace Hahn
Sam Hassett
Jack Oliver Hoeg
Katherine Leigh Hoffman
Jade Yuh-Hee Hostein
Seth Alex Humerick
Jennifer Anne Hutson
Joshua Matthew Jacobs
Kinsey Linnea Jasnoch
Sophie Jiang
Yuri Jo
Hunter R. Johnson
Sydney Ruth Johnson
Patrycja Ewa Kaluzynska
Lauren Rebecca Katz
Mackenzie Marie Keegan
Jordan Anna Kelly
Buchar Khazanchi
Rachel Dina Khutorsky
Christine Dawoon Kim
Joanna Yujung Kim
Sarah Mary Kalaga
Alicia Lee
Seungwon Lee
Melissa Betty Lewyn
Cindy Suiyi Liang
Sarah Cathryn Maciag
Skyler Aurora Maeso
Alexander Joseph Manrique
Gabriella Marconi
Zachary Masri
Hannah Lillian McGrath
Jamie Miller
Alexander J. Milne
Isabella Kyuri Min
Alexis Victoria Nauden
Jessica Felicia Nekritz
Lennart Emil Agung Nielsen
Kira Mackenzie Nutter
Seungjoo Oh
Femi Mathew Olaniyi
Allison Patricia Palermo
Samantha Lee Pietenpol
Finnegan Zane Pilcher
Taylor Ann Pinzone
Devon Duffy Pollock
Adam Marshall Present
Shanzaana Rashid
Abby Claire Richardson
Grace Ann Dainty Richardson
Nolan Fiziores Robinson II
Jean Elise Sanders
Alexandra Grey Seigerman
Jean Marie Sellep
Max O. Silberg
Nathanial Burwell Smith
Carson Parker Stewart
Rey Tang
Stefanie Barlett Tedards
Andrew Reece Thomas
Matthew Thomas Threadgill
Candace Marie Todd
Lauren Alexis Tran
Jameson Farrell Verser
Erica Mercedes Washington
Annika Dea Weinberg
Samantah Anne Weinberg
Emily Sara Weintraub
Lydia Ione Weir
Natalie Dina Welber
Cate Lawrence Wolfen
Kaitlin Elizabeth Wood
Selin Yazici
Sumin You
Melissa F. Yuen
Zhengyuan Zhao
Olivia Mayako Zimmerman
Graduates
Christopher Bramwell Churchill
Alexandra Mohamed El Chanti
Gwyneth Olivia Forsythe
John Hardwick Haley
Geaee Lee
Christina Y. Liu
Olivia Marie Nilsen
Peter Elman Ronson
Hayley Madison Sigmund
Deepika Sriram
Hauor Zhang
Bachelor of Arts in Communication cum Laude
Lindsey Blair Cooke
Kendyl Raquel Counts
Jack Henry Drummond
Celine Elizabeth Fitzpatrick
Berti Katherine Ginsberg
Lauren Rebecca Katz
Zachary Masri
Jessica Delaney McCallum
Elisa Madeline Swan
Isaac Lewitte Tannenbaum
Erica Mercedes Washington
Lydia Ione Weir
Natalie Dina Welber
Bachelor of Arts in Communication magna cum Laude
Danniella Oshoke Asapokhai
Sophia Rose Blake
Pallas Marisol Gutierrez
Katherine Grace Hunt
Rachel Dina Khutorsky
Jacob Kall Leaf
Stefanie Luthin
Jackson Morgan
Lennart Emil Agung Nielsen
Margaret Elise Olson
Amelia Prochaska
Stefanie Barlett Tedards
Bachelor of Science in Communication magna cum Laude
Njoud Mohammed K. M. Al-Mana
Maryam Jasim Y. M. Al-Suwaidi
Xiruo Chen
Jonathan Tae In David
Melanie Louise De Vincenttiis
Lingyu Feng
Madison Rees Grady
Katherine Leigh Hoffman
Rumeysa Cihan Koç
Gabrielle Nicole Leibowitz
Nikita Bhatvani Menta
Kira MacKenzie Nutter
Anthony Samuel Roytman
Bachelor of Science in Communication cum Laude
Alreem Ali A. A. Al-Khater
Maha Ali A. Z. Al-Kuwari
Tamadur Khalid M. A. Al-Mannai
Michael James Atk
Amal Barakat
Jonathan Connolly
Marielle Aguero Cortel
Joyce Yanbin Cui
Devin Diyvish Damji
Alexis Stowe Fisher
Isaiah Andrew Frank
Yuri Jo
Autumn Christine Thelander
Lauren Alexis Tran
Cate Lawrence Wolfen
Olivia Mayako Zimmerman
Bachelor of Science in Communication magna cum Laude
Isabel Cuccaro Alamin
Sharlene Burgos
Eri Rut Clesys
Anna Elizabeth Cohen
Magdalena Grace Dalzell
Meredith Fry
Nathaniel Stevens Hollander
Jennifer Anne Hutson
Patrycija Ewa Kaluzynska
Jeremy Henri Lopategui
Alexandra Maria Morel
Ari Isaac Mostow
Samantha Lee Pietenpol
Marisa Devi Ray
Jean Elise Sanders
Valen-Marie Santos
Alexandra Grey Seigerman
Carson Parker Stewart
Saidie Conroy Stone
Andrew Reece Thomas
Adrian Amanda Waller
Shuning Yuan
Bachelor of Science in Communication cum Laude
Delia George Cunningham
Tony El Ghazal
Hadice Tahire Koç
Riley E. Nelson
Rui Xin Oh
Ann Shaw
Alyssa Hillary Zhong
Bachelor of Science in Communication magna cum Laude
Njoud Mohammed M. Al-Mana
Maryam Jasim Y. M. Al-Suwaidi
Xiruo Chen
Jonathan Tae In David
Melanie Louise De Vincenttiis
Lingyu Feng
Madison Rees Grady
Katherine Leigh Hoffman
Rumeysa Cihan Koç
Gabrielle Nicole Leibowitz
Nikita Bhatvani Menta
Kira MacKenzie Nutter
Anthony Samuel Roytman
Department Honors
Department Honors in Communication Sciences and Disorders
Rahma Almajid
Distinction in Communication Sciences and Disorders
Nikita Menta
Department Honors in Communication Studies
Annika Dae Weinberg
Distinction in Communication Studies
Kendyl Raquel Counts
Zachary Massi
Ann Shaw
Distinction in Performance Studies
Nathan William Karnik
Distinction in Radio/Television/Film
Jonathan Tae In David
Celine Elizabeth Fitzpatrick
Jessica Delaney McCallum
Jackson Morgan
Department Honors in Theatre
Magdalena Grace Dalzell
Pallas Marisol Gutierrez
Julia Grace Mann
Riley E. Nelson
Nolan Xiong Robinson II
Lydia Jone Weir
Distinction in Theatre
Lindsey Blair Cooke
Riley E. Nelson
Lydia Jone Weir
Natalie Dina Welber
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND SOCIAL POLICY
School of Education and Social Policy Honors
Adina Rose Barg
Sophie Anna Boorstein
Rohan Xavier Gupta
Rachel Kwak
Madeline Lane
Julia Arons Lowenthal
Alka Evangeline Meresh
Desmond P. O’Keefe
Simon Xiong Su
Madeleine Kay Ward
Alumni Leadership Award
Stephanie Rose Demos
Certificate in Civic Engagement
Meron Abebe Amariw
Clean Antonio Beckford
Elizabeth Khabakulani Blaisdell
Katherine Roselaine Daehler
Augustin Paul Haffner
Rachel Kwak
Sarah Ann Lumberg
Imani Shadiya Raane Minor
Gabrielle Eve Plotkin
Austin P. Shinn
Shan Thomas Waterloo
Laura Wiseman
Bachelor of Science in Education and Social Policy Summa cum Laude
Curtis Porter DeBisschop
Ella Gottesman DeBode
Riley Jay Dow
Henry T. Lang
Isabelle Matthies
Christina Ray Price
Jagoda Rachwal
Paige Victoria Smyth
Mary Blandford Tucker
Bachelor of Science in Education and Social Policy Magna cum Laude
Lauren Patricia Bagshaw
Georgia Katherine Caras
Yi Ting Hwang
Vasilia Anastasia Kavadas
Eva Krevchuck-Villejo
Dana Lurie
Vainius Normantas
Leo Edward Sainati
Lydia A. Spettel
Cameron Elizabeth Steppe
Simon Xiong Su
Tyler James Uberstine
Xinyi Zhang
Bachelor of Science in Education and Social Policy cum Laude
Eden Sofia Berke
Julia Louise Borrelli
Catherine Charlotte DeBroux
Larissa Marie Edwards
Patrick Jonathan Emery
Kendall Gall
Julia Arons Lowenthal
Sarah Ann Lumberg
Katherine Harrison Mann
Ryan William Marlowe
Charlotte Elizabeth Masters
Bijal Mehta
Lesley A. Meza
Rachel Nicole Muir
Sophia Hertzberg Stoughton
Natasha Vasan
Ronghui Zhou
Siqi Zhou
ROBERT R. MCCORMICK SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
Ovid W. Eshbach Award
Michael Alexander Caves
Harold B. Gotaas Undergraduate Research Award
Lauren Virginia Simitz
McCormick School Alumni Award
Obumnene Godson Osele
Walter P. Murphy Cooperative Engineering Education Student of the Year
Adam Leung
Applied Mathematics Award
Outstanding Senior in Applied Mathematics
Christina Susan Goss
Biomedical Engineering Awards
Biomedical Engineering Award for Research
Helena Freire Haddad
Izabela Stankiewicz
Lyle F. Mockros Outstanding Senior Award
Obumneme Godson Osele
William L. Zeng
Outstanding Academic Achievement Award
Harsh A. Khilwani
Marisa Christine Morella
Charles John Stark
Robert B. Taggart Best Design Award
Iliana Gissel Alvarez Lara
Temiloluwa J. Fasoranti
Omolara Olabisi
Zhaklin Sevova
Chemical Engineering Awards
American Institute of Chemists Award
Shaelyn Iyer
Harry McCormack Award
Connor Clayton Call
Omega Chi Epsilon Award
Lauren Virginia Simitz
Civil Engineering Awards
Distinguished Civil Engineering Senior Award
Devon Avery Dulau
Wallis S. Hamilton Award for Civil and Environmental Engineering
Samuel Austin Asa
Edwin C. Rossow Prize for Structural Engineering Senior
Melanie C. Galantino
Computer Engineering Award
**Outstanding Senior in Computer Engineering**
- Alexander Kolar

Computer Science Award
**Outstanding Senior in Computer Science**
- Michael Alexander Cuevas
- Carolyn S. Henry
- Alayna Richmond

Electrical Engineering Award
**Outstanding Senior in Electrical Engineering**
- Siyuan Chai
- Nathaniel Robert Coirier

Environmental Engineering Awards
**Distinguished Environmental Engineering Senior Award**
- Valeria Apolinario
- Bridget Lauren Chia

Wallis S. Hamilton Award for Civil and Environmental Engineering
- Andrea Jinyuuen Lin

**Jimmy Quon Memorial Award for Environmental Engineering Senior**
- Nhu Hai Tran

Industrial Engineering Awards
**Arthur P. Hurter Academic Excellence Award**
- Yuxiang Chen

**Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences Department Award**
- Margot Dupeyroux
- Felix Cheng Peng
- Arshya Srinivas

Materials Science and Engineering Award
**Hilliard Award for Undergraduate Leadership, Scholarship, and Service**
- Naomi A. Pieczulewski

Mechanical Engineering Awards
**Undergraduate Academic Achievement Award**
- Alexander Antonio Gallard

**Undergraduate Leadership and Service Award**
- Noah Baculi
- Christopher H. Lee

**Undergraduate Research and Innovation Award**
- Madeleine Leigh Handwork

Segal Design Institute Awards
**Director's Award for Manufacturing and Design Engineering**
- Zachary Shonfeld

**Directors’ Award Design Certificate**
- Lauren Virginia Simitz

**Segal Directors' Award for Product Design**
- Ryan Han Yan Teo

**Segal Directors' Award for Service in Design**
- Logan Goering

**Eta Kappa Nu**
- Christian Louis Carini
- Siyuan Chai
- Nathaniel Robert Coirier
- Christina Susan Goss
- Alexander Kolar
- Marco Radaelli
- Jackson Schuster
- Meghna R. Yadav

**Omega Chi Epsilon**
- Khalid Ahmed-Abdelmutalab
- Umut Akova
- Urooj Amir
- Keyla Cahya Athalia
- Connor Clayton Call
- Coleman Miles Corbett
- Alyss T. DeFoe
- Johnathan Milton Frank
- Eric Gerard Hammalund
- Antonio Kamal Anton Hazboun
- Shaelyn Iyer
- Lauren Virginia Simitz
- John R. Zeeman

**Pi Tau Sigma**
- Karalyn Rose Baird
- Grant Alex Bayer
- Selam Getaneh
- Logan Goering
- Mackenzie Gray
- Madeleine Leigh Handwork
- Michael Jasen Haymes
- Damien Heng Chi Kian
- Zachary Shonfeld
- Benjamin P. Smith
- Jacob K. Wat
- Jeffrey D. Wieland

**Tau Beta Pi**
- Valeria Apolinario
- Keyla Cahya Athalia
- Avram Bar-meir
- Enzo Bastos Profili
- Connor Clayton Call
- Joseph Lyons Chafetz
- Siyuan Chai
- Yuxiang Chen
- Alyss T. DeFoe
- Devon Avery Dulan
- Selam Getaneh
- Christina Susan Goss
- Mackenzie Gray
- Madeleine Leigh Handwork
- Harsh A. Khilwani
- Brandon Tsong-Wen Ko
- Eric George Lu
- Calypso Pearl McDonnell
- Rohan Menon
- Marisa Christine Morella
- David Kalina O'Sullivan
- Patrice Louise Power
- Ava M. Robinson
- Zachary Shonfeld
- Jackson Schuster
- Huangda Shang
- Lauren Virginia Simitz
- Charles John Stark

**Murphy Institute Scholars**
- Aaron Ahles
- Catherine Chen
- Melanie C. Galantino
- Alexander Antonio Gallard
- Christina Susan Goss
- Joshua Kenneth Lawton
- Yash More
- Justin Navidzadeh
- Elizabeth Ann Petersen

**Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics Summa cum Laude**
- Christina Susan Goss
- Alexander Kolar

**Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering Magna cum Laude**
- Avram Bar-meir
- Harsh A. Khilwani
- Marisa Christine Morella
- Charles John Stark

**Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering Cum Laude**
- Catherine Chen
- Summer Duffy
- Helena Freire Haddad
- Shannon McKay
- Jeannette J. Wu
- Amy L. Xie

**Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering Summa cum Laude**
- Connor Clayton Call
- Shaelyn Iyer
- Lauren Virginia Simitz

**Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering Magna cum Laude**
- Alyss T. DeFoe

**Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering Cum Laude**
- Keyla Cahya Athalia
- Moon Joo Kim
- John R. Zeeman

**Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering Summa cum Laude**
- Devon Avery Dulan
- Melanie C. Galantino

**Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering Summa cum Laude**
- Alexander Kolar
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering cum Laude
Hsuan-Ming Chen
Logan T. Danek
Brandon Henry Lieuw
Jackson Thomas Schuster
Meghna R. Yadav
Joshua Christian Zhao

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Felipe Eduardo Caldeira Sanjinés
Linxin Chen
Paul Farcașanu
Finley Jordan Lau
Elise Lee
Linda Luo
David Kalina O’Sullivan
Elizabeth Ann Petersen

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science Magna cum Laude
Yining Chen
Spencer D. Colton
Carolyn S. Henry
Michael V. Ji
Aaron Robert Nelson
Ann Pigott
Alayna Richardson
Avra M. Robinson
Hamilton Huy Vuu
Tianfu Wang
John Halvdan Wiig
David Wei Sen Zane
Lyon Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science cum Laude
John A. Banta
Andrew Thomas Bridgeman
Hsuan-Ming Chen
Itay Golan
Emily Adelaide Jenkins
David Jin
Jenny Lam
Wung Jae Lee
Elizabeth Mallon
Calypso Pearl McDonnell
Sandra Nissim
Patrice Louise Power
Kevin J. Rachwalski
Saubhagyaa Shrestha
Anshul Narsimha Vyakarnam

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Summa cum Laude
Siyuan Chai
Nathanial Robert Coirier
Christina Susan Goss

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Magna cum Laude
Jared Philip Kanter
Alexander Kristopher Krasowski

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering cum Laude
Christian Louis Carini

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering cum Laude
Valeria Apolinarino
Bridget Lauren Chia
Nhu Hai Tran

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering Summa cum Laude
Joseph Lyons Chafetz
Yuxiang Chen
Eric George Lu

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering Magna cum Laude
Margot Dupeyroux
Chengye Jiang
Enzo Bastos Profili
Huangda Shang
Yijing Barry Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering cum Laude
Nicholas Andary
Kyle W. Chisholm
Chu Kwok Ren Darek
Alyssa Ann Hiraoka
Olivia Jurgiel
Radin Marinov
Sarah McGowan
Rohan Menon
Yibo Pan
Ariel Yosef Rabinovich Sencianes

Bachelor of Science in Integrated Engineering Studies Magna cum Laude
Ryan Han Yan Teo

Bachelor of Science in Manufacturing and Design Engineering cum Laude
Kaitlyn Ko

Bachelor of Science in Materials Science and Engineering Summa cum Laude
Paul Timothy Brown

Bachelor of Science in Materials Science and Engineering Magna cum Laude
Brandon Tsong-Wen Ko
Nicholas Marchese

Bachelor of Science in Materials Science and Engineering cum Laude
Adam Leung
Yash More
Cem Unuvar
Joshua D. Winograd

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Summa cum Laude
Alexander Antonio Gallard
Madeleine Leigh Handwork

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Magna cum Laude
Willa Grace Ostroff
Keene Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering cum Laude
Alejandro Jose Alfaro Monterrosa
Noah Baculi
Logan Goering
Damien Heng Chi Kian
Kaitlyn Ko
Grant William Spaulding

Undergraduate Honors Program
Biomedical Engineering
Helena Freire Haddad
Joshua Kenneth Lawton
Izabela Stankiewicz

Chemical Engineering
Connor Clayton Call
Alysse T. DeFoe
Eric Gerard Hammelmund
Shaelyn Iyer
Lauren Virginia Simitz
John R. Zeeman

Industrial Engineering
Huangda Shang

Materials Science and Engineering
Paul Timothy Brown
Nicholas Marchese
Cem Unuvar

Mechanical Engineering
Karalyn Rose Baird
MEDILL SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM, MEDIA, INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

Gary Cummings Memorial Award
Jonina Maya Saftchik

William C. Fyffe Award
Jonina Maya Saftchik

Harry Franklin Harrington Awards
Interactive Storytelling
Sian Shin
Magazine Writing and Editing
Sarah Margaret Cahalan
Subject Depth Reporting
Anabel Mendoza
Adam M. Rhodes
Videography/Broadcast
Justin Horowitz

Valedictorian Award
Michael Ethan Korsh

Northwestern University in Qatar Awards

Dean’s Award
Inaara Nizarali Fazal Gangji

Dean’s Scholastic Highest Honors
Maryam Abdulla I. H. Al-Brad
Muhammad Saad Ejaz
Danna Mohamad Takriti

Dean’s Scholastic Honors
Xiruo Chen
Inaara Nizarali Fazal Gangji
Razan Houssam Ghadban
Nada Ahmed Yousef Qaddourah

Journalism Award
Maryam Abdulla I. H. Al-Brad

Liberal Arts Award
Danna Mohamad Takriti

Kappa Tau Alpha

Undergraduates
Maryam Abdulla I. H. Al-Brad
Brianna Beth Bilter
Sophie Alula Davis
Emma Elizabeth Edmund
Muhammad Saad Ejaz
Danna Mohamad Takriti
Charlotte Lee Walsh
Laura J. Wu

Graduates
Julia Benbrook
Sarah Margaret Cahalan
Ruiqi Chen
Justin Horowitz
Shivani P. Majmudar
Nirmal Thomas Mulaikal
Grace Elizabeth Rodgers
Sian Shin
Marisa Robin Sloan
Maura Callaghan Turcotte

Bachelor of Science in Journalism
Summa cum Laude
Emma Elizabeth Edmund
Michael Ethan Korsh
Victoria Hoo Lee
Mia Angelica Mamone
Anabel Mendoza
Ellen Clayton O’Brien
Clare Elise Proctor
Daniel Rosenweig-Ziff
Amar Nour Shabeeb
Charlotte Lee Walsh
Xinyang Zhou

Bachelor of Science in Journalism
Magna cum Laude
Callie Abraham
Maryam Abdulla I. H. Al-Brad
Brianna Beth Bilter
Lark Margaret Breen
Sophie Alula Davis
Muhammad Saad Ejaz
Brett Charles Haensel
Catherine Jindl Henderson
Danielle Marie Johnson
Liam Kiffen Lecka
Woojoong Janet Lee
Kalyn John Luciano
Lauren Eva Mammini
Alexa Caityn Mikhail
Hanyue Amy Ouyang
Joely Tell Simon
Danna Mohamad Takriti
Liming Wan
Tara J. Wu

Bachelor of Science in Journalism
Magna cum Laude
Marena Laure Sophie Klein
Reilly Caitlin Frye
Patrick Blood

PRITZKER SCHOOL OF LAW

Arlyn Miner Book Awards for Excellence in Legal Writing and Research
Lauri A. Bonacors
Kate Fintel
William Wright Hameline
Kimberly Grace Railey
Christopher Thomas
Tarah Tolle

Julius H. Miner Moot Court Competition, 2020
William Jennings Bryan Award for Winners
Ryan Neu
Emily P. Ross
International Academy of Trial Lawyers
Award for Outstanding Speaker
Shray Gupta
Lowden-Wigmore Prize for Finalists
Shray Gupta
Ryan Neu
Emily P. Ross
Andrew Marshall Spitzer
Adia E. Stevenson II Award for Best Brief
William Scott Edwards II
Amy Tu Quyen Le

John Paul Stevens Prize for Academic Excellence
Arielle Woloshin Tolman

Wigmore Key
Accepted on behalf of the Graduation Committee
by Glen Learned

Order of the Coif
Keith Armstrong
Ellen Baron
James Edward Barrett
McLayne S. Barringer
Lauri A. Bonacors
Melissa Kathleen Bessler
Aidan Crane
Meaghan Falkanger
Andrew F. Fosque
Emily M. Grant
Thomas Doyle Hoyt
Matthew Ryan Kearney
William Jackson Lawrence
Elliot James Louthen
Joseph Donald Mantegani
Isabel Rose Mattson
Nellie R. Mitchell
Joshua William Nathan
Kelsey Elaine Neal
Leuka Pravdic
Kimberly Grace Railey
Harrison Bryan Richards
Rachel Becca Rieckhoff
Jules Rogers
Emily P. Ross
Tarah Tolle
Madeline M. Yurdiriaga

Master of Laws with Honors
Jeanne Claire Boniszyn
Emiliano Flores Zepeda
Isabel Huerta Gazapo
Musab Guen
Yunyi Li
Tomihoi Minatogawa
Nakzen Zhamaladin

Master of Laws in International Human Rights with Honors
Keith Armstrong
Snejza Barrack
Patrick Blood
Reilly Caitlin Frye
Maren Laure Sophie Klein
Master of Laws (International Executive Master's Program) with Honors

Karen Ames Vasquez
Leonardo Azurduy Saunero
Olivia Sara Biehal
Jonathan Lee Black-Branch
Carolina Borja Obando
Tania Cavallo Mallo
Stefan Fuehrer
Giorgi Gurgendize
Oylie Suyte Haulo
Mariana Islas Hernandez
Panagiota Mavroeidi Mavroidi
Maria Gabriela Mejia Montalvo
Borja Navarro Durán
Aurelia Magdalena Nick
Patrick Nick
César Alonso Palacios Lopez
Daniela Patiño Narváez
Marcela Pongitor Rosolen Mantovani
Gerardo Alejandro Valdés Vázquez

Master of Laws in Taxation with Honors

Precious-Rhoda Edwei Akpabey
Alex Jordan Becker
William Bridger Christian
Christina Connelly
John Cox
Alanna D’ Alessandro
Elizabeth Anna Dengler
Eli LeCates
Soo Y eon Lee
Claire M. Lucas
Justin Lundberg
Alexander George Madias
Sordum N. Ndam
Connor Melvin Sosnoff
Brian G. Stevens
Hannah R. Sullivan
Jeffrey Svehla
Daumantas Venckus-Cucchiara
Ryan Wells
Blaine A. Woodson

Juris Doctor Summa cum Laude

Eliott James Louthen
Arielle Woloshin Tolman

Juris Doctor magna cum laude

James Edward Barrett
Aidan Crane
Meaghan Falkanger
Andrew F. Forsque
Emily M. Grant
Matthew Ryan Kearney
William Jackson Lawrence
Joseph Donald Mantegani
Isabel Rose Mattson
Bellie R. Mitchell
Leksa Pravdic
Harrison Bryan Richards
Jules Rogers
Emily P. Ross
Terah Toller

Juris Doctor cum laude

Kathryn Elizabeth Abendroth
Keith Armstrong
Jennifer Aronsohn
Meher Babbar
Natalie Avery Barnaby
Ellen Baron
McLayne S. Barringer
Karolina Lucyna Bartosik
Emily Rose Behrmann-Fowler
Joshua Block
Bjoern A. Blomquist
Patrick Blood
Natalie Blosser
Keith William Boeker
Lauri A. Bonacorsi
Melissa Kathleen Bressler
Ann Michelle Bright
Kevin Robert Brown
Christopher George Brusznicki
Anne Bayly Buck
Elizabeth A. Buescher
Dylon D. Busser
Genevieve Marie Carter
Catherine Cervone
Bo Chen
Karol Colbary
Logan S. Crossley
Alexander Stephen Crowley
Nora Cygan
Tyler Scott Bitter Day
Ann DeFranco
Jonathan M. Deitch
Frank DelPescé
John J. DeMeulenaere
Gregoire Devaney
Harry B. Dodsworth
Lora K. Dyakova
Chloé Rose Edmonds
William Scott Edwards II
Isaac Benjamin Ruderfer Ellman
Luke Fernbach
Helen Hill Ferrall
Kevin D. Finkelstein
Theresa Rose Finneran
Kate Fintel
Palden Elisabeth Flynn
Robert P. Foley
Charlotte Frances Franklin
Reilly Caillen Frye
Angela Belle Gallagher
Walter Garcia
Emily Mae Gleichert
Leah Gluck
Lauren Gold
Corinna Goodman
Isaac Edmond Green
Samantha R. Greenky
Hayden F. Gunter
Shray Gupta
William Wright Hameline
Maggie Erin Heine
Zoe W. Helstrom
Daniel Louis Charles Henry
Ann Herman
Kurt A. Holtzman
Russell Dale Howland III
Thomas Doyle Hoyt
Thomas Curtis Hulley
Sumair Irfan
Phoebe Anne-Alexandra Jean-Pierre
Emily B. Jones
Taylor R. Jones
Benjamin Kabe
Yaakov Kaganoff
Leah N. Karchmer
Jordyn Kass
Elias Kawai
Robert Kaylor
Gene Kim
Grace Kim
Marisa Kovacs
Tessa Marie Kroll
Robert James Laird
Amy Tu Quyen Le
Savanna Leak
Christopher Jung-Joon Lee
Jordan Lemoine
Jeremy Maxwell Levine-Drizin
Ting-Wei Lin
Nathaniel Little
Liuzhuoyi Liu
Yang Liu
Daniel Machado
Collin Maenbhou
Addie Elaine Maguire
Muaaz Maksud
Teresa Manning
Andreas Marshall
Eryn Mascia
Brandan Matthews
Katie McCallister
Emilie Alexandra McConnachie
Lara McDonough
Edward McElvain
Cyerra McGowan
Sahar K. Merchant
Kelley Merwin
Ramia Renee Mitchell
Savannah Lee Kinsey Murin
Joshua William Nathan
Kelsey Elaine Neal
Ryan Neu
Michael Neuberger
Ebenzezer R. Ng
Anastasia O’Hara
Kiana Jade Oten
Brianna Pang
Jacqueline Paylor
Amelia Lily Carey Piazza
Jacqueline Aimee Quenneville
Kimberly Grace Railey
Mohit Rathí
Leah Mae Regan-Smith
Noah Samuel Repel
Kimberly Rhum
Brittany M. Ricciardi
Rebecca Lea Rieckhoff
Peter Riley
Adam Rongo
Kathryn June Ryan
Tuba Sahiti
Peter William Shapiro
Yihan She
Tara Shinal
William Siroky
Anna Dayle Smith
Zachary Smith
Adam B. Sopko
Andrew Marshall Spitzer
Charles Beau Sprayregen
David Stage
Lauren Jennifer Taylor
Christopher Thomas
Jayant J. Trewn
Cole Anthony Turner
Abraham J. Varon
Landon Walker
Alec Weingart
Xiaotian Xu
Yuman Xu
Katherine Taylor Yamahata
Madeline M. Yuzuriaga
Shuman Zhou
Master of Science in Law with Honors

Nevena Alekoic
Elizabeth Jane Bailey
Francisco Canales Gonzalez
Michelle Elizabeth Carter
Chieh-Hsi Chen
Karyssa Yvonne Clark
Brittanie Clarke
John Michael Cronin
Jie Deng
Hanh Chi Do-Umehara
Victoria Thiele Gutierrez
Brent J. Halvorson
Ariella Galya Hoffman-Peterson
Rakshitha Subraya Kamath
Joanna Shinae Kim
Daniel Paul Kinstedt
Demetrios Kirvassilis
Seung Chian Lee
Erica Leser
Stephanie MacSpadyen
Sarah Elizabeth McWilliam
Abigail Jane Miller
Odessa Miller
Philemon Nagarigari
Madeline Kate O’Dwyer
Nikodem Mariusz Pancewicz
Yasmine S. Ramachandra
Nicole Marie Roberto
Wendy Jurany Rodriguez
Taylor Rounds
Jigar Shah
Alexis Elizabeth Smith
Eugene Companero Soriano
Justin Baxter Sperry
Benjamin Victor Stafslien
Jiayi Wang
Xiao Wang
Ian Welsch
Talimage H. Wesley
Sibe Wu
Yixuan Zhang

Master of Studies in Law with Honors

Jiayan Peng
Margaret Skeen

J. L. KELLOGG SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Dean’s Award for Academic Achievement

Kamran Brent Avci
Jeffery Millhouse Barker
Jay Alexander Canarick
Eli Joseph Derrow
Jin Know Dingmore
Stephen Duarte
Anthony J. Guido
Jacob Harrison Keal
Steven James Kelly
Alexander Thompson Klug
Michael Todd Kramm
Christopher Richard Lettow
Eva Caroline Lindpaintner
Xian Liu
Ruizhe Ma
Yash Mehta
Benjamin Casey Miles
Andrew Joseph Milne
Mohd Radzi Bin Mohd Anua
Dara Nikolay Nikolova
Julian Howard Ordman
Daniel Patrick Pellegrino
Kelly Marie Power
Daniel Mark Puls
Joshua Phillip Rose
Britta Ann Rowan
Hannah Alice Smith
Po An Su
Travis Aaron White-Schwoch
Alexander John Wolfe

Top Student Awards

Finance
Bowen Li
Healthcare at Kellogg
Priscila Hammett
Operations
Nirmal Lekshminarayanan
Strategy
Bowen Li

Master of Business Administration with Distinction and Beta Gamma Sigma

Kamran Brent Avci
Jeffery Millhouse Barker
John Robert Bazal
Katharine Anne Browning
Michael Thomas Bruk
Jay Alexander Canarick
Pui Yin Yolanda Chen
Grace Ann Smith Cross
Richard John Crowley
Caitlin Britt Crutchfield
Sanat Shawn Daga
Andrew Evan De Donato
Eli Joseph Derrow
Amit Dhiren Desai
Neel Pradip Desai
Jessica Leah Deutsch
Tyler Charles Devan
Jin Know Dingmore
Lisa Howyuan Dong
Stephen Duarte

Balazs Feher
Thibaut Philippe G. Feremans
Benjamin Alexander Gitles
Corey Guy Greenawalt
Anthony J. Guido
Isha Gujarati
Priscila Hammett
Marco Lorenzo Hartmann
Glenn Michael Hickman
Lance Yi-Hsien Ho
Andrew David Johnston
Aakash Kapor
Joseph James Katsiourbas
Calvin Jay Kautsky
Jacob Harrison Keal
Steven James Kelly
Ryan Kluck
Alexander Thompson Klug
Christina Maria Kohlmann
Shannon Hume Kooser Miller
Michael Todd Kramm
Dylan Ross Krakow
Sajal Kumar
Caroline Templet Kurtz
Brian Lasman
Nirmal Lekshminarayanan
Christopher Richard Lettow
Mitchell Eric Lev
Bowen Li
Eva Caroline Lindpaintner
Xian Liu
Philip Michael Lubik
Ruizhe Ma
Vignesh Maheswaran
Kathryn Charlotte Mailey
Jorge José Marín González
Yash Mehta
Benjamin Casey Miles
Andrew Joseph Milne
Eric Joseph Minkley
Mehdi Radzi Bin Mohd Anua
Dara Nikolay Nikolova
Julian Howard Ordman
Daniel Patrick Pellegrino
Nestor Podobany
Kelly Marie Power
Daniel Mark Puls
Parul Purwar
Brett Werner Rasmussen
Noah Michael Rawitz
Teressa Ann Rodriguez
Fredric Carlton Rose II
Joshua Phillip Rose
Britta Ann Rowan
Wesley Scott Sadler
Mansoor Safi
Meghan Nicole Scanlon
Brittany Erin Scozia
Delphine Cynthia Sengun
Sajan Rahul Shah
Vyasa Vikasa Shastry
Kelly Anne Sherlock
Maria Soledad Silva Anguita
Hannah Alice Smith
Kotryna Patapaite Smith
Jeanette Marie Stock
Po An Su
Alexandra Maria Techa
Emma Marie Temple
Travis Aaron White-Schwoch
Jeremy Adam Winkler
Clare Elizabeth Wittenberg
Alexander John Wolfe
Sarah Zheng
Gang Zhou
Alex Edward Zimmermann
Beatrice Tucker, MD, Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Denise Monti

Kenneth M. Viste Jr., MD, Student Service Recognition Award
Elsy Virginia Compres

Diane B. Wayne, MD, Award
Jeffrey William Fuchs

Daniel Hale Williams Diversity and Inclusion Award
Elsy Virginia Compres

Gayle E. Welschak Medical Student Award for Excellence in Radiation Oncology
Jake Aidan Miller

Alpha Omega Alpha
Mark Antkowiak
Hooman Alexander Azad
Raheem Dajan Bell
Lisa Rae Benes
Simran Chadha
Hsiang-Chun Chang
Lindsay Anne Cheu
Elsy Virginia Compres
Jacquelyn Paige Cruz
Prarthana Jignesh Dalal
Jeffrey William Fuchs
Christopher David Gordon
Logan Mathew Hansen
Dan Choong Sung Im
Jonathan Balquiedra Lamano
Hannah Mallaro
Allison Morgan
Bardia Nadim
Nikil Prasad
Yaqoob Qaseem
Mohan Sai Ravi
Charles John Schufreider

Doctor of Medicine Summa cum Laude
Lia Rae Benes
Rohat Bhagwan Bhimani
Dan Choong Sung Im
Allison Morgan
Sebastian Otto-Meyer
Megan M. Perez
Nikil Prasad
Yaqoob Qaseem

Doctor of Medicine Magna cum Laude
Hooman Alexander Azad
Alexa Carver Schoen
Lindsay Anne Cheu
Logan Mathew Hansen
Jonathan Balquiedra Lamano
Evan James Panken
Mohan Sai Ravi
Charles John Schufreider

Doctor of Medicine cum Laude
Eleanor Mirabile Birch
Simran Chadha
Andrew Michael Chiu
John Gregory Cooper
Prarthana Jignesh Dalal
Jacqueline M. Godbe
Kaitlin Emma Huennekens
Andrew David Johnston
Jonathan Balquiedra Lamano
Jake Aidan Miller
Rusheel Nayak
Jacob Bailey Pierce
Nicholas Joseph Volpe Jr.
Priscilla See-Wai Yeung

Doctor of Medicine Magna cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis
Hooman Alexander Azad
Eleanor Mirabile Birch
Andrew Michael Chiu
John Gregory Cooper
Prarthana Jignesh Dalal
Jacqueline M. Godbe
Kaitlin Emma Huennekens
Andrew David Johnston
Jonathan Balquiedra Lamano
Jake Aidan Miller
Rusheel Nayak
Jacob Bailey Pierce
Nicholas Joseph Volpe Jr.
Priscilla See-Wai Yeung

Doctor of Medicine cum Laude in Scientia Experimentalis
Mark Antkowiak
Natalie Michelle Colaneri
Abbey Dallas
Conor Brandt Driscoll
Helen Xin Gao
Aakash Neel Gupta
Virginia Lee Hoch
Allison Morgan
Evan Jal Patel
Mark Plantz
Robert Amato Riestenberg
Charles John Schufreider
John Sincavage
Faith Mary Svigos
HENRY AND LEIGH BIENEN
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Concerto/Aria Competition Winners
Hyejin Joo (2015)
Charles F. Lilley
Jialiang Wu (2014)

Crown Family Center for Jewish and Israel Studies
Crown Graduate Fellowship
Amanda Ruppenthal Stein (2018)

Graduate Research Grant
Amanda Ruppenthal Stein (2015)

John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts
Conservatory Project
Jialiang Wu (2015)

Pauline Lindsey Award
Alexandre G. Tchaykov (2020)

Northwestern University Presidential Fellowship
Jason K. Rosenholtz-Witt (2017)

Presser Undergraduate Scholar Award
Zachary Masri (2020)

Sigma Alpha Iota Collegiate Honor Award
Tia Danielle Chung-Swanson

Sigma Alpha Iota Gamma A Province
Ruby Sword of Honor
Tia Danielle Chung-Swanson

Sigma Alpha Iota Scholastic Award
Hannah Elizabeth Emmons

Summer Undergraduate Research Grant
Lauren Patricia Bagshaw (2018)
Oliver Hartwell Holden (2019)
Austin Harrison Klewan (2020)
Kyoko Kohno (2019)
Zachary Masri (2020)
Lorenzo Kirtland Pipino (2020)
Jonathan Joseph Rosen (2020)
Isabella Spinelli (2019)
Liana Fay Welteroth (2019)

Thaviu/Isaak Endowed Scholarship for Piano Performance
Alexandre G. Tchaykov, first prize (2020)
Jialiang Wu, first prize (2014)
Hyejin Joo, second prize (2015)
Evan Lee, second prize (2020)
Sin Lei Pui, second prize (2020)
Yangmingtian Zhao, second prize (2017)

Samuel and Elinor Thaviu String Scholarship Competition
Luiz Fernando Moita Venturelli de Souza,
first prize (2020)
Avery W. Weeks, first prize (2020)
Robyn Neidhold, second prize
Luiz Fernando Moita Venturelli de Souza,
third prize (2019)

Undergraduate Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Alexander Stewart Hamilton

Undergraduate Research Grant
Jason Buzzell
Tyler Eugene Frye (2017)
Kyoko Kohno (also 2020)
Evan Lee (2020)
Saoirse Enright Lee (2019)
Sin Lei Pui
Isabella Spinelli (2020)

Viola Studio Prize Competition
Sachin Shukla, first prize

Bachelor of Arts in Music cum Laude
Greta Vanden Heuvel

Bachelor of Music Summa cum Laude
Dario Amador Lage
Alexander Stewart Hamilton
Zachary Masri

Bachelor of Music Magna cum Laude
Justin David Beaman
Jack Grimm
Sachi Makenna Gullbrants
Jordyn Nicole Krause
Finley Jordan Lau
Lorenzo Kirtland Pipino
Sachin Shukla

Bachelor of Music cum Laude
Lauren Patricia Bagshaw
Emma Catherine Breen
Chandler Clark Dillingham
Valérie Marie Filloux
Kyoko Kohno
Sin Lei Pui
Isabella Spinelli
Liana Fay Welteroth
Ke-Wei Yu

Program Honors
Brass
Justin David Beaman
Patrick Edward Desmond Di Somma
Shea Erin Kelsay

Composition
Julia Louise Borrelli

Conducting
Daniel Patrick Cook

Jazz
Austin Harrison Klewan

Music Education
Amanda Ruth Draper
Liana Fay Welteroth

Musicology
Isabella Spinelli
Amanda Ruppenthal Stein

Music Theory
Alexander Stewart Hamilton

Percussion
Zachary Masri

Piano
Hyejin Joo
Muni Zhao
Yangmingtian Zhao

Strings
Pauline Yvonne Laura Kempf
Luiz Fernando Moita Venturelli de Souza
Avery W. Weeks

Voice
*Dario Amador Lage
*Kaleb Paul Marshall Drawbaugh
*Valérie Marie Filloux
Daniel Fleming
*Penelope Powers Hough
*Nicholas Abel Lin
*Analiese Virginia Rose Pappas
*Lorenzo Kirtland Pipino
Aaron Jess Walker

Woodwinds
Bridget Pei
Brandon Michael Quarles

*Completed Undergraduate Vocal Honors Program
Commencement Planning Chairs
Kelly Schaefer
Jeremy Schenk

Commencement Committee Chairs
Accessibility
Robert Aaron
Catering
Stacey Brown
Jonathan Miller
Celebrations
Regan Lindsey
Class of 1971
Jennifer Ward
Emergency Planning
Joseph Frascati
Facilities and Setup
Nick Papas Jr.
Finances
Lori Gordon
David Hartmann
Imagery
Stephen Anzaldi
Martin Wilson
Marshals
Lucas Christain
Paul Hubinsky
Production
Liza Alrutz
Carter Liebman
Amanda Sugiharto
Public Safety
Eric Chin
Matthew Wiethrock

Regalia
Steve Hannen
Coretta King
Schools
Ann Motogawa
Script
Lisa Anderson
Eugene Lowe
Social Media
Shannon Pesek
Julie Zare
Student and Guest Experience
Keith Garcia
Tracey Gibson-Jackson
Anne VanOsドル
Student Landing Pages
Christa Battaglia
Kyle Delaney
Alan Wolff
Technical Support
Mike Curtis
Tickets
Mark Wesoloski
Transportation and Parking
Paul Merkey
Vendors
Dan Foley
VIps
Mary Kate Clifford

Commencement Staff
Suzanne Aaron
Liza Alrutz
Irene Armas
Ann Motogawa
Stefan Schallack

Student Affairs Marketing and Communications
Jill Norton
Jim Roberts

Office of Global Marketing and Communications
Andy Madorsky
Jeri B. Ward
Jonathan Yates

Program
Heather Cosgrove, designer
Grace Delcano, designer
Nancy Liskar, editor

Student Speaker Selection Committee
Nyle Arora, Associated Student Government
Imani Bah, Weinberg
Julia Borrelli, Bienen
Kendyl Counts, Communication
Marissa Martinez, Medill
Shea McHenry, McCormick
Gabriella Rios, Education and Social Policy
Ronnie Toca (committee convener),
Student Affairs

Special Thanks
Eric Budzynski
Jaci Casazza
Jeff Cech
Paul Geigler
Julie Payne-Kirchmeier
Lee Roberson
Taniesha Robinson

Thank you also to the more than 300 volunteers and vendor partners who assist with the planning and production of the Commencement ceremony.